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ABSTRACT
The problem examined in this research was the iden
tification and description of the distinctive components
associated with the Christian youth workcamp experience
found to promote the psychosocial development of church
youth participants and the linkages to enhanced spiritual
consciousness.
The unit of analysis for this multi-case study was
the Christian youth workcamp.

The criteria used for selec

tion of the three cases examined were:
the Appalachian region;

(1) location within

(2) philosophy and practice con

sistent with service-learning principles;
facilitating spiritual development; and
cerns.

(3) emphasis upon
(4) logistical con

Thirty-four subjects were selected from three church

youth groups, each attending one of the three workcamps.
Data was gathered through the following methods:
(1) a time sequenced series of four semi-structured inter

views conducted individually with each of the thirty-four
subjects;

(2) participant-observation during the total

experience at each of the three workcamps, including church
based experience conducted before and after; and
lection and analysis of relevant documents.
iii

(3) col

The descriptions of the experience drawn from the
research offered valuable insights into the subjects's per
ce~t:~~=

of their participation in the workcamp.

The small

size and nature of the sample preclude statistical generali
zations to the larger population.

Nevertheless, the follow

ing conclusions have been advanced for further research:
(1) Participation in a Christian youth workcamp
experience can promote psychosocial maturity by contributing
to increased self-reliance and self-esteem, a greater
ability to empathize with others, a stronger appreciation
for community, greater concern for the needs of others, and
a greater commitment to serving others.

(2) The increased

ability to empathize with others is correlated with an
enhanced spiritual consciousness.

(3) The particular aspect

of spiritual perception (i.e., cognitive, affective, or
volitional) which received the greater emphasis in a given
workcamp tended to elicit statements which suggested
enhanced spiritual consciousness in the same domain.

(4)

The programmatic components of the workcamp experience con
tributing to personal development and spiritual growth were
community development, leadership development, intentional
reflection, and engagement in meaningful service for others.
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CHAPTER 1
STATEMENT OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM
Youth ministry, as conventionally practiced, faces a
significant challenge to effectively assist adolescents in
making meaningful connections between their personal lives
and the claims of the Gospel (Osmer 1989; Senter 1992).

The

continuing secularization of modern American society has
placed in question, within the minds of many adolescents,
the very relevance of the Christian church.

Richard Osmer,

addressing this challenge to youth ministry, contends, "an
important part of youth's dissatisfaction with the church
sterns from an absence of a spiritually challenging and
world-shaping vision that meets their hunger for the chance
to participate in a worthy adventure" (Osmer 1989, 6).
Lawrence Richards, a long-time voice for renewal in
the practice of Christian education, has advocated imple
mentation of nonformal educational approaches in youth min
istry in order to involve young people in a more significant
way in the learning process.

He has written,

Thus Christian education needs to stress learning situa
tions whic~ challenge the very identity of yo~th as
Christians; learning situations in which they can share
a direct encounter with the world that is, and share a
personal response in terms of the reality portrayed in
the Word.
1

2

Far too long we have called youth inside church
walls to talk about our faith. Today we must move with
youth, as the church, out into the world, to test the
reality of our faith against the facts of human life and
existence. (Richards 1972, 34)
.
When youth ministry is confined within the four
walls of the designated youth classroom in local churches,
the opportunity to make meaningful connections between faith
and life are significantly limited.

A potentially trans

forming approach to youth ministry lies in dynamically com
bining service and learning.

Though service has tradi

tionally been associated with the church, most youth service
projects fail to elicit Christian learning because little or
no attempt is made to intentionally incorporate a reflective
component into the experience.

The engagement in altruistic

activities without conscious reflection upon the overall
experience has the potential to allow such an experience to
become one of many isolated and disconnected events in the
life of each youth participant.
Peter Benson and Eugene Roehlkepartain, of the
Search Institute, lament over the significant learning
opportunities congregations have missed in their ministry to
adolescents through failure to incorporate service-learning
practices.

Reflecting upon research findings which support

the positive values for youth derived from service-learning
experiences, they have observed,
Young people who serve others are less likely to be
involved in at-risk behaviors, and they are more likely
to develop the kind of prosocial value orientation that

3

carries over into choice-making, career selection, and
empathy for others. Furthermore, direct service is an
invaluable experiential learning opportunity in which
young people can internalize their faith.
(Benson and
Roehlkepartain 1993, 10)
.
When service and learning are successfully combined,
dramatic changes in the lives of young people ensue.

Bill

McNabb, a youth ministry specialist, has written that the
Christian youth workcamp, one form of service-learning, "can
affect people's lives at a very deep level" (McNabb 1983,
85).

He has observed significant growth in the lives of

young people following participation in a workcamp which
have included
a greater understanding of the mission of the church and
the meaning of Christian servanthood, a closer sense of
fellowship and love, an increased world awareness and
heightened gratitude for the many blessings we enjoy but
take for granted. (McNabb 1983, 85)
Proponents of experiential education have long
warned that experience for experience sake is not neces
sarily synonymous with learning.

Peter Jarvis contends that

"not every experience results in learning, but that experi
ence itself is only a potential basis of learning" (Jarvis
1987, 165).

Through intentional empirical inquiry this

research has sought to identify the "potential basis of
learning" which lies in Christian service-learning programs
in order to offer insights regarding the most appropriate
means by which Christian educators can assist adolescents in
their spiritual and psychosocial development.

4

Research Concern
Several important studies have examined the rela
tionship between adolescent development and experiential
learning programs, of which service-learning is a subset.
These studies, however, have primarily focused upon

tp~

impact of experiential learning programs upon the social,
psychological, and intellectual development of adolescents.
This research rises out of a concern for effectively
facilitating Christian spiritual growth and personal devel
opment in church youth through participation in service
learning experiences.

In order to determine the best means

by which participants might grow toward maturity, the
research was designed to investigate the differential com
ponents of the workcamp experience to identify the specific
elements which promote spiritual development and personal
growth.
God's dynamic interplay between his immanence and
transcendence in the divinely ordained process of spiritual
development is clothed with a shroud of mystery.

Partial

illumination is provided, however, when the nurturing of
spirituality is viewed holistically.

As Mark Young

observes, "just as spirituality encompasses all that it
means to be conformed to the image of Christ, spiritual
development occurs within the matrix of human development

5

processes--physical, intellectual, emotional, social, moral"
(Young 1990, 91).
Thus, encoded in the human quest for maturation lie
clues providing insight into the process of nurturing
spirituality.

Recognizing the nonempirical nature of

Christian spirituality, these clues were sought by examining
the linkages between psychosocial development and increases
in the spiritual consciousness of the adolescent
participants.

This was accomplished through the qualitative

methods of participant-observation, multiple interview, and
document analysis conducted over three cases.
Statement of the Problem
The research problem is stated as follows:
To identify and describe the unique educational blend of
distinctive components and characteristics associated with
the Christian youth workcamp experience found to create con
ditions for learning which promote the psychosocial develop
ment of church youth participants and the linkages to
enhanced spiritual consciousness.
Research Questions
The following questions have guided the research.
The questions related to the selected population of church
youth participating in the three designated Christian youth
workcamps which were examined.
1.

What aspects of Christian youth workcamp experiences are
identified to promote psychosocial development (Green
berger and S$rensen 1974) in church youth participants
in regards to the following:

6

a.
b.
c.

Increased individual adequacy?
Increased interpersonal adequacy?
Increased social adequacy?

2.

To what extent do church youth participating in
Christian youth workcamp experiences exhibit evidence of
enhanced spiritual consciousness?

3.

How are the differential components of Christian youth
workcamp experiences identified as promoting psychoso
cial development (Greenberger and S~rensen 1974) linked
with evidence of enhanced spiritual consciousness of
church youth participants?
Definition of Terms
The definition of terms used in the research is pro

vided to offer clarity and understanding.
Service-learning: A philosophy of education, with the goal
of engaged, socially responsible learning, which affirms,
first, the reciprocity between the server and those served,
and, second, the centrality of intentional reflection in
order to accomplish mutual learning in community service
experiences (Kendall 1990).
Christian youth workcamp: An organized gathering of
volunteers, composed of adolescent participants and adult
leaders, who live together in an intentional Christ-centered
community for a specific period of time to address the self
identified needs of area residents and to foster spiritual
development and personal growth among the participants. For
the sake of brevity, the term will be used interchangeably
with workcamp.
Differential component: An identifiable programmatic vari
able of a specific workcamp.
Work crew: The preassigned team of church youth
participants and adult leaders, comprised of five to six
total members, who are entrusted with the accomplishment of
specific tasks during a workcamp.
Church youth group: .An ongoing asso~ia~ion of junior and,
or senior high students who collectively engage in
activities under the sponsorship of a local church.

Church youth group participant: A junior or senior high
student who identifies himself or herself as such by attend
ing activities sponsored by a given local church.
Adolescent: A person experiencing the developmental transi
tion in the life cycle from childhood to adulthood. As a
culturally specific phenomenon rather than age specific, in
North American society adolescence is generally understood
to begin with puberty and to conclude with relative finan
cial self-sufficiency. Though not determined by age, social
scientists identify three periods of adolescence: (1) early
(twelve to fifteen years old)j (2) middle (fifteen to eight
een yearS)i and (3) late (eighteen to twenty-two years).
Psychosocial development: The ongoing process whereby a
person moves toward emotional, interpersonal, and social
maturity.
Individual adequacy: The capacity of a person to function
within society in a self-reliant manner characterized by
demonstrating control over one's life and acceptance of
responsibility for one's actions (Greenberger and S.rensen
1974, 340).
Interpersonal adequacy: The capacity of a person to inter
act appropriately with other persons within one's society
(Greenberger and S.rensen 1974, 340).
Social adequacy: The capacity of a person to contribute to
social cohesion within one's society (Greenberger and
S~rensen 1974, 340).
Spiritual consciousness: The awareness of meaningful, per
sonal association with God, as manifested in one or more
Persons of the Trinity, at the cognitive, affective, and, or
volitional sphere of perception. Self-reports by subjects
acknowledging a rise in such an awareness will constitute
enhanced spiritual consciousness.
Significance of the Research
This research was designed to examine the specific
programmatic characteristics which promote psychosocial
development and enhanced spiritual consciousness of
participants in order to provide administrators of other

3

service-learning experiences with insights to aid in the
development, delivery, and evaluation of progr,ms designed
to promote spiritual development and personal growth.
The findings from this research also offer persons
engaged in Christian religious education and Christian
higher education with a deeper understanding of service
learning as an approach to the teaChing-learning process
which can be effectively used to facilitate spiritual devel
opment and personal growth in adolescents.

The intentional

examination of the linkages between psychosocial development
and enhanced spiritual consciousness in a service-learning
setting may also contribute to a better understanding of the
process of spiritual development.
The findings of this research contribute to the
investigation in this area and establish a grounding for
further descriptive research, while providing a model which
may be replicated by others.

Additional descriptive

research using this design would add to the body of knowl
edge of Christian service-learning programs and the impact
upon those persons who participate.
Overview of the Procedure
Due to the nature of the research problem, a des
criptive design which employed qualitative case study was
used to examine three specific Christian youth workcamps.
each workcamp constituted a unit of analysis from which data

~

relating to the three research questions was gathered from
the following three sources:

(1) semi-structured interviews

of the subjects; (2) participant observations of the work
camp experience; and (3) collection of relevant documents.
A model of psychosocial maturity developed by Ellen
Greenberger and Aage
Research Question 1.

S~rensen

(1974) was used to assess

This model outlined three general

dimensions of maturity, namely, (1) personal adequacy, (2)
interpersonal adequacy, and (3) social adequacy, and was
used to identify specific areas in which the subjects dis
played signs of psychosocial development.

Identification of

enhanced spiritual consciousness was based upon the self
reports by subjects acknowledging a rise in their awareness
of a meaningful, personal association with God, as
manifested in one or more Persons of the Trinity, at the
cognitive, affective, and, or volitional sphere of percep
tion.
A sample of thirty-four church youth participants
was drawn from the three workcamps.

The time sequenced

series of four semi-structured interviews conducted with
each of the subjects were transcribed, coded, and then
sorted using N.B. Orbis, a free-form text-retrieval system
accessible within version 4 of the Nota Bene multilingual
word-processing program (The Technology Group, Inc. 1993).
The fieldnotes gathered from participant observation and

10

information compiled from relevant documents were also ana
lyzed.

The operational questions, arranged in time sequence

in relationship to the pre-workcamp, workcamp, and post
workcamp phases, served as the organizing categories for the
initial analysis of the data for each case.

Themes, pat

terns, and trends were also identified and analyzed l along
-I

with demographic factors which were related to specific
responses.
Correlations were examined between differential com
ponents of each workcamp with the identification of
increased psychosocial development and observed linkages to
enhanced spiritual consciousness among sUbjects in each case
and across all three cases.

CHAPTER 2
PRECEDEN'l'S IN THE LITERATURE

Several bodies of literature have been drawn upon
to inform this research of the differential aspects of
Christian service-learning programs which relate to
psychosocial development and the linkages to evidences of
enhanced spiritual consciousness of church youth
partir.ipants.

The following review of precedent literature

will first offer an examination of the historical develop
ment and current practice of Christian youth workcamps,
paying careful attention to the significant characteristics
and components of this nonformal Christian educational expe
rience.
The philosophy, method, and intended outcome of the
Christian youth workcamp are three significant aspects which
warranted significant consideration.

The Christian youth

workcamp operates under the guidance of a service-learning
philosophy of education, utilizes experiential learning
methodology, and seeks to facilitate the spiritual develop
ment and personal growth of church youth participants.
Therefore, in addition to an examination of the Christian
youth workcamp, this review of precedent literature will
11
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also focus upon pertinent bodies of research on service
learning, experiential learning, psychosocial development of
adolescents, Christian spiritual development, and principles
and models for effective Christian education with youth.
The general headings for the subjects to be examined in this
chapter are listed as following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Christian Workcamps
Service-Learning
Experiential Learning
Psychosocial Development of Adolescents
Christian Spiritual Development
Christian Education with Adolescents
Christian Workcamps
The Christian workcamp represents a unique blend of

experiences for church youth participants.

The examination

of precedent literature will begin with a review of the his
tory of workcamping, which will be followed by an examina
tion of the current status of workcamps.
History of Workcamping
A significant influence upon the beginning of work
camping in this country can be traced to the dominant inter
national

~vents

of the earlier part of the twentieth

century, namely World War I and the Great Depression.

In a

report tracing the history and development of youth workcamps in Europe written for the American Council on Educa
tion in 1939, Kenneth Holland stated,
As early as 1914 the World War forced men in many
countries to face the deep contradiction between war and

13

their Christian principles. Those who refused to fight
were tre.ted as "slackers' and in some instances as
traitors; they were berated for unwillingness to serve
their countries and were popularly depicted as weak and
cowardly individuals. During the first year of the war,
ruen and women from v~rious classes of society, belonging
to different churches, or to no church at all, met in
8ngland and found themselves united in the conviction
that war was wrong and for them impossible.
(Holland
1939, 20)
The Fellowship of Reconciliation was founded during
the latter part of 1914 at a gathering in Cambridge, England
of 130 persons who objected to the war.

Some desired to

engage in acts of Christian service and joined in relief
efforts, especially those engaged in by the Society of
Friends, among the refugees and the civilian populations
living in areas of France and Belgium which had sustained
extensive damage from the war.

The Fellowship of Recon

ciliation spread to the United States in 1915, and to two
other European countries, Holland and Sweden in 1917 (Hol
land 1939, 20).
With the end of the war in 1918 came the momentous
task of reconstruction and restoration.

A conference of the

International Fellowship of Reconciliation was held in 1920
at Bilthoven, Netherlands.

During this gathering a German

participant suggested "the formation of an international
group of volunteers who should offer their unpaid services
to the task of reconstruction in the devastated areas of
northern France" (Stevenson 1936, 2).

From this initial suggestion came the formation of
the International Voluntary Service, "to create a spirit of
friendship and a constructive attitude toward peace among
all peoples by giving practical help on the occasion of nat
ural catastrophes or in the carrying out of work of public
utility, thus providing people of good will--both men and
women--with a sound system of training in mutual help,
voluntary discipline, and comradeship" (Holland 1939/ 21).
The rigors of the service to be undertaken were
clearly laid out to prospective workcampers during the
application and screening process.

The following statement

appeared with the application for a 1928 workcamp held in
the principality of Liechtenstein following extensive flood
ing of the Rhine River.
The weeks's work will be 48 hours, spread over five and
a half days. It will be hard. No one should come who
is not in thoroughly sound health or whose main idea is
a holiday abroad. Those, however, who are really
anxious to come into contact with the peasant folk of
other lands will find this a unique opportunity for real
international friendship . . • . Volunteers will be
lodged in tents, barns, and empty buildings. Work will
have to be done in the rain . . • . this enterprise
represents hard work and willingness to cooperate with
people of all views, classes, and nations. We believe
that the work, if done in the right spirit, has a real
moral and spiritual value, and only ask for offers of
service from those who are prepared to look upon it in
that light. (Stevenson 1936, 33-34)
The beginning of the volunteer workcamp movement in
the United States can be traced to 1934, the year the
American Friends Service COITunittee (AFSC) sponsored a
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workcamp in the small mining town of Greensburg, Pennsyl
vania.

This initial camp was comprised of fifty-eight men

and women, primarily college students, who volunteered to
install a new water supply system for the community.
The initial AFse summer workcamp programs were so
successful in delivering desperately needed services and in
providing a positive influence upon the participants that
the administrators at Haverford College chose to study the
relationship between workcamping and liberal arts education.
Their interest resulted in an in-depth study and evaluation
of the AFSC domestic workcamp Program.

The research was

conducted during the summer of 1948 under the direction of
Henry W. Riecken of Harvard University.
The basic elements of the AFse workcamps focused
upon involvement in physical labor, participation in regu
larly scheduled reflection and discussion, and frugal com
munal living.

Riecken suggested that the purpose of the

program, in addition to providing needed service, can be
found in the following description of the first camp, which
appeared in promotional materials.
To give young people an opportunity to acquire first
hand experience of physical, social, and industrial
problems; to combine this knowledge with and to obtain
it through work for a community; and to explore the pos
sibilities of initiating social changes by nonviolent
techniques. (Riecken 1952, 27)
Riecken reviewed a wide variety of program litera
ture on AFSC workcamps.

He identified several objectives of

1.6

the AFSe workcamps which present the intended outcomes of
the experience.

Through concrete experience from personal

involvement in the lives of persons of limited means, the
program was intended to help participants gain "a realistic
appreciation of the problems of the working man," and "a new
insight into the social and economic problems of our
society."

The program was also intended to provide

participants with exposure to diverse persons in a coopera
tive living setting in order to promote greater respect for
persons and treatment of all under any circumstances as
equal and "worthy of the utmost consideration as a member of
the family of God."

The program also sought to assist

participants in developing a philosophy of life that
included, self-discipline, honesty, inner peace, a social
conscience, love for others, and a commitment to a simple
lifestyle.

The fourth objective was to instill a "belief in

the rightness, morality, and efficacy of nonviolence, and
skill in employing nonviolent solutions to social, economic,
and interpersonal problems" (Riecken 1952, 28-29).
The particular emphasis of the study of the AFSC
workcamp program was "on its character-development aspects
and its educational effectiveness" (Riecken 1952, ix).

The

findings of this evaluative study found that participation
in the

AFse

program did contribute to the character develop

ment of campers (Riecken 1952, 156).
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In the

to the 1952

~reface

~ublication

of this

study, the five social scientists, among whom were Gordon W.
Allport and Jerome S. Bruner, serving as an Advisory Com
mittee for the research

~roject

wrote, "Volunteer work serv

ice camps constitute an educational
order.

ex~eriment

of a distinct

Unlike most forms of education, they blend service

with the acquisition of skills, intellectual growth with
enjoyment, and active
philoso~hizing·

partici~ation

with opportunities for

(Riecken 1952, xviii).

Riecken drew the following conclusions from this
classic evaluative study of the AFSC Work Camp program.
Campers became enduringly less prejudiced, more demo
cratic, and less authoritarian. They also became more
service-oriented in their choice of vocations, more
'concerned' to help their fellow men, better adjusted t
less anxious, more autonomous, and less frustrated.
[It
was further] concluded that campers' personal maturity
had increased--they had become more self-confident, less
dependent, less hostile and had, in short, developed
greater ego-strength. (Riecken 1952, 156)
Several other workcamp programs grew out of the AFSC
model.

In 1938 a workcamp was conducted for twenty-five

high school aged boys and girls at Andover, New Jersey
sponsored by the progressive Education Association.
land and Bickel 1941).

(Hol

Anocher outgrowth of the AFSC

volunteer workcamp movement was the Encampment for
Citizenship.

According to Algernon Black (1962), the

Encampment ~rograms began as work-service experiences
designed to involve a diverse group of young people in
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service activities combined with deliberate study of social
problems and democratic principles.

Following World War II

the service component of the program was dropped completely.
Daniel Conrad wrote that the administrators believed that
"the experience of building a democratic community among a
heterogeneous group of 100 young people for a six-week
period would supply ample opportunity to test and apply the
democratic principles being presented through formal
instruction" (Conrad 1980, 35-36).
Workcamps in Contemporary Practice
In his 1952 study of the AFSC workcamp programs,
Henry Riecken defined the workcamp as
a society in microcosm--a group of assorted individuals
who are gradually integrated in the course of the summer
into "a religious centered community serving others"
through physical labor, and serving itself through
study, discussion, observation, and participation in the
life of the area where it is located. (Riecken 1952, 49)
Since the time of that study the number of workcamps
has grown as numerous Christian denominations and parachurch
organizations have adapted this programmatic concept to meet
their specific goals for mission and Christian education.
In the fall of 1986, a consultation of administrators from
mission agencies sponsoring workcamp programs in Appalachia
was convened at Red Bird Mission, in Beverly, Kentucky to
discuss matters of mutual concern, with subsequent consulta
tions held annually, except in 1990.

A byproduct of these
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consultations has been a booklet entitled, Workcamp
ing/Volunteer Opportunities in Appalachian U.S.A., which
contains a listing of 92 workcamp opportunities within
eleven of the thirteen states making up the federally
defined region of Appalachia.

The programs listed in this

guide are sponsored by fifteen denominational, inter
denominational, or non-denominational bodies (Davis 1991).
The emphasis upon service and personal growth con
tinues to be the focus of most current workcamp programs.
However, the age level of the participants and the duration
of the program has changed significantly.

The initial AFSC

workcamp experiences were restricted to college aged
participants who applied individually to attend the six week
long experience.

Current workcamp programs are primarily

offered for senior high youth who attend with their youth
groups.

During the past five years a growing number of

programs are now including junior high youth or offer
abbreviated programs exclusively for this age group.

The

length of most workcamps is now seven days, with a few
programs offering ten day experiences.
The primary reasons for the almost exclusive parti
cipation by middlf! adolescents in summer workcamp programs
is a combination of the relative unavailability of college
students during the summer months due to classes or jobs and
the prolific number of church and parachurch sponsored youth
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groups.

Though workcamps were originally designed for col

lege students, their participation in current workcamps is
relatively limited.

However, participation in service

activities as part of the learning process has long been an
essential ingredient of Christian higher education.

Even

among the early institutions of the Bible college movement,
which date back to the 1880s, the students, all of whom were
preparing to enter into a Christian vocation, were expected
to spend significant time each week in service within the
local community.

Virginia Brereton writes,

It was usual for Bible school students to lead church
choirs, teach Sunday school classes, or advice young
people's groups. Others chose to serve in asylums,
almshouses, "old people's homes,· hospitals, prisons,
industrial homes, rescue missions, settlement houses,
and city miss~ons--settings where they mixed social and
evangelistic ministries. (Brereton 1987, 121)
A significant number of students attending Christian
liberal arts colleges and Bible colleges, as well as
Christian students on secular campuses, continue to engage
in service experiences.

In addition to ongoing service

activities in communities surrounding institutions of higher
learning, a growing number of cOllege and

univer~ity

based

campus student ministries are also currently involving
Christian college students in workcamp experiences during
the regularly scheduled term breaks.

Many students are also

recruited by mission agencies to participate in extended
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cross-cultural mission experiences during their summer vaca
tions.
The summer mission trip is a recent innovation upon
the workcamp concept which again was initially targeted for
college aged students, but is currently directed primarily
toward senior high aged participants.

The summer mission

trip combines the service and personal growtn emphasis of
the traditional workcamp with direct exposure to other per
sons in a cross-cultural setting.

Ivy Beckwith (1991) con

ducted research exploring the summer mission trip "in order
to determine the components and processes associated with
the experience which work together to create educational
conditions which are favorable toward influencing the
psycho-social [sic] maturity of the adolescent participants"
(Beckwith 1991, 2-3).

She defined summer mission trip as

"an experience sponsored by a church or a para-church [sic]
group for adolescents in which the adolescents and adult
leaders travel to a different culture and work with resident
missionaries in that culture on a predetermined assignment
for one to three weeks" (Beckwith 1991, 7).
The findings of her researcn, which took the form of
a single case-study, suggested that the emotional and
psychosocial maturity of the participants was influenced in
a positive way.

Components of the summer mission trip which

were cited as being important potential contributors to such
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growth included the attitude of each participant, prepara
tion prior to the experience, necessity for engaging and
developing interpersonal skills, the challenge of the actual
service component, and the exposure to those of another cul
ture, as well as to the missionaries who serve among them on
an ongoing basis (Beckwith 1991, 148-152).
As interest in service has grown among leaders of
church and parachurch youth groups, participation in general
service experiences, including workcamps, has also grown.
With this increased interest has come a limited number of
resource materials within the youth ministry literature
which have promoted participation in service programs by
supplying leaders with information on how to plan and carry
out service oriented activities (Rice 1983; Sterns 1984;
Rippy 1986; Benson and Roehlkepartain 1993).
Wayne Rice edited one of the first books to deal
exclusively with youth participation in service. In this
book, entitled Ideas for Social Action:

A Handbook on Mis

sion and Service for Christian Young people, Bill McNabb
offers the following definition of the Christian youth workcamp.
A workcamp is a planned and guided experience of
Christian community in which a group of volunteers,
under the sponsorship of a local church or other agency,
involves itself in a short-term service project to per
sons or groups beyond the local church.
(McNabb 1983,
75)
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Several resources have also been published which
focus directly upon planning and carrying out service
activities using the workcamp or mission trip format (Witt
1977; Shaw 1987; Borthwick 1988; Burns and Becchetti 1990).
John Shaw, director of GROUP Workcamps, wrote The
Workcamp Experience: Involving Youth in Outreach to the
Needy.

Focusing upon the service component of the workcamp

which the young people provide through direct assistance in
the repair of family dwellings, Shaw writes,
the workcamp experience is an organized mission project
in which young people and their adult leaders combine
their skills and enthusiasm to repair, refurbish and
renew homes of needy people. Workcamps usually span a
week or two in the summer. Youth groups often travel to
other states than their own to participate in either a
workcamp organized by themselves or by others. (Shaw
1987, 9)

When administrators of workcamp programs in
Appalachia were asked to identify the affects upon adoles
cent participation in workcamps based upon their personal
observations, the twenty-seven who responded enumerated des
criptions of personal development in four specific areas:
spiritual, social, emotional, and intellectual.

These

responses are presented in Table 1.
As these observations indicate, persons involved in
leading workcamps believe such experiences have a positive
impact upon the adolescent participants.

Within the history

of workcamping is a strong commitment to the delivery of
service to others and the facilitation of personal growth
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Table 1.--Ways Youth are Affected by Workcamp Participation:
Observations from Twenty-seven Workcamp Directors

Spiritual Development
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Deepened relationship with God
Empowered to press on to greater faith commitment
Experienced spiritual growth in group setting
Sense of mission developed
Life goals chosen which include mission
Witnessed practical application of Christian concern
Social Development

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Developed relationships with adults in mission
Exposed to different culture and people
Developed acceptance of persons who are different
Developed stronger group relations among peers
Greater valuing of teamwork
Recognized others share concern for disenfranchised
Emotional Development

1. Gained appreciation for contributions made by people
from another culture or society
2. Gained a sense of purposefulness by having made a
difference in the lives of others
3. Realized the possibility of doing something about
social problems, such as poverty, which face society
4. Developed more positive self-esteem
5. Achieved a greater level of self-awareness
6. Valuing of volunteerism
Intellectual Development
1. Learned about poverty and its root causes
2. Gained a new perspective on rural persons and on
the elderly
3. Greater understanding of the complexity and the
uniqueness of the Appalachian region
4. Able to interpret mission program to others
5. Able to analyze needs in home community
6. Learned new skills (driving nails, sawing boards)
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among participants.

Though the formal interaction and

exchange of ideas between administrators of workcamps and
service-learning programs has been limited, the com
monalities each shares and the benefits which each could
gain from such a relationship are significant.

Focus will

now turn to the literature in service-learning.
Service-learning
As Christian youth workcamps were being developed by
mission agencies serving persons in isolated areas such as
the hollows of Appalachia and the reservations of the desert
southwest, college and secondary school educators have
integrated community based service experiences for their
students into the curriculum with the goal of enhancing the
overall educational process.
tion Association published

In 1936 the Progressive Educa

Yo~Lh

Serves the Community, which

served to encourage educators and others working with young
people to promote youth service activities within their
local communities by providing a philosophical basis for
service and examples of successful activities being con
ducted.

william Kilpatrick wrote,

A community activity can have a reality and a challenge
that no lesser activity can properly have. Moreover, it
serves to bring the youthful group (school or church or
club, etc.) into desirable intimate contact with the
surrounding community. To do something which others
count significant ranks very high among the satisfying
and steadying influences in life. For the young to feel
that their activities have community significance is to
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accord to them a worth and standing that will callout
the best the young have to give. (Kilpatrick 1936, 18)
More recently reflection upon such service
activities has been integrated into the experience, setting
the stage for the movement that has come to be known as
service-learning.

Jane Kendall, executive director of the

National Society for Experiential Education, writes,
Service-learning has been used by educators and com
munity leaders for over two decades to acknowledge
(1) the reciprocity between the server and those served,
and (2) the centrality of intentional reflection in
order to accomplish mutual learning in community service
experiences. Service-learning refers both to a type of
program (with the goal of community service) and to a
philosophy of education (with the goal of engaged,
socially responsible learning). Because they draw on
the basic tenets of experiential learning, all service
learning programs can be viewed as experiential learning
programs. Youth service programs--consciously built on
reciprocity and reflective learning--can be called
service-learning programs. These two elements are
essential, and the service-learning language is relevant
whether the youth service program is based in a school,
a youth organization, government, or a community organi
zation [emphasis in original]. (Kendall 1988, 26-27)
The traditional application of the service-learning label
has been limited to programs administered through or associ
ated with public education.

However, as Kendall explains,

the service-learning language is not determined by associa
tion with formal educational endeavors.

Therefore, those

workcamp programs which seek to empower other persons by
encouraging them to become acquires of the service offered
to address their self-identified needs and which facilitate
personal and spiritual growth of adolescent participants
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through deliberate integrative reflection and evaluation of
the overall experience lie squarely within the realm of the
experiential learning model classified as service-learning.
Kendall's extensive survey of the service-learning
literature revealed a list of 147 representative terms for
service-learning.

The following list of thirty-three items

from this list demonstrates the breadth and complexity of
the existing options for terminology:
action research, altruism, citizen involvement,
citizenship, civic awareness, civic literacy, collabora
tive learning, community-based education, community
education, community service! cooperative education,
cross-cultural learning, education for social
responsibility, experiential education! field experi
ences, field studies! global awareness, intergenera
tional development, international experiences, inter
nships, leadership, national service, p'lblic service!
reciprocal leaning, service-learning, servant lead
ership, social action, study-service, voluntary action,
volunteerism, youth involvement, youth participation,
youth service. (Kendall 1990, 18-19)
Commenting on the variety of terms used to describe
service oriented activities, Kendall notes,
What is important about this diversity of language--and
the resulting strong feelings and inevitable debates
about what terminology to use--is the broad range of
settings and traditions that have come somewhat inde
pendently to the same conclusion: that there is some
thing uniquely powerful about the combination of service
and learning, that there is something fundamentally more
dynamic in the integration of the two than in either
alone [emphasis in original]. (Kendall 1990, 19)
One of the primary advocates for voluntary partici
pation by youth in service projects has been the National
_Commission on Resources for Youth (NCRY).

This organization
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equates the term youth participation, which Kendall included
in her list, with the concept of youth engagement in serv
ice.

NCRY offers the following explanation of what con

stitutes a valid youth participation experience:
1.
2.
3.
4.

the involvement of young people in responsible,
challenging action
that meets a genuine need,
with young people having the opportunity for
planning and decision-making that affects others
in an activity that has an impact on others
(people or community), but definitely beyond the
young people themselves. (Kohler 1983, 67)

Consistent with the service-learning literature,
Mary Kohler has identified the two features which she
believes enrich youth participation programs as "the semi
nar, which provides for critical reflection on the program
and its process by young people and the progran's adult
leaders" and "opportunities for group effort toward a common
goal (emphasis in original]" (Kohler 1983, 68).
In distinguishing between informal volunteer ism and
youth service with established and intentional service
learning programs, Kendall states,
Service-learning as defined here incorporates the
altruism and maturational goals of volunteerism and
youth service, but it takes these traditions one step
further. Service-learning builds on these traditions by
emphasizing critical reflection on the service experi
ence, reciprocity between the providers and acquirers of
services, and learning as a significant part of the
exchange for everyone involved [emphasis in original).
(Kendall 1990, 25)
In an attempt to bring clarity amidst the various
streams of activities and programs which have collected to
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form what now is understood to be service-learning, Timothy
Stanton notes,
Out of the fog a definition thus begins to emerge.
Rather than a discrete type of program, service learning
appears to be an approach to experiential learning, an
expression of values--service to others, community
development and empowerment, reciprocal learning--which
determines the purpose, nature and process of social and
educational exchange between experiential education
programs and the community organizations with which they
work [emphasis in original]. (Stanton 1990, 67)
Though the understanding of service-learning con
tinues to experience refinement and its relationship to
other programs within the broader realm of experiential
learning is still being defined, those who work with stu
dents engaged in service-learning experiences are able to
articulate the results of the effective integration of serv
ice and learning.

As a result of their involvement

participants are better able to:

-

develop habit of critical reflection on their experi
ences, enabling them to learn more throughout life,
are more curious and motivated to learn,
are able to perfo~ better service,
strengthen their ethic of social and civic
responsibility,
feel more committed to addressing the underlying prob
lems behind social issues,
understand problems in a more complex way and can
imagine alternative solutions,
demonstrate more sensitivity to how decisions are made
and how institutional decisions affect people's lives,
respect other cultures more and are better able to
learn about cultural differences,
learn how to work more collaboratively with other
people on real problems, and
realize that their lives can make a difference.
(Kendall 1990, 38-39)
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One important aspect of service-learning is a funda
mental concern, within the process of serving others, for
the persons who are being served.

Craig Dykstra (1981) has

identified the absence of a preoccupation with effective
ness, in a material sense, as the distinctive characteristic
between Christian service and other forms of service.

When

effectiveness is used as the criteria for service: the felt
needs of those being served are often overlooked or go
unnoticed.

Those providing service often define what

actually constitutes effectiveness, what effective actually
means in a given context.

This can result in the denial of

the freedom and personhood of those being served.
Robert Greenleaf (1977), who has written the most
extensive and thoughtful treatment concerning the concept of
"servant-leadership," offers the following questions as a
far better set of criteria for evaluating meaningful service
than mere material effectiveness.
served grow as persons?

First, "do the ones being

Do the ones being served grow wiser

and freer, healthier and more self-sufficient?

Are they

more likely to become servants themselves?" (Greenleaf 1977,
13-14),

Workcamps which adhere to a service-learning
philosophy of education, while maintaining a Christian
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distinctive, have a rich heritage to draw upon.

An

examination of experiential learning, the general
methodology used by workcamps and service-learning
programs, will now follow.
Experiential Learning
While service-learning provides the philosophical
underpinnings for the Christian youth workcamp, in order to
fulfill the goals of service-learning, all such programs owe
a significant debt to the methodology inherent to experi
ential learning.

Kendall explains the almost symbiotic

relationship which exists between service-learning and expe
riential learning.
The relationship of service-learning to experiential
education is an intricate one. The two share both
theoretical and methodological bases. Experiential
education represents the methods of teaching and learn
ing that are essential for effective service-learning
programs. Because they draw on the basic tenets of
experiential learning, all service-learning programs can
thus be viewed as experiential learning programs.
(Kendall 1990, 25)
Mary Kohler, an advocate of a service-learning
approach commonly referred to as youth participation,
acknowledges the absence in many experiential education
programs of the emphasis upon intentional social develop
ment.
Action-Learning, or experiential education [emphasis in
original] is sometimes confused with Youth Participa
tion. In Action-Learning, young persons, say, in a car
pentry shop, are learning rules and practicing skills.
They are instructed, "Put the nail here. Here's how to
hold the saw. Measure the length of that board." The
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emphasis is on learning. Responsibility and decision
making, all marks of Youth Participation, are usually
lacking in so-called experiential education. Youth Par
ticipation indeed has a learning component, but it also
stresses social development by providing decision-making
opportunities and allowing the young men and women to
expend their effort as a way of caring for others.
(Kohler 1983, 72-73)
Though many experiential learning programs are intentional
about facilitating personal growth and development, the
emphasis upon service to others is normally not a central
focus.
Experiential learning is most commonly associated
with adventure based educational programs due to the
influence of the Outward Bound programs originally founded
by Kurt Hahn in Europe beginning in 1920 and subsequently in
the United States.

Charles Cole, acknowledging the impact

of the Outward Bound program, noted,
A quiet revolution is taking place in teaching techni
ques as a result of the success of the Outward Bound
program. From elementary schools to colleges,
instructors and administrators are introducing aspects
of the Outward Bound approach into their institutions to
make their teaching methods more effective. Although
other factors are contributing to the changes in courses
that are bringing greater informality, more emphasis on
nature and more interaction within small group units,
this particular influence is one that has yet to be
appreciated fully. There are now over 200 innovative
outdoor educational programs in the United States that
reflect some element of the Outward Bound spirit. (Cole
1976, 608)

In recent years a growing emphasis upon experiential
learning has led to its implementation in various contexts
within formal education.

This effort to include learning
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expe~iences

which involve students in a more direct manner

has seemed to come about out of a concern to make learning
more effective, but also to make what is learned more
meaningful.

To say that all learning is experiential to

some degree is rather simplistic, yet it does have an ele
ment of truth.

However, to say that all experience is

,

learning is to fail to have a specific and concrete
understanding of genuine learning.

The value of participa

ting in a workcamp, as well as other types of experiential
programs, is not based on the novel experience which youth
live through, but the educational quality of the experience
is found in the degree to which it can be integrated into
the life of the participant.
John Dewey has been cited as one of the leading
American educational philosophers of this century.

His

educational philosophy placed a great importance upon
involving students in their own learning.

Dewey (1916)

defined education as that which reconstructs or reorganizes
past experience, gives meaning to present experience and
empowers the learner to have a greater ability of control
ling and directing future experience.
Peter Jarvis (1987) has provided a helpful perspec
tive on experience as it relates to the learning process.
He has stated that experience involves a relationship
between people and their socio-cultural milieu, thereby
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inferring that learning must be viewed as taking place
within a given context.

As mentioned above, experience

itself is only a potential basis for learning.

Experience

can be either educative or miseducative.
James Coleman (1976) contrasts two methods of learn
ing which he identifies as classroom learning and experi
ential learning.

Classroom instruction emphasizes the

transmission of knowledge through the instruction of the
teacher.

Experiential learning, by contrast, focuses the

learning experience upon action, either the learners or his
or her observation of the actions of another person, along
with the outcome of the actions.
Classroom learning, or information assimilation, as
Coleman refers to it, focuses upon four tasks:

(1) receiv

ing information, which is transmitted through symbols; (2)
assimilating and organizing the newly acquired information;
(3) inferring a particular application from the general
principle; and (4) moving from the cognitive realm to the
realm of action (Coleman 1976).
The steps in experiential learning are in reverse
order of those outlined above for information assimilation.
Experiential learning involves the following four steps:
(1) the student performs a specific action and observes the
cause and effect relationship of that action; (2) drawing
from the observed effects in a particular instance, the
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student learns first hand the consequences of specific
actions; (3) by understanding the general principle in a
specific context, the student seeks to make connections on a
broader range of circumstance; and (4) after gaining an
understanding of the general principle involved the process
begins in a new context (Coleman 1976).
Lawrence Kohlberg and Rochelle Mayer (1972),
although they were not writing specifically about experi
ential learning, placed a great importance upon the outcome
of the educational process.

They argued that development

should be the aim of education, defining development in
terms of behavioral change represented by specific stages.
They are cited here because of their impact upon the think
itiy of others who have been involved in experiential learn
ing.

Arthur Chickering (1976) is one such person.

He

places an emphasis upon the outcome of learning in his
understanding of experiential learning.

For him, experi

ential learning is learning that takes place when changes in
judgments, feelings, knowledge, or skills occurs for a par
ticular person after living through a given event.
Perhaps the most extensive statement of a theory of
experiential learning has been articulated by David Kolb.
Kolb (1984) defines experiential learning as the process by
which knowledge is created or acquired through the trans
formation of experience.

He has suggested that educational
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outcomes for the purposes of experiential learning be seen
as two-fold, to foster personal development and to supple
ment formal education.
Drawing from the work of John Dewey, Kurt Lewin, and
Jean Piaget, as well as others, Kolb has presented an expe
riential learning model which consists of four aspects of
learning.

These four components are set in a sequence of

concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract con
ceptualization, and active experimentation.
The initial component is the concrete experience of
the person.

This might take place in a variety of settings,

from a class field trip to a simulation done within the four
walls of the classroom.

The second component focuses upon

the student·s reflection of the experience, drawn from the
student's own observations.

This step is crucial in trans

forming experience into genuine learning.

Many experiential

learning programs are very intentional about this aspect and
spend time helping students talk through and think through
what they have just experienced.
of a debriefing session.

This often takes the form

The ability to draw meaning from

the experience, based upon personal reflection, represents
the point where real ownership of learning takes place.
This is fOllowed by the application or experimentation of
newly acquired knowledge.
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David Boud, Rosemary Keogh, and David Walker (1985)
identify the reflection component as the most crucial in the
experiential learning process.

They have observed that the

process of reflection involves both intellectual and affec
tive activities in which the student must explore his or her
concrete experience in order to gain new understanding.
They have presented three stages in the reflective process:
(1) returning to the experience, which involves the raising
to conscious memory the events of a given experience; (2)
acknowledgement of feelings present at the time of the ini
tial experience as well as subsequent feelings that have
resulted from the experience; and (3) re-evaluation of the
experience, which intentionally builds upon the first two
stages.
Evelyn Boyd and Ann Fales also recognize reflective
learning as a crucial component of the experiential learning
process.

They write,

Reflective learning is the process of internally examin
ing and exploring an issue of concern, triggered by an
experience, which creates and clarifies meaning in terms
of self, and which results in a changed conceptual per
spective. We suggest that this process is central to
understanding the experiential learning process. (Boyd
and Fales 1983, 100)
Though often associated with outdoor education or
adventure education, experiential learning and its subsets,
which include service-learning along with wilderness based
activities, have the potential to significantly influence
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the lives of persons.

The potential for such an impact

clearly lies in the reflective component.

Boyd and Fales

demonstrate the importance of this fundamental component, as
they define reflection as a
process of creating and clarifying the meaning of expe
rience (past or present) in terms of self (self in rela
tion to self and self in relation to the world). The
outcome of the process is changed conceptual perspec
tive. The experience that is explored and examined to
create meaning focuses around or embodies a concern of
central importance to the self.
The shift from one perceptual perspective to
another, which is the outcome of reflection, has always
been the focus of those who seek to understand human
growth. From Plato's cave, to Kuhn's (1962) scientific
revolutions, and Freire's (1972) conscientization,
philosophers have sought to understand how humans move
from one view of reelity to anothp.r. We did not ini
tially intend to study the process of "perspective
transformation" (Mezirow, 1978), decentering (Borzak and
Hursh, 1977), or paradigm transition (Nichol, 1980).
However, the reflective learning process appears to be,
if not the process, at least a key element in such
changes of perspective [emphasis in original1. (Boyd
and Fales 1983, 101-102)
Daniel Conrad's (1980) national study of experi
ential education programs used to augment learning in formal
educational settings found the presence of a reflective com
ponent in such programs to be significant.

His research was

designed to determine the impact of school based experi
ential learning programs on secondary students which used an
experiential design identified significant characteristics
in three areas.

In determining differential impact upon

social, psychological, and intellectual development, Conrad
identified the presence of a strong systematic reflective
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component, the duration of the experience over a full
semester or trimester, and the intensity of the experience
on a daily basis from two hours to full time as features of
the strongest programs.
In terms of a specific program feature, the study
determined that the presence of a formal (at least weekly)
seminar was identified as being most influential in student
change.

Additional factors linked to positive change were

length (12 weeks) and intensity (4-5 days each week in offcampus experience).
Conrad indicated that in terms of predicting pre
post gains, the characteristics of the student's experience
were most significant.
Students who rated their program most highly were those
who most strongly reported their experiences to be
interesting, and in which they felt appreciated by
others. It was found, however, that while these factors
contributed strongly to how students felt about their
program, they had little influence on whether or not
they grew from their participation in it. The factors
which most strongly contributed to pre-post gains were,
rather, that they had adult responsibility, made impor
tant decisions, did things and didn't just observe, were
free to develop and use their own ideas, and felt they
made a contribution. Less important, but still influen
tial, were characteristics involving adult others such
as opportunity to discuss their experience with
teachers, family or friends, that they were given clear
direction, and that adults in their field site took an
interest in them. (Conrad 1980, 242)
Additional research indicates significant impact
upon adolescent participants in specific experiential
programs in such areas as self-esteem (George and Schirmer
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1983) and (Grove and Hanson 1982), moral development
(Enright 1983; Graham 1973), cognitive development (Backman
and Crompton 1985; Hursh 1979), affective development (Alton
1982), and reduced levels of alienation (Calabrese and
Schumer 1986).

Such research indicates the potential impact

upon the development of adolescents through experiential
programs.

An examination of the process of psychosocial

development will now follow.
Psychosocial Development of Adolescents
The journey from adolescence to adulthood has his
torically been a pathway strewn with formidable obstacles,
difficult and challenging to traverse.

The successful

transition from adolescence to adulthood has become even
more challenging in the postmodern society of late twentieth
century America, for the young and inexperienced traveler
has relatively few opportunities to test his or her develop
ing faculties in consequential situations.
Throughout this century, American society has placed
the responsibility for equipping youth for adulthood upon
the public school.

Such a mind-set has been challenged by

the significant research of James S. Coleman and other mem
bers of the 1974 Panel on Youth, President's Science
Advisory Committee.

The committee reported "Our basic

premise is that the school system, as now constituted,
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offers an incomplete context for the accomplishment of many
important facets of maturation" (Coleman 1974, 2).
Erik Erikson has made important contributions to the
understanding of human development.

In his "eight ages of

man," he assigns to the critical period of adolescence the
emergence of one's identity over against role confusion.
The growing and developing youths, faced with this
physiological revolution within them, and tangibl~ adult
tasks ahead of them are now primarily concerned with
what they appear to be in the eyes of others as compared
with what they feel they are, and with the question of
how to connect the roles and skills cultivated earlier
with the occupational prototypes of the day. (Erikson
1950, 261)
Erikson used the term "moratorium" to describe the
adolescent mind at this psychosocial stage between childhood
and adulthood.

Though the morality of childhood is in

place, the ethics of adulthood have still to be established
(Erikson 1950, 262-63).
Robert Havinghurst suggested the central develop
mental tasks faced by adolescents focus upon achieving a
sense of identity and self-esteem.

Commenting on how

adolescents can accomplish these essential tasks, he wrote
"they need skills and knowledge and experience which fall
into two broad classes--those involving self-development and
those involving other people" (Havinghurst 1974, 87-88).
Adolescents have numerous developmental tasks to
accomplish during this transitional period in their lives.
Havinghurst (1969) compiled a list of ten of the most
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important of these developmental tasks.

The following

represents four of these specific tasks which relate most
directly to psychosocial development.
1.

Achieving new and more mature relations with age
mates of both sexes.

2.

Achieving emotional independence of parents and
other adults.

3.

Desiring and achieving socially responsible
behavior.

4.

Acquiring a set of values and an ethical system as a
guide to behavior. (Havighurst 1969, 55-72)
Ellen Greenberger and Aage s¢rensen have developed a

model of psychosocial maturity which integrates the prece
dent literature on the characteristics of this phenomenon,
drawing upon

~rikson,

Allport, Maslow, and others.

This

model, which appears as Table 2, is arranged in three gen
eral categories of maturity based upon the expectations
which are placed upon mature persons in a specific society.
The first category identifies the expectation of
society for a mature person to have the "capacity to func
tion on their own" (Greenberger and S¢rensen 1974, 339).
Three attributes are listed under this category, the first
being self-reliance.

A person who is mature will not be

overly dependent upon others, will be able to maintain self
control, and will be able to take the initiative when cir
curnstances dictate (Greenberger and S¢rensen 1974, 343).
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Table 2.--A Model of Psychosocial Maturity
Individual Adequacy
Self-reliance
Absence of excessive need for social validation
Sense of control
Initiative
Identity
Clarity of self-confidence
Consideration of life goals
Self-esteem
Internalized values
Work Orientation
Standards of competence
Pleasure in work
General work skills
Interpersonal Adequac~
Communication Skills
Ability to encode messages
Ability to decode messages
Empathy
Enlightened
Rationale
Rejection
Awareness

Trust
dependence
of simplistic views of human nature
of constraints of trustworthiness

Knowledge of Major Roles
Role-appropriate behavior
Management of role conflict
Social Adequacy
Social Commitment
Feelings of community
Willingness to work for social goals
Readiness to form alliances
Interest in long-term social goals
Openness to Socio-political Change
General openness to change
Recognition of costs of status quo
Recognition of costs of change
Tolerance of Individual and Cultural Differences
Willingness to interact with people who are different
Sensitivity to people who differ from the norm
Awareness of costs and benefits of tolerance
(Greenberger and S~rensen 1974/ 342)
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Identity is a second attribute under individual ade
quacy.

To live a meaningfully life in society, a person

needs to possess a clear understanding of his or her own
identity.

The final attribute in this category is

identified as work orientation.

A mature person will

exhibit standards of competence and the general skills
necessary to earn a living (Greenberger and

S~rensen

1974,

344).
The second expectation placed upon a mature person
by society is the capacity to interact with other persons
appropriately (Greenberger and

S~rensen

1974, 340).

A per

son must be able to effectively communicate with other per
sons.

Acknowledging that many researchers have suggested

that empathy contributes to the ability to effectively com
municate, they have explored the role of empathy in inter
personal relationships.
Conceptualizing empathy as role-taking, they
[researchers] argue that empathy enables the speaker to
anticipate the question and informational demands of the
listener and thereby to construct and transmit a message
more effectively. Conversely, the more completely the
listener is able to assume the role of the speaker, the
better he will understand the speaker's message. We
sugg~st that empathy also sensitizes the individual to
the affective demands of communicators. Consistent with
a rOle-taking interpretation, empathy enables the indi
vidual to recognize a broad range of feelings in others
and in himself. (Greenberger and S~rensen 1974, 345)
A mature person will also be able to make appropriate deci
sions regarding the placing of trust in others and will be
knowledgeable regarding his or her roles within society.
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The third demand which is placed upon each mature
person in society is the ability to contribute to social
cohesion (Greenberger and

S~rensen

1974, 340).

Each mature

person must exhibit a social commitment, which includes a
sense of community, a willingness to work for social goals,
and a readiness to be part of the team.

The mature person

will also exhibit an openness to sociopolitical change and
will demonstrate tolerance toward personal and cultural dif
ferences in others (Greenberger and

S~rensen

1974, 348).

The model for understanding psychosocial maturity
offered by Greenberger and S¢rensen was also drawn upon by
Greenberger and her associates to develop the Psychosocial
Maturity Inventory (Greenberger 1975).

Greenberger's

original model has been used in the present research to
identify specific areas in which the subjects displayed
signs of psychosocial development in order to draw linkages
to the level of spiritual consciousness reported by the sub
jects.
Christian Spiritual Development
Chr;~tian

spirituality, though shrouded in mystery

because it can not be observed directly, is a goal which
Christian ministers and educators have long sought to nur
ture in their personal lives and in the lives of others.
With a growing interest in spirituality among laity and
clergy aLike, increased reflection on the meaning of
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Christian spirituality has yielded several insights which
contribute to a deeper understanding.
The breadth of human experience which Christian
spirituality encompasses necessitates an acknowledgment of
the multiple domains of human awareness which are engaged.
In struggling to articulate the learning outcomes which a
Christian religious educator should seek to promote, Thomas
Groome states,
Not only are value concepts like justice, love, mercy,
and so on to be realized in people's very being, but
even the most cognitive concepts are to be appropriated
by people in a way that shapes their identity and agency
in the world--their cognition, their affections, and
their behavior [emphasis in original~. (r,r~~~~ 1991,
26)
Groome chose to convey the inclusiveness he sought with the
term conation to "reflect the holistic intent of a know
ing/desiring/doing that engages and shapes the whole 'being'
of people as agent-subjects in the world" (Groome 1991/ 26
27).

Fred Wilson depicts spirituality or spiritual
maturity in terms of a "biblical concept of faith" (Wilson
1990, 1).

Such a concept entails three dimensions or

aspects of biblical faith, "relationship, content, and
behavior" (Wilson 1990, 6).

Robert Crapps, writing in the

discipline of the psychology of religion, affirms the intri
cate relationship between the various domains of human
awareness.
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Cognitive, affective, and volitional functions are part
processes that converge in every behavioral act. People
think about options, decide, and feel that their deci
sions are correct; or they decide on the basis of feel
ing, and then state reasons to account for what they
have done. The part-processes have substantive meaning
only in relationship to each other. Affective states
are expressed in cognitive beliefs, and volitional judg
ments are made about what constitutes correct decisions
or good feelings. The continual interplay of thinking,
feeling, and deciding means that an analysis of the
parts inevitably leads to a construction of a whole,
those intricate systems by which affection, cognition,
and volition operate with consistency and consequence.
Single behavioral acts are thus episodes in a larger
drama with its own plot and movement. (Crapps 1986,
283)
Walter Liefeld and Linda Cannell reflect the cogni
tive, affective, and volitional aspects of Christian
spirituality in the following definition.

They describe

Christian spirituality as a
growing desire to know, love and please God that is
being actively fostered in the power of the Holy Spirit
through prayer and other appropriate disciplines and is
actualized in an obedient life that expresses the love
of God to others in their spiritual and social needs.
(Liefeld and Cannell 1992, 243-244)
Attempts to quantitatively measure spirituality

or

spiritual growth have resulted in numerous assessment tools
(e.g., Religious Orientation Inventory, Allport 1967; Three
Dimensions of Religion, Fleck 1979; Religious Status Inter
view, Malony 1988; and Spiritual Well-being, &llison 1983).
In addition to the nonempirical nature of spirituality, wil
son has noted that these assessment tools tend to focus upon
one or two aspects of spirituality, rather than all three
(Wilson 1990, 6).

While recognizing the limitations of
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these particular measurements, the conceptualization of
spiritual maturity and the attempt to operationalize this
concept through such instruments is valid.
H. Newton Malony, developer of the Religious Status
Inventory (RSI), provides a helpful model for the task of
this research, which is to identify the level of spiritual
consciousness.

Unlike many attempts to assess spiritual

maturity which utilize pencil and paper testing, Malony has
utilized an interview format.

Malony also incorporates ele

ments of all three aspects of spirituality in his
understanding of Christian maturity.
Mature Christians are those who have identity,
integrity, and inspiration. They have "identity" in
that their self-understanding is that they are children
of God--created by God and destined to live according to
a divine plan. They have "integrity· in that their
daily life is lived in the awareness that they have been
redeemed by God's grace from the guilt of sin and that
they can freely respond to God's will in the present.
They have "inspiration" in that they live with the sense
that God is available to sustain, comfort, encourage,
and direct their lives on a daily basis. These dimen
sions of maturity, relate to belief in God the Father,
God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit. The pertain to
the Christian doctrines of creation, redemption, and
sanctification. They provide the foundation for practi
cal daily living. (Malony 1985, 28)
The primary categories of the Rsr have been used in
this research to assist in identifying specific areas in
which the subjects displayed signs of increased spiritual
consciousness.

The categories of the RSI are presented in

Table 3 in adapted form.
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Table 3--Religious Status Inventory
Awareness of God
Attitude toward God
Sense of dependence upon God
Sense of creaturliness
Use of worship
Use of prayer
Acceptance of God's Grace and Steadfast Love
View of God's love
Response to God's love
Appreciation of God's love
Personal meaning in life's problems
Being Repentant and Responsible
Locus of control
Acceptance of feelings
Motivation for repentance
Requesting forgiveness
Granting forgiveness
Knowing God's Leadership and Direction
Trust in God's leadership
Sense of hope
Role identity
Level of involvement
Involvement in Organized Religion
Active-passive involvement
Commitment of finances
Reason for involvement
Experiencing Fellowship
Intimacy with other believers
Identification as a child of God
Identification with humanity
Being Ethical
Ethical commitment and flexibility
Relationship between faith and ethics
Emphasis on personal and social ethics
Affirming Openness in Faith
Centrality of faith
Growth in faith
Openness to divergent viewpoints
Differentiation of faith (Malony 1988)

SO

Donald Dorr, a Roman Catholic missionary and
theologian envisions two aspects of Christian spirituality.
First, as an "attempt to live a fully human life, a life
after the pattern of Jesus, a life permeated by such values
as personal responsibility, respect for others, and trans
formation of society," and second, as an "experience of
being in personal contact with God in and through raj com
mitment to such a fully human life" (Dorr 1990, 274).
Speaking on the role of the local church congrega
tion to influence a person's faith, rather than
spirituality, Peter Benson and Carolyn Elkin suggest "the
primary aim of congregational life is to nurture--among
children, youth, and adults--a vibrant, life-changing faith,
the kind of faith that shapes one's way of being, thinking,
and acting" (Benson and Elkin 1990, 9).

This same theme is

seen in what Sandra Schneiders refers to as the nature of
being religiOUS, which is described as "affective as well as
cognitive, social as well as persQnal, God-centered and
other-directed all at the same time" (Schneiders 1986, 267).
One of the traditional approaches to nurturing
spiritual growth is exercising specific spiritual dis
ciplines.

Dallas Willard (19BB) suggested a helpful way to

understand a discipline is to view it as an activity
undertaken in order to enable a person to come into a more
cooperative relationship with Christ and his Kingdom.

He
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offers two categories under which to identify various dis
ci~lines.

The first

grou~

is called

Abstinence and includes such
silence, and fasting,

disci~lines

of

as sacrifice,

The second category is called Dis

of Engagement and includes study,

ci~lines

tion.

Disci~lines

Willard identifies service as a

worshi~,

disci~line

celebra

of engage

ment.
Richard Foster (1978) also recognized service as a
valuable discipline which helps promote growth in the
spiritual life.

In his three division typology of spiritual

disciplines, which consists of inward, outward, and

cor~o

rate, Foster identifies service as one of the outward dis
ciplines.
advocated

Mark Young, a missionary educator in Europe, has
~ersonal

involvement in the lives of the oppressed

as an integral part of spiritual

develo~ment.

He has writ

ten, Nservice is a critical component in spiritual develop
ment.

An educational program for nurturing spirituality

must allow the learner to
crushing

op~ression

ex~erience

in some measure the

of injustice and the frustration of

struggling against itN (Young 1990, 97).
Charles Shelton, addressing adolescent spirituality
in particular, affirms the

~ractice

of the

spiritu~l

ciplines in facilitating spiritual development.

dis

He notes,

spirituality is concerned with ~ersonal response to and
growth in the Lord. Concretely, this response to God's
call takes place in the context of ~rayer and one's
efforts to ~roclaim the Kingdom of God through servi~e
to one's brothers and sisters. Spirituality is linked

to prayer, worship, and service to the faith community.
(Shelton 1983, 8)
Shelton describes the four

chara~teristics

of a

spirituality for adolescents to be Christ-centeredness,
relational, the adopting of appropriate values, ideas, and
strategies for future living, and a "sensitivity to the need
for a developmental perspective as youth undergo diverse
intellectual, physical, and emotional changes" (Shelton
1983,9).
Jack Mezirow (1990), a researcher in the growing
area of adult education, utilizes the term emancipatory
education to describe the intentional effort to facilitate
trans formative learning in others, which stresses nurturing
within students the ability to engage in critical reflective
thought.

He explains transformative learning as the process

of engaging in critical self-reflection in order to reformu
late one's meaning perspective so to become more integrated,
discriminating, and inclusive in terms of interpreting one's
experience.

He adds that genuine learning involves acting

upon the new insights gained.

Although such high cognitive

skills are normally relegated to the mature adult, Jean
Piaget and Barbel Inhelder (1969) have shown that adoles
cents do have the capability of engaging in formal opera
tions of thought which include abstract reasoning and selfreflection.

The capacity to reflect upon ones beliefs and

experiences is an important aspect of spiritual development.
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When such critical reflection is an integral part of a
service-learning experience within a Christian setting, the
potential for increased spiritual consciousness is clearly
present.
Christian Education with Adolescents
In regards to the appropriateness of using Christian
as an adjective to describe the teaching-learning process
engaged in by many well intentioned persons, Mark Lamport
states, "to be Christian [emphasis in original], Christian
education must:

have God's esteem for the human being,

sense the task to be a whole-life experience of growth and
maturity, and give opportunity for service through experi
ential action" (Lamport 1988,.

Workcamps certainly offer a

setting where Christian education, as described above, can
take place in cooperation with youth participants.
The emphasis upon incorporating service into the
overall educational ministry of the church is being encour
aged by a growing number of researchers of adolescent devel
opment, writers of youth ministry resources, and professors
and practitioners of Christian education.

For example, John

Dettoni, former professor of spiritual formation and current
educational consultant, includes service as one of four pri
mary elements necessary in a balanced approach to youth min
istry, along with teaching, worship, and fellowShip.

He

cautions against the mere appending of service projects to
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youth ministry, which do not emphasis learning, while
advocating an approach to service which utilizes its poten
tial for learning.

He writes,

Service is the focal point, the place where learning can
be formed on a cognitive-affective-social-spiritual
behavioral base. Thus, a developmental approach to
learning is the foundation to a youth program and in
particular to the element of service or ministry.
(Det
toni 1993, 105)
Dean Borgman, writing on the history of American
youth ministry, supports this emphasis upon the incorpora
tion of service in youth ministry.
Youth Ministry in the late 19809 also needs to take note
of the resurgence of the Peace Corps and other service
organizations. The strongest youth groups are those
including a strong program for serving. Work-study
celebration programs bond a group in vital community so
longed for and needed by adolescents. They allow young
people to participate in the commands of the gospel and
to discuss and integrate its truth. (Borgman 1987, 73)
The need for a sense of belonging by adolescents
which Borgman cites is critical not only in terms of group
cohesion, but in the healthy social and emotional develop
ment of each young person.

As a social psychologist, Kurt

Lewin was particularly interested in the social behavior of
persons, particularly how persons are affected by social
situations.

In setting forth specific principles which

address the means through which the acceptance of new values
can be facilitated, Lewin makes several observations which
shed light upon the role of Christian educators with youth.
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In regards to the acceptance of a new set of values
Lewin states "acceptance of the new set of values and
beliefs cannot usually be brought about item by item" (Lewin
1945, 61).

Tn response to the question of how such accept

ance might be accomplished if not item by item, Lewin
explains, "the individual accepts the new system of values
and beliefs by accepting belongingness to a group"
1945, 62).

(Lewin

In other words, persons who feel a sense of com

munity, a bonding with the rest of the

in a particu

perso~s

lar group, are more likely to accept the entire system of
values and beliefs which are held by the group.
The time spent to establishment a sense of community
among youth group members is time well spent if the leader
is truly interested in helping young people embrace the
Christian values and beliefs held so dearly.

Though the

local church youth group is the most appropriate community
to establish such a sense of belongingness, the temporary
community afforded in the camp atmosphere of a workcamp can
also offer young people a place to belong, while supporting
the local church youth group in establishing deeper rela
tionships among members in the group.

As Groome rightly

observes, -because people's ontic selves are shaped, in
large part, by their social/cultural context, forming
people's 'being' in Christian faith identity and agency
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needs a vibrant Christian faith community" (Groome 1991,
26).

Conclusions
From this review of the precedent literature the
following conclusions have been made.

First, the Christian

youth workcamp clearly can be viewed as a viable expression
of service-learning, due to the emphasis upon empowering
those persons who are acquirers of services, the commitment
to facilitate personal development, and the utilization of
an intentional reflective component within the program.
Because of this reflective component and the direct involve
ment which participants have in events which have real con
sequences, the workcamp is also correctly identified as
using experiential learning methodology in meeting educa
tional objectives.
Second, though limited research has been conducted
upon the Christian youth workcamp, the study conducted by
Riecken (1952) establishes helpful parameters for the pre
sent research.

Research examining the impact upon adoles

cent development conducted by Conrad (1980) within experi
ential learning programs and by Beckwith (1991) within the
summer mission trip also provide helpful parallels to the
present research and have provided specific programmatic
components found to be influential upon personal development
in other experiential learning settings.
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Third, the research reviewed on the psychosocial
development of adolescents identifies specific capacities
which are to be achieved in order for personal maturity to
be obtained.

The differentiation of psychosocial maturity

into three areas of adequacy are valuable in providing a
conceptual framework for analyzing the responses of the sub
jects for indications of psychosocial development.
Fourth, the review of the literature on spiritual
development has provided meaningful connections to the emo
tional and interpersonal development of persons.

The recog

nition of the multiple aspects of spirituality, namely, cog
nitive, affective, and volitional are valuable in providing
a conceptual framework for analyzing the responses of the
subjects for indications of increased spiritual conscious
ness.
Finally, Lewin's (1945) recognition of the role of
belongingness in the acceptance of a new value system and
new beliefs is beneficial in emphasizing the value of
observing the level of community experience by the subjects
in the various workcamp settings.

CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH DESIGN PROCEDURES
The research rises out of a concern for effectively
facilitating spiritual development and personal growth in
church youth through participation in Christian service
learning experiences.

The Christian youth workcamp experi

ence, a program which embodies the principles identified
with service-learning, was selected to serve as the unit of
analysis for this multiple case study.
By describing the characteristics and components of
three workcamps through the qualitative research methods of
interview, participant observation, and document collection,
an understanding of the nature of the relationship between
participation in a Christian youth workcamp and subsequent
spiritual growth and personal development was sought.
Problem Statement
The

~esearch

problem examined in this study is

stated as follows:
To identify and describe the unique educational blend of
distinctive characteristics and components associated with
the Christian youth workcamp experience found to create con
ditions for learning which promote the psychosocial develop
ment of church youth participants and the linkages to
enhanced spiritual consciousness.
58
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Research and Operational Questions
The following questions presented in Chapter 1 have
guided the research.

The questions relate to the selected

population of church youth participating in the three desig
nated Christian youth workcamps which were examined.
Research Question One
What aspects of Christian youth workcamp experiences are
identified as promoting psychosocial development (Green
berger and S~rensen 1974) in church youth participants in
regards to the following:
a.
b.
c.

Increased individual adequacy?
Increased interpersonal adequacy?
Increased social adequacy?

Operational QUestions for Research Question One
Operational questions for Research Question 1 are
presented in the following groupings, reflecting the time
related sequence of the series of four interviews conducted
in this study: (1) pre-workcamp phase--Interview Ii (2)
workcamp phase--Interview
Interview

III

IIi

and (3) post-workcamp phase-

and Interview IV.

Pre-Workcamp Phase
The following operational questions were developed
to facilitate the investigation of Research Question 1 dur
ing the pre-workcamp phase for the first round of interviews
which were conducted one to six weeks prior to the workcamp.
The Roman and Arabic numerals in parenthesis for these and
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the subsequent operational questions signify the specific
interview protocol and interview question, respectively,
which addressed the concern represented by the operational
question.
1.

What motivated the subjects to chose to participate in
the workcamp program? (I 1)

2.

What expectations do the subjects have concerning the
workcamp experience? (I 2)

3.

What do the subjects identify as areas of anticipation
or apprehension concerning the workcamp experience? (I
3 Ii 4)

4.

How do the subjects describe their preparation for par
ticipation in the workcamp? (I 5 Ii 6)

Workcamp Phase
The following operational questions were developed
to facilitate the investigation of Research Question 1 dur
ing the workcamp phase for the second round of interviews
which were conducted during the final two days of the workcamp.
1.

How do the subjects evaluate the workcamp experience in
general? (II 1)

2.

What aspects of the workcamp experience do the subjects
identify as sources of personal satisfaction or dis
satisfaction? (II 2 & 3)

3.

How do the subjects describe their personal involvement
in the workcamp experience? (II 4)

4.

What effect do the subjects believe this experience will
have personally and interpersonally? (II 5)
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Post-Workcamp Phase
The following operational questions were developed
to facilitate the investigation of Research Question 1 dur
ing the post-workcamp phase for the third round of inter
views conducted two to three months subsequent to the workcamp.
1.

Upon reflection, what significant memories do the sub
jects have of the workcamp experience? (III 1)

2.

What aspects do the subjects identify as either posi
tively or negatively impacting the workcamp experience?
(III 2 & 3)

3.

What effect do the subjects believe this experience has
had on their lives? (III 4)
The following operational questions were developed

to facilitate the investigation of Research Question 1

d~r-

ing the post-workcamp phase for the fourth round of inter
views conducted four to six months subsequent to the workcamp.
1.

Upon reflection, what significant memories do the sub
jects have of the workcamp experience? (IV 1 & 2)

2.

What personal lessons do the subjects believe they have
learned from the workcamp experience? (IV 3)

3.

What effect do the subjects believe this experience has
had on their lives? (IV 4)

4.

What effect do the subjects believe this experience has
had on their youth group? (IV 5)
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Research Question Two
To what extent do church youth partici~ating in Christian
youth workcamp experiences exhibit evidence of enhanced
spiritual consciousness?
Operational Questions for Research Question Two
Operational questions for Research Questions 2 are
presented in the following groupings, reflecting the time
related sequence of the series of four interviews conducted
in this study: (1) pre-workcamp phase--Interview Ii (2)
workcamp phase--Interview II; and (3) post-workcamp phase-
Interview III and Interview IV.
Pre-workcamp Phase
The following operational questions were developed
to facilitate the investigation of Research Question 2 dur
ing the pre-workcamp phase for the first round of interviews
which were conducted one to six weeks prior to the workcamp.
1.

What connections do the subjects draw between the serv
ice they are about to render and their relationship with
Jesus Christ? (I 7)

2.

What impact do the subjects believe the workcamp experi
ence will have on their understanding of God? (I 8)

workcamp Phase
The following

o~erational

questions were developed

to facilitate the investigation of Research Question 2 dur
ing the workcamp phase for the second round of interviews
which were conducted during one of the final two days of the
workcamp.
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1.

What connections are the subjects drawing between the
service they are rendering and their relationship with
Jesus Christ? (II 6)

2.

What impact do the subjects believe the workcamp experi
ence is having on their understanding of God? (II 7)

Post-Workcamp Phase
The following operational question was developed to
facilitate the investigation of Research Question 2 during
the post-workcamp phase for the third round of interviews
conducted two to three months subsequent to the workcamp.
1.

What effect do the subjects believe the workcamp experi
ence has had on their relationship with Jesus Christ or
God? (III 5)
The following operational questions were developed

to facilitate the investigation of Research Question 2 dur
ing the post-workcamp phase for the fourth round of inter
views conducted four to six months subsequent to the workcamp.
1.

How do the subjects describe their involvement in
activities of a religious or service oriented nature?
(IV 6, 7 I & 8)

2.

What effect do the subjects believe the workcamp experi
ence has had on their relationship with Jesus Christ?
(IV 9)

3.

What impact do the sUbjects believe the workcamp experi
ence has had on their understanding of God? (IV 10)
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Research Question Three
How are the differential components of Christian youth work
camp experiences identified as promoting psychosocial devel
opment (Greenberger and S~rensen 1974) linked with evidence
of enhanced spiritual consciousness of church youth
participants?
Operational Ouestions for Research Question Three
Operational questions developed to facilitate
examination of Research Question 3 are presented as follows:
1.

Based upon an analysis of the data gathered in each case
study, including interviews I field- notes, and docu
ments , what differential components of the Christian
youth workcamp are identified as contributing to
psychosocial development of the subjects?

2.

What relationship exits between these components and the
spiritual consciousness of the subjects subsequent to
the workcamp experience?

3.

How do the differential components identified as con
tributing to psychosocial development of the subjects
compare and contrast among the three Christian youth
workcamps within and across each case study?

4.

What linkages can be made between the spiritual con
sciousness of the subjects subsequent to the workcamp
experience and these differential components identified
as contributing to their psychosocial development within
and across each case study?
Selection of the Unit of Analysis
One of the fundamental decisions in the design of

this study was the selection of the unit of analysis.

Since

this study was specifically concerned with determining the
relationship between a service-learning experience and the
spiritual growth and psychosocial development of church
youth participants, a form of service-learning accessible to
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church youth groups was sought for this study.

Though serv

ice is routinely rendered by church youth, unfortunately,
the conscious and intentional facilitation of the transfer
of learning to the lives of participants is also routinely
overlooked by many adult leaders of church youth.
The Christian youth workcamp is one service oriented
experience widely utilized by adult workers with youth which
clearly embraces the basic principles of service-learning.
Additionally, the length of a typical workcamp is seven days
which allows youth participants to engage in service
activities a minimum of four to five days.

The intense

nature of the workcamp, combined with the duration of the
experience, were characteristics which were viewed favorably
in the selection process.
For the previously stated reasons, the Christian
youth workcamp experience was chosen to serve as the unit of
analysis for this investigation of Christian service
learning programs.

For the purposes of this research, each

of the three Christian youth workcamp experiences will serve
as a case and will include church youth group based program
ming during the pre-workcamp and post-workcamp phases which
relate to the workcamp, as well as the actual experiences
during the workcamp phase.

Consequently, descriptive

accounts of fieldnotes for each case will include data from
both church based and workcamp based activities.
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Three Christian youth workcamp experiences sponsored
by three different organizations were examined, resulting in
a multiple case study design.
decision.

Two reasons prompted this

First, the examination of three cases was chosen

in an attempt to minimize the threat of idiosyncrasy which
is associated with single case study designs.

Second, a

primary focus of this study was the identification of the
relationship between the differential components found in
Christian service-learning programs and spiritual growth and
psychosocial development of youth participants.

Only by

examining multiple cases could this objective be achieved.
The procedure for the selection of the specific
cases and subjects will be presented in the section
entitled, Sampling Procedure.
Population
The research design utilized criterion-based samp
ling, a nonprobabilistic sampling method which precludes the
making of any statistical inferences from the data gathered
in the three sample cases to other cases within the larger
population.

As Bogdan and Biklen (1982) observe, in such a

purposeful sampling the particular subjects are included
because they are believed to facilitate the expansion of the
developing theory.

When a nonprobabilistic sample is made,

however, the issue of representativeness of the sample based
upon the rational of the sampling method is a critical
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consideration (Krathwohl 1993).

The procedure for selecting

the sample is presented in the following section.
Though generalizations of the data can not be made
to the larger population, a description of the population is
necessary to identify the larger group from which the sample
was drawn.

The population for this research included those

junior and senior high church youth group participants who
engaged in a Christian youth workcamp conducted during the
summer months of 1991 in the Appalachian region of the
United States.
sampling Procedure
The criterion-based sampling strategy of comparable
case selection (Goetz and LeCompte 1984) was utilized in
selecting the three specific workcamps which would serve as
the units of analysis or cases.

According to Merriam

(1988), comparable-case selection entails the selecting of

specific units of analysis based upon the same predetermined
characteristics which are relevant to the study followed by
successive examination of each case in order to compare
results.
This criterion-based sampling strategy was chosen in
order to select cases which would share enough predetermined
characteristics to make the comparing and contrasting of the
differential components identified as contributing to
spiritual growth and personal development in each of the
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three cases meaningful, while allowing for individual
programming differences.

rn other words, comparing three

varieties of apples, such as MacIntosh, Red Delicious, and
Rome, was determined to be preferable to the comparing of
three totally different types of fruit, such as an apple, an
orange, and a peach, or, at the other extreme, simply com
paring three apples harvested from the same tree.
Selection Criteria
Four criteria were established for the selection
process of the three cases.

The first three related specif

ically to concerns over programming and the final criterion
related to accessibility to the cases on the part of the
researcher.

The criteria are location, program philosophy

and practice, spiritual development emphasis, and con
venience.

A rationale for each of these criteria follows.

Geographic Location
The Appalachian region of the mid-Atlantic and
southeast sections of the United States was selected as the
geographic area from which the cases would be selected.
Appalachia is a federally designated region composed of 398
counties in thirteen states with a population of 20.5 mil
lion people.

This area was selected for three reasons:

(1) the long tradition of domestic Christian mission and
relief efforts conducted during this century in this region
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which have resulted in a significant concentration of well
established Christian youth workcamp programs; (2) a
sensitivity to the needs of the residents accompanied by a
genuine respect for the residents which is both widely held
and intentionally communicated by persons staffing the work
camps in this region; and (3) the cross-cultural exposure
which is a potential component of a workcamp experience in
Appalachia for youth from participating churches coming from
outside the region.
Program Philosophy and Practice
Though the Christian youth workcamp can clearly be
included as a subset of service-learning, only those indi
vidual workcamp programs which operate in harmony with the
established principles of good practice in combining service
and learning warrant the service-learning classification.
For the purposes of this research, the program philosophy
and practice of a workcamp must be in harmony with the ten
principles established by the National Society for Experi
ential Education (NSEE) in order to be eligible to be con
sidered for selection.

These principles, listed below, are

understood to be concomitant with an effective and sustained
service-learning program.
1.

Engages people in responsible and challenging
actions for the common good.

2.

Provides structured opportunities for people to
reflect critically On their service experience.
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3.

Articulates clear service and learning goals
for everyone involved.

4.

Allows for those with needs to define those
needs.

5.

Clarifies the responsibility of each person and
organization involved.

6.

Matches service providers and service needs
through a process that recognizes changing cir
cumstances.

7.

Expects genuine, active, and sustained organi
zation commitment.

8.

Includes training, superv~s~on, monitoring,
support, recognition, and evaluation to meet
service and learning goals.

9.

Insures that the time commitment for service
and learning is flexible, appropriate, and in
the best interest of all involved.

10.

Is committed to program participation by and
with diverse populations. (Kendell 1990, 41)

Spiritual Development Emphasis
A primary difference between service-learning
programs in general, and Christian service-learning programs
in particular, is the emphasis upon making connections
between the service rendered and the participant's personal
faith and spirituality.

If service-learning is to be

accepted as a viable educational approach for Christian
educators, the relationship of service-learning with the
goals of Christian education must be established.

This

research has consciously attempted to provide descriptive
data which Christian educators can use to evaluate service
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learning in light of concerns for the spiritual development
of persons.
Therefore, a workcamp must exhibit an intentional
commitment to contribute to the spiritual development of
youth participants, as formally articulated in the program's
mission statement, workcamp goals, or program objectives to
be considered for inclusion in this research.
Convenience
A final consideration in the selection of specific
cases centered on logistical concerns.

When a ·short list"

of potential workcamps was established final selection of
workcamps was contingent upon several considerations.
First, permission granting access to the workcamp in order
to conduct the research had to be secured from the sponsor·
ing organization of the workcamp.

Second, specific church

youth groups attending one of the selected workcamps whose
proximity was sufficiently accessible to allow for the con
ducting of fieldwork and interviews during the church based
portion of the workcamp experience also had to be identified
and permission to participate in the workcamp experience
with the church youth group had to be secured from the
appropriate church bodies.

Each of these selections had to

be coordinated to allow for the researcher to participate
with three different church youth groups attending three
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different week long workcamp sessions during an eight week
period.
Drawing the Sample
The first step taken in drawing the sample was to
compile a list of Christian youth workcamps which operated
in the Appalachian region.

An examination of the 1991 edi

tion of Workcamping/Volunteer Opportunities in Appalachian
U.S.A. (Davis 1991) was consulted.

This guidebook listed 92

Christian organizations offering service opportunities for
both youth and adult volunteers in eleven out of the thir
teen states making up the Appalachian region. The self
descriptions submitted by these organizations for inclusion
in this resource were not sufficiently detailed to
demonstrate compliance with the second and third selection
criterion, namely, program philosophy and practice and
spiritual development emphasis, respectively.
To determine which organizations met these criteria,
a survey instrument was developed to gain additional
programming information.

Based upon an examination of the

self-descriptions included in this resource, review of
available workcamp promotional materials, and interviews
conducted with youth workers and workcamp staff, a list of
thirty-three organizations sponsoring workcamps was compiled
for further consideration.

A workcamp survey form was

developed in light of the established criterion to
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facilitate the screening process.

A copy of the survey,

accompanied by a cover letter and a self-addressed stamped
envelope, was submitted to these thirty-three programs with
responses received from twenty-seven.

The three workcamps

selected for this study were drawn from this group of
twenty-seven.

A copy of this instrument is found in Appen

dix B.
Subjects
Each of the three Christian youth workcamps selected
served as the primary focus of one of the units of analysis
or cases.

The name of the sponsoring organization, loca

tion, and a brief description of each workcamp is presented
below.

The subjects were drawn from the three church youth

groups (one for each workcamp) based upon the criterion of
convenience discussed above.

In order to ensure anonymity

of the subjects, the three churches will be referred to as
Alpha Church (Case 1), Beta Church (Case 2), and Gamma
Church (Case 3).

Preliminary information about the specific

church youth groups from which, the subjects were secured is
included in the presentation of the workcamp in which they
participated.
GROUP Workcamps

Case 1 examined GROUP Workcamps' Mountain Breezes
Workcamp at Moorefield, West Virginia, conducted during the
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week of June 23 - 29, 1991.

The nine youth participating in

this workcamp from the Alpha Church, a Presbyterian con
gregation in Damascus, Maryland, were the subjects chosen
for this case.

This group was one of approximately thirty

youth groups which participated.

A total of 400 youth and

adults participated in this workcamp, making it the largest
workcamp in terms of attendance of the three programs
examined.

Additional details will be provided about Case 1

in Chapter 4.
Shenandoah Valley Outreach Project, Inc.
Case 2 examined the workcamp in Winchester, virginia
conducted by the Shenandoah valley Outreach Project, Inc.
(SVOP) on July 14 - 20, 1991.

The fifteen youth participa

ting from the Beta Church of Fairfax, Virginia, a United
Methodist Church (U.M.C.) were the subjects chosen for this
case. This group was one of five youth groups which partici
pated.

A total of 55 youth and adults participated in this

workcamp, making it the smallest workcamp in terms of
attendance of the three programs examined.

Additional

details will be provided about Case 2 in Chapter 5.
Appalachian Service project, Inc.
Case 3 examined the workcamp held in lager, West
Virginia, which was conducted July 28 - August 3, 1991 by
the Appalachian Service Project, Inc. (ASP), which has its
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headquarters in Johnson City, Tennessee.

Ten youth from the

Gamma Church located in Winchester, Virginia, a United Meth
odist Church (U.M.C.), were the subjects selected for this
case.

This group was one of four youth groups which parti

cipated.

A total of 80 youth and adults participated in

this workcamp.

Additional details will be provided about

Case 3 in Chapter 6.
Demographics of the Sample
The sample consisted of the thirty-four church youth
participants from the three designated youth groups attend
ing the three workcamps described above.

Of these thirty

four subjects, nine participated in the GROUP Mountain
Breeze workcamp examined in Case I, fifteen participated in
the SVOP workcamp examined in Case 2, and ten participated
in the ASP workcamp examined in Case 3.
Twenty-two of the subjects were female and twelve of
the subjects were male.

The mean age of the subjects was

16, with the range including youth from age thirteen to
eighteen.

The mean age of the twenty-two female subjects

was 16.14, with the range including girls from age thirteen
to eighteen.

The mean age of the twelve male subjects was

15.75, with the range including boys from age fourteen to
seventeen.
Twenty-two of the subjects were attending their
first workcamp experience.

Eight of the subjects had
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previously attended one other workcamp experience.

Four of

the subjects, all from the Alpha Church youth group, had
previously attended at least two other workcamp experiences.
Twenty-nine subjects identified the church sponsor
ing their youth group as their home church.

Five subjects,

all from the Alpha Church youth group, attended the youth
group by invitation of another youth member, but did not
identify this or any other church as being their home
church.
Delimitations
The decision was made to focus on workcamps located
in the Appalachian region.

This decision was based upon the

high concentration of Christian youth workcamps in a defined
geographic area.
The decision to exclude those workcamps from the
study which do not incorporate the principles of service
learning was based upon the focus of the research upon
Christian service-learning programs.

The decision to

exclude those workcamps from the study which do not con
sciously seek to promote the spiritual development of
participants was based upon the concern to identify the
linkages between personal growth and enhanced spiritual con
sciousness among youth group participants.
Examination of only those church youth who partici
pated with their church group in one of the selected
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workcamps represented another delimitation.

The rationale

for this decision was to focus the investigation upon the
experience of participating in the workcamp, while eliminat
ing from the study those who chose not to attend or were
unable to attend.
A further delimitation was represented by the deci
sion to examine only one church youth group attending each
of the three workcamps selected for the study rather than
multiple groups at each workcamp.

The rational for this

decision was based upon the assessment that in view of the
time constraints, the depth of data gained in the examina
tion of subjects from one group participating in each of the
three different workcamp experiences was more valuable to
the study then the sacrifice of such depth to attempt to
gain a breadth of data from subjects from multiple groups.
Limitations
The research design created distinct limitations
with regard to the generalizability of the findings.

The

use a nonprobabilistic sampling method precludes the making
of any statistical inferences from the data gathered in the
three sample cases to other cases within the larger popula
tion.

Therefore, the findings of this research should not

be assumed to predict the outcomes in other cases.

The

findings do suggest specific relationships between differen
tial program components found in the cases examined and
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personal growth among adolescent participants which warrant
further research.

Replication of the research would provide

a test for the generalizability of the findings.
Data-Gathering Instruments
Sharan Merriam asserts "case study research, and in
particular qualitative case study, is an ideal design for
understanding and interpreting observations of educational
phenomena" (Merriam 2, 1988).

Due to the nature of the

research problem, a descriptive design was used which
employed qualitative case study as the unit of analysis from
which data was gathered.

Such an approach was believed to

be well suited for examining such an experiential learning
program as the workcamp.

The examination of characteristics

which encourage human development, most specifically
spiritual and psychosocial, was also believed to be best
served through such an approach.

Sandra Schneiders has

observed that the emerging discipline which purports to
study spirituality should be "descriptive and analytic
rather than prescriptive and evaluative • . . . the first
task will be to try to understand the phenomenon on its own
terms, that is, as it is or was actually experienced by
Christians" (Schneiders 1986, 265-68).
As Robert Yin (1984) acknowledges, a major strength

Qf data collection using a qualitative case study design is
the opportunity to use multiple sources of evidence.

The
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value of using multiple sources of evidence lies in the
ability to corroborate the conclusions drawn from the study
through triangulation of the data.

Multiple measures were

sought for the specific data gathered in this study from the
following three sources:

(1) semi-structured interviews of

the subjects; (2) participant observations of the workcamp
experience; and (3) collection of relevant documents.
Semi-structured Interviews
A time sequenced series of four semi-structured
interviews were conducted individually with each of the
thirty-four subjects.

The protocol for each of the four

interviews was drawn from the operational questions pre
sented earlier in this chapter.

The Pre-Workcamp Phase

Protocol was used for Interview I, which was conducted less
than six weeks prior to the actual workcamp.

The Workcamp

Phase Protocol was used for Interview II, which was con
ducted on either the sixth or seventh day of each workcamp.
Interview III was the first interview conducted during the
Post-workcamp Phase, between one and two months after the
workcarnp.

Interview IV was conducted between four and six

months after the workcarnp.

All four interview protocols are

presented in Appendix A.
Since all the subjects were under the age of
twenty-one, written parental consent was secured prior to
the conducting of any interviews on a form sent to the
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subjects' parents.

The cover letter which accompanied the

form assured anonymity of the subjects during the present
ation of the findings from this study.

A sample of one of

the parental consent forms and the accompanying cover letter
is presented in Appendix

c.

Due to the limited time between the conducting of
interviews, the decision was made to tape the interviews to
insure accurate documentation of the responses made by the
subjects.

Prior to the beginning of each interview, the

researcher asked the subject for permission to tape the
interview.

This was granted in each instance.

Care was

taken to assure that the flow of the interview was not
interrupted by the presence or operation of the tape
recorder.
Three of the subjects attending their freshman year
of college where the distance prohibited face to face inter
views necessitated conducting the final round of interviews,
their fourth interview, by telephone.
Each interview was transcribed from the audio tape
using a transcription cassette machine, equipped with head
phones and foot operation pedal, and a word processor.

The

transcripts were then printed and filed by subject and case.
Participant Observation
The activities studied through participant
observation included both church based activities and
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workcamp based activities in order to cover as much of the
overall workcamp experience as possible.

When the

researcher was unable to be present for specific church
based activities conducted during the pre-workcamp or post
workcamp phase, informants were used from among the subjects
and the adult leaders to describe the content and context of
the activity.
Fieldnotes "the written account of what the
researcher hears, sees, experiences, and thinks in the
course of collecting and reflecting on the data of a
qualitative study" (Bogdan and Biklin 1982, 74) were made of
the researcher's observations following significant
activities during each phase of the workcamp experience.
The hand written accounts were typed using a word processor
and organized in sets corresponding to the specific events
they described and arranged chronologically.

The designa

tion for each page of fieldnotes includes the case number,
the fieldnote set number, and the sequential page number of
that set, each separated by a decimal.

For example, page 12

of the third set of fieldnotes made in case 1 is designated
1.3.12., page 13 of the same set would be designated 1.3.13.
An example of the fieldnotes is provided in Appendix D.
Documents
Documents were gathered during the study which had
been produced by the leaders of the church youth groups, the
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staff of organizations sponsoring the workcamps, and from
the youth participants themselves, in order to augment data
gathered through the interviews and the participant observa
tions.
The documents collected from the church youth groups
included newsletters, rosters of youth group participants,
and workcamp informational materials distributed to youth
participants by their leaders.
Written information gathered from the organizations
sponsoring the workcamps included promotional materials,
youth group orientation materials,

program schedules, and

individual and group devotional resources.
Personal documents produced by individual youth were
also collected during the study.

These items included writ

ten evaluations, creative writings, and private letters sent
to the researcher.
The documents collected were helpful in providing
insights into the characteristics and components of the
workcamp experience and their relationship to the youth who
participated.
Data Recording and Analysis Procedures
Fieldnotes were written following each observation
during each case, as soon as possible.

Brief notes were

made during the observation periodically to assist in
recalling particularly pertinent or significant data.

In
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some instances, such as an evening program at which time all
the participants were seated, it was possible to record
fieldnotes in a natural and inconspicuous manner during the
actual event.

At other times, due to the extremely full

schedule of workcamp life, fieldnotes were recorded late at
night in a hallway or under a porch light, after campers had
gone to bed and the lights in the sleeping area were turned
off.

Care was taken not to record notes in front of the

subjects or to allow access to the fieldnotes by the sub
jects or other participants.

On several occasions, a tape

recording was made of a presentation or special program,
providing the opportunity for subsequent reflection by the
researcher.

As noted earlier, a sample set of fieldnotes is

included in Appendix D.
Once typed and printed, the fieldnotes were coded,
using categories established from the operational questions.
Specific components and characteristics of the workcamp
experience were also assigned a code identifying them as
such.

The sample fieldnotes presented in Appendix 0 display

the codes that were used to facilitate the analysis of the
data.
The four rounds of interviews were conducted indi
vidually by the researcher of each subject.

A tape recorder

was used due to the limited time available in the workcamp
schedule, after permission by the subject had been obtained.
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Due to scheduling limitations, the interview of one subject
often followed immediately behind the interview of another
subject.

The interviews were later transcribed and printed

for initial analysis.

The interview transcripts were

reviewed and coded to facilitate further analysis of the
data.

N.B. Orbis, a free-form text-retrieval system acces

sible within version 4 of the Nota Bene multilingual word
processing program (The Technology Group, Inc. 1993), was
used to automate the task of collating the data by retriev
ing the coded text.

The operational questions, arranged in

time sequence in relationship to the pre-workcamp, workcamp,
and post-workcamp phases, served as the organizing
categories for the initial analysis of the interview data.
Examples of coded interview transcripts are provided for
each round of interviews in Appendix E.
Overview of the Data-Gathering Process
An initial survey of thirty-three Christian organi
zations operating youth workcamps in the Appalachian region
was conducted in the spring of 1991 as part of the sampling
process.

Three workcamps were selected and access was

secured by telephone from both the sponsoring organization
and the appropriate local church authority by May 1, 1991.
Access was withheld by one of the three sponsoring organiza
tions until personal references were submitted by the
researcher and subsequently verified.

One of the adult
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church youth leaders called the workcamp director of a
different sponsoring organization to verify the legitimacy
of the study prior to granting access.
The time frame under which the three workcamps
operated necessitated examination of individual cases across
the same time frame, rather than sequentially.

Interviews

of each subject normally lasted fifteen to thirty minutes
and were normally conducted before, during or after some
youth activity.

The location of the majority of the inter

views was the subject's church.

On one occasion, a youth

gathering was held at a leader's home and interviews were
conducted there.

To better accommodate some of the subjects

of another church, interviews were conducted after class on
the steps of their school.

In the case of several youth

unable to attend activities at the church, arrangements were
made to meet with the youth in their homes.
All of the workcamp phase interviews were conducted
at the workcamp site except for three interviews from Case 1
which were conducted at the church immediately upon return
from the workcamp.
The first round of interviews for each case were
conducted between May and July 1991, the second round of
interviews for each case were conducted during the actual
workcamps held between June and August 1991.

The two rounds

of post-workcamp interviews for each case were conducted
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between August 1991 and March 1992.

Nonformal interviews

were conducted with adult leaders from each church youth
group and select staff from each workcamp for purposes of
gaining additional pertinent data.
A sample list of the dates, times, and subjects of
the observations and interviews for one case is displayed in
Appendix F.

Between twenty-five and thirty-five hours of

fieldwork were conducted during each case for the church
based component of the workcamp experience spread over six
to ten different occasions.
seven to eight days.

Each workcamp was comprised of

The analysis of data began during the

initial stages of the fieldwork collection and proceeded
throughout the study.

The findings of the analysis of cases

1, 2, and 3 focusing upon Research Questions 1 and 2 are
presented in Chapters 4, 5, and 6, respectively.

Research

Question 3 is addressed in each individual case in the final
section of Chapters 4, 5, and 6.

The findings from cross

case analysis focusing upon Research Question 3 are pre
sented in Chapter 7.

The conclusions drawn from the

research are presented in Chapter S.

CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS IN CASE ONE
The following questions have guided the research
conducted in this study.

The questions relate to the

selected population of church youth participating in the
three designated Christian youth workcamps.
1.

What aspects of Christian youth workcamp experiences are
identified as promoting psychosocial development (Green
berger and S~rensen 1974) in church youth participants
in regards to the following:
a.
b.
c.

Increased individual adequacy?
Increased interpersonal adequacy?
Increased social adequacy?

2.

To what extent do church youth participating in
Christian youth workcamp experiences exhibit evidence of
enhanced spiritual consciousness?

3.

How are the differential components of Christian youth
workcamp experiences identified as promoting psychoso
cial development (Greenberger and S~rensen 1974) linked
with evidence of enhanced spiritual consciousness of
church youth participants?
Presentation of Individual Case Studies
The data was collected from the following three

sources: (1) semi-structured interviews of the subjects; (2)
participant observations of the workcamp experience; and (3)
collection and review of relevant documents.

The descrip

tion of Case 1 is presented in this chapter in order to
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display the findings which address the research questions as
stated above.

The descriptions of Case 2 and Case 3 are

presented in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively.

The findings

from cross-case analysis are presented in Chapter 7.

The

cases are presented in the chronological order of the
beginning date of each of the three workcamps.

Due to the

nature of the multiple time sequenced interviews, data
gathering from each case was actually occurring during the
May 1990 to April 1991 time frame.
The Christian youth workcamp experience has been
designated as the unit of analysis for this research.

For

the purposes of this research, the Christian youth workcamp
experience includes a pre-workcamp phase (e.g., study ses
sions) and post-workcamp phase (e.g., youth presentations to
church gatherings), in addition to the actual workcamp
phase.

Workcamp related activities occurring in church

based settings beyond the immediate workcamp context from
which data was gathered have therefore been included in the
descriptions of this and subsequent cases.
The use of metaphor is often helpful in communicat
ing specific characteristics of a given program or experi
ence (Bogdan and Biklen 1982).

The concept of the retail

hardware store emerged during the study as a helpful meta
phor to illustrate and delineate some of the particular
characteristics of the three workcamps examined.

In some
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cases those characteristics are shared by two or more of the
workcamps.

In other instances, the observed characteristics

are unique to a given case.

The three images of the "retail

hardware store" and the cases they symbolically represent
are: (1) the "national trade show" for Case 1; (2) the "mom
and pop local hardware store" for Case 2; and (3) the
"regional hardware chain store" for Case 3.
The presentation of findings for each case will
include a general description of the workcamp followed by a
description of the church youth group, drawn from fieldnotes
and pertinent documents.

The analysis of findings from

participant-observations and interviews will follow based
upon the operational questions developed to facilitate the
examination of the research questions during each phase of
the experience, pre-workcamp, workcamp, and post-workcamp.
To ensure anonymity for the subjects, an
alphanumeric code has been assigned to each of the youth
participants from each church youth group.

For youth in

Case 1, the code begins with the letter "A,· for Case 2, the
letter "B," and for Case 3, the letter "C."
The next two numbers are unique to each subject in
his or her particular case.

In Case 1, the numbers run con

secutively from 01 to 09.

In Case 2, the numbers run con

secutively from 01 to 15.

In Case 3, the numbers run con

secutively from 01 to 10.
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The next letter is either an "F" for female, or an
aM" for male.

The next two letters signify current level of

school, with ·JH

U

signifying junior high, USH" signifying

senior high, and "PH" signifying post-high school.
The final letter indicates the subjects status in
terms of previous workcarnp experience, "R" signifies rookie
or first year, "V" signifies veteran.

The subject code

"AOIFJHR" represents a female, junior high, first year, sub
ject from case I, whose number is 01.

These subject codes

will be used in lieu of the subjects' names when identifying
the speaker or actor during the presentation of findings
from interviews and fieldnotes.

In each case, when the sub

jects mention persons by name in their responses, a sub
stitute name will be used in place of the actual name.
GROUP Workcamps
Case 1 examines the GROUP Mountain Breeze Workcamp
(GROUP) at Moorefield, West Virginia, conducted June 23 
29, 1991.

The nine youth participating in this workcamp

from the Alpha Church of Damascus, Maryland, a Presbyterian
congregation, were the subjects chosen for this case.

This

group was one of approximately thirty youth groups which
participated in the GROUP Workcamp.

A total of 325 youth

and 75 adults participated in this workcamp, making it the
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largest workcamp, in terms of attendance, of the three
programs examined.
History of GROUP Workcarnps
GROUP Magazine, the sponsor of the GROUP Workcamps,
was founded by Thorn Schultz, a youth pastor in Loveland,
Colorado, during the summer of 1974.

Mark Senter, who has

conducted extensive historical research on the development
of youth ministry in North America, writes,
Schultz created Group magazine which masterfully
gathered the youth ministry technology from any source
available and sold it first in article form and later in
books compiled from the best pieces in the magazine.
The circulation grew from 450 in 1974 to 20,000 in 1979
and 54,000 in 1984. Growth then leveled off and there
were 57,000 subscribers in 1989.
With the growth of the magazine leveling off,
Schultz's organization increased its emph~sis on book
publication and events for youth groups. Unlike Youth
Specialties, which focused on adult leaders, Group Pub
lishing attempted to reach the student .leader in the
church youth group. A "Colorado Flood Disaster Recovery
Camp" in 1977 followed by the first "National Christian
Youth Congress" convened in Estes Park, Colorado, in
1978, were the first steps in that direction. (Senter
1992, 150)
From workcamps designed to respond to specific natu
ral disasters, such as the Colorado flood relief workcamp in
1977 and the "Texas Tornado Workcamp" held in 1980, GROUP
Magazine began sponsoring multiple workcamps each summer
throughout the United States.

In 1984 this description

appeared in a GROUP Magazine article,
For the past eight years, GROUP workcamps have improved
living conditions in areas of poverty throughout the
nation. This summer brought brief glimmers of hope to
the residents of Piedras Negras, Mexico; Leadville,
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Colorado; and Madison and Princeton, West virginia.
More than 1,100 youth and adults converged in those
areas--ready for action. Between 200 and 400 people at
each camp shared skills in painting, roofing, carpentry,
masonry, weatherizing and other labor. That energetic
work force provided more than 41,000 hours of volunteer
labor and love! (Lillevold 1984, 95)
In 1989 GROUP sponsored nine workcamps, and by 1991, John
Shaw, in charge over all GROUP Workcamp programs and direc
tor of the GROUP Mountain Breeze Workcamp, announced to the
participants at ehe opening session that they were among
nearly 5,000 young people participating in 12 different
GROUP sponsored workcamps held throughout the United States
during the current summer (Fieldnotes 1.6.5).

In fourteen

years, from 1977 through 1990, over 23,000 youth had parti
cipated in the various workcamps conducted by GROUP (1991
GROUP Workcamp Leaders Manual 1991, 15).

In addition to the

senior high youth workcamps, shorter experiences were
developed exclusively for junior high aged youth in 1989,
lasting five days rather than seven.
Purpose of GROUP Workcamps
GROUP Workcamps have established clearly defined
goals.

During the first adult leaders' meeting, hald Sunday

evening, the workcamp director stated that the two main pur
poses of the GROUP sponsored workcamps were: (1) To help
youth show love through work; and (2) To facilitate the
spiritual growth of young people (Fieldnotes 1.6.5).
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The following response was made by a GROUP workcamp
administrator when asked to specify what he believed to be
the actual impact of the workcamp experience upon the youth
participants.
They are first exposed to 400 other Christian from 10-lS
different states. They are not lone rangers. Secondly,
I believe many of the participants are exposed to real
poverty for the first time. Homes with no running
water, no electricity, and in many cases what seems to
be "no hope" situations. Many participants go away with
a greater appreciation of their own individual home
living situation. And what r think is the best lesson
that participants learn is that they are capable of
doing something about poverty. Bottom line, the work
camps provide opportunities for youth to service Jesus.
(Case 1, Document 1)
Details and descriptions of the characteristics and
components of the GROUP sponsored Mountain Breeze Workcamp
will be presented subsequent to a description of the Alpha
Church youth group and findings gathered from the pre
workcamp phase.
Alpha Church Youth Group
The Alpha youth group is sponsored by the Alpha
Church, a suburban church of 345 members in the Presbyterian
denomination.

The current youth director and his family had

joined the church shortly after moving to the area just two
years before.

He was the parent of one of the senior high

girls, and when asked to serve as the youth leader just over
twelve months earlier he agreed.
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The church, which is located about thirty miles
north of Washington, D.C., was originally served in the
nineteenth century by a itinerate pastor, known as a circuit
rider who traveled by horseback.

When he was unable to make

the trip north to Damascus, due to severe winter weather,
the residents decided to construct a church of their own.
The first structure was a log cabin, which was later
replaced by a wooden frame structure around 1860.

This

structure was still in use, though a modern brick structure
had been built within the past 10 years.

The youth leader

felt the church was conservative in its theological beliefs
(Fieldnotes 1.1.1).
Typical among many youth groups, the Alpha Church
youth group had experienced frequent turn over in adult
leadership.

The adult leader explained although attempts

had been made to hire a "part-time youth director" in order
to provide stability for the group, the persons secured were
usually, "students or just out of Bible school" with little
experience.

These persons tended to move on to other

employment after only twelve to eighteen months (Fieldnotes
1.1.2).

Efforts had been underway for the previous six

months, at the initiative of the pastor, to secure suffi
cient funding for a full time youth director position.
this point the funding had not yet reached the projected
amount sufficient to begin the search process.

At
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All the youth in the group, both senior high and
junior high, met as one group on Sunday evenings during the
school year.

Separate classes were provided for both junior

and senior high youth for Sunday school.

The Sunday evening

fellowship was comprised of approximately thirty young
people, with a normal attendance of ten to fifteen (Field
notes 1.2.1).
Demographics
The nine subjects attending the GROUP Mountain
Breeze Workcamp from the church included two male subjects,
one entering tenth grade and the other entering eleventh
grade, and seven female subjects, one entering tenth grade,
two entering eleventh grade, one entering twelfth grade, and
three who had graduated and were planning to attended col
lege in the fall.

The six subjects still in secondary

school attended three different high schools.

Members of

the church attended from three different communities located
in the northern or ·upper" portion of Montgomery County,
Maryland: Damascus, Germantown, and Gaithersburg.
All nine subjects were white, as was the entire con
gregation.

All nine subjects fell into middle to upper

middle socioeconomic class.

The mean age of the subjects

was 16.55, with the range including youth from age fifteen
to eighteen.

All nine of the subjects lived with both

biological parents.

All of the subjects were members of the
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church or were children of members.

They all attended

church and Sunday school, though their regularity varied
from subject to subject.

The daughter of the youth leader

had attended this particular church the briefest duration,
two years.

The other eight subjects had for the most part,

"grown up in this church" (Fieldnotes 1.2.3).
participation by members of the youth group in a
summer workcamp had begun three years earlier.

Three of

ch~

nine subjects attended a GROUP sponsored workcamp in 1988 in
southeastern Ohio, and another three subjects attended a
GROUP sponsored workcamp in 1990 in another portion of West
Virginia.

In 1988, the three subjects were joined by five

other youth and two adult leaders from the church.

One of

the two adults served as the current part-time youth direc
tor at that time.

The 1990 group included three of the sub

jects, a college age female serving as a counselor, and the
present youth leader. The remaining three subjects were
attending a workcamp experience for their first time in 1991
(Fieldnotes 1.1.3).
A description of the pre-workcamp phase follows
which includes an outline of the application process and
findings from the initial round of interviews.
Pre-Workcamp Phase
The pre-workcamp phase of the experience began for
the subjects from Alpha Church when they, along with other
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members of their youth group received a letter, dated Decem
ber 13, 1990, from their adult youth leader.

The letter

served to inform them of the opportunity to participate in a
GROUP sponsored workcamp to be held in Moorefield, West Vir
ginia from June 23 - 29, 1991.

The letter explained,

Workcamp is one week out of your summer during which you
can meet new friends from around the country and
together help to repair homes of poor or elderly people.
(Case 1 Document 2)
A $50.00 deposit, due by the January 13, 1991 Sunday
evening youth group meeting, was requested in the letter
from those planning to attend.

The balance of the $299.00

fee was to be paid for by youth group fundraisers.
A second letter, dated January 28, 1991, was sent to
"workcamp candidates," those persons who had submitted their
$50.00 deposit by the due date of January 13.
explained that only 10 spaces had been

The letter

~eserved.

The letter

included a list of the ten people (one adult leader and nine
youth) who were currently registered.

The names of an addi

tional three persons (one adult and two youth) who had paid
the $50.00 registration fee were listed on a "contingency
list

H

should one or more persons from the group of ten be

unable to attend.

An additional list of the names of four

youth who had signed-up but had not yet paid was also
included in the list.

Each of the names were assigned a

number, one to seventeen, based upon the sequence in which
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the deposits was received.

This same sequence was to be

followed in filling any vacancies.
The leader also explained in the letter that he had
been informed by GROUP

Workc~ps

that the camp was filled,

but upon receiving a check to cover additional spaces, per
sons would be contacted individually should additional
spaces become available.

A check from the church was sent

to reserve eight additional spaces (Case 1 Document 3).
A third letter, dated April 3, 1991, was distributed
to those youth registered for the workcamp.

Included with

the letter was an individual application form and a packet
of material which each youth was asked to read in prepara
tion for the workcamp

~xperience.

The application included

a self-appraisal of each person's work skills.

This form

was to be completed and returned to the youth group leader
by April 15 (Case 1 Document 4).
The packet of materials were to be read and then
brought to the training day.

The youth group had a "tenta

tive date" of Saturday, June 2, for a workcamp training
event, with all workcamp participants required to attend.
This session was not held due to scheduling conflicts.
Included in the packet was general information about
the workcamp experience prepared by GROUP Workcamps.

These

materials had been included in the leaders manual for dis
tribution to participants.

The first section, ·What Will
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the Workcamp Be Like?" provided a narrative account of the
experiences youth might expect during the week long event.
Anticipating some of the questions which might well be going
through the minds of the participants as they prepare to
leave for their first day on the job, the article stated,
You'll leave the school full of anticipation--What will
your resident be like? What's the house you'll be work
ing on going to look like?" You'll feel the stares of
curious people who are wondering what you're doing in
their neighborhood. As you begin working, stares will
turn to smiles. (GROUP Workcamp Leaders Manual 1991, 13)
A second section of the handout materials focused on
the importance of safety, with information on necessary
safety training, safety rules and procedures to be followed
during the workcamp, and medical care procedures should an
accident occur (GROUP Workcamp Leaders Manual 1991, 15-16).
A fact sheet emphasized the importance of attending
the workcamp "equipped to serve" with a "positive attitude
and willingness to work" (GROUP Workcamp Leaders Manual
1991, 17).

The article also emphasized the importance of

having a servant attitude.
The workcamp also needs your servant attitude. The
school staff, the resident whose house you'll repair,
the immediate neighbors and the entire community will be
watching you--especially when they hear the story of why
you're there. At first they'll be surprised that so
many young people are willing to volunteer their time to
help people they don't even know. Then they'll learn
that you're volunteers who have paid money to be there,
that you're from various parts of the country and from
many Christian church denominations. They'll ask them
selves, "who are these kids?« They'll be watching you
to see if you are "for real," Be Jesus' servant to
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everyone you meet all week. You'll change livesl
(GROUP Workcamp Leaders Manual 1991, 17)
In terms of opportunities to prepare for the workcamp, the adult leader recognized

~heir

situation was far

from ideal, because end of the year activities at the vari
ous high schools conflicted with the date set for the
group's training.

The leader seemed to take things in

stride, finding consolation in the fact that six out of the
nine young people had attended a workcamp before.
Research Question One:

Pre-Workcamp phase

The operational questions for Research Question 1
provide the framework for the analysis of the findings from
the pre-workcamp phase.

The Roman and Arabic numerals in

parentheses after each operational question correspond to
the appropriate interview and protocol question, respec
tively.

The protocol for each of the four interviews is

presented in Appendix A.
1.

What motivated the subjects to chose to participate in
the workcamp program? (I 1)

2.

What expectations do the subjects have concerning the
workcamp experience? (I 2)

3.

What do the subjects identify as areas of anticipation
or apprehension concerning the workcamp experience? (I
3 & 4)

4.

What experiences do the subjects identify as having been
most beneficial in their preparation? (I 5 & 6)
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Motivation
When asked "What influenced you to commit yourself
to participate in the workcamp program?" the responses given
by the subjects fell into five clusters: fun, helping other
people, making friends, serving God, and friends in the
youth group.
All nine subjects said they thought the workcamp
sounded like it would be "fun" (A01FJHR) or a "neat experi
ence" (A08FSHV), making the response the same for those who
had participated in a prior workcamp as for those preparing
to attend their first experience.
Only one youth going for the first time gave an
additional response, saying he looked forward to doing some
thing "meaningful."

When asked to explain "meaningful," he

said, "Like, rebuilding parts of people's houses and doing
stuff that they'd benefit from" (A03MSHR).

Three additional

youth, a total of four out of the group of nine, cited the
opportunity to "help other people" as part of their motiva
tion for attending.
Four of the veterans to workcamping included "making
friends" or "meeting new people" in their responses.

Two

veterans included the opportunity of "serving God" as part
of their reasons for participating.
A final response was given by two youth attributing
the reason they were attending to their friends who were
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planning to participate.

A representative answer was pro

vided by a youth who had attended a workcamp in 1990.
I heard from the ones who went the year before that it
was a good experience. Mostly it's been what I've heard
and what I've experienced. It sounded like just a neat
experience, something to do to help people. I want to
be a social worker for the same reason. (A08FSHV)
In summary, the entire group indicated that they
were participating in the workcamp because they thought it
would be fun.

The six youth who were attending their second

workcamp included three youth who had attended the previous
year, and three different youth who had attended two years
prior to the current experience.

Those attending a workcamp

the previous year each included at least three responses,
while those having attended two years before, each included
only two reasons in their response.

Those who had been

before based their responses on past experience.

Those who

were going for the first time based their responses on what
they had heard from other youth who had participated.
Several subjects also planned to participate in
order to make new friends or help other people.

Some

believed that their participation was a tangible way of
serving God.

Others expressed their desire to attend based

upon the influence of a friend in the youth group who was
going.
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Expectations
When each youth was asked what he or she hoped to
gain from the workcamp experience, the responses grouped
into four categories.

Three categories,

~Helping

Others,"

"Making Friends," and "Serving God," were also categories
used to group responses made in terms of motivation.
"Being able to help other people" (A02FSHR) was a
rp.sponse given by eight of the youth.

In giving this

response, four youth who had previously participated in a
workcamp experience made a reference to the specific persons
they had helped in the past.

The following comments serve

to illustrate.
It's just a neat witnessing experience for the people to
see what you're doing, even the residents who are
hesitant at first accepting the help, but it always
turns out that they are really grateful, and there are
usually pretty strong relationships formed.
(A08FSHV)
Knowledge that the people are really helped by it. The
person that we helped last year was really nice and you
could really tell that we made a difference in her life.
Now that's what I want again. To see what change I can
make, that's why I've come again. (A09MSHV)
The person that we worked with last time at the house
had such an incredible faith. And what she lived in,
her lifestyle, how she could have that kind of a faith
when we have everything here. It was incredible to see
her and how she reacted to us. I was really, really
impressed. I think that's the thing that's stayed with
me, that he told us to serve and not to be concerned
about the material things. (A05FPHV)
These responses illustrate the significance of the relation
ships that are developed between the youth and the persons
whom they serve.

Five youth included the desire to "meet
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some new people and make some friends" (A01FJHR) as part of
their expectations for the experience.
The desire to serve God through their own participa
tion was expressed by three youth, each of whom had attended
a workcamp before.
A better idea and a better understanding of how to serve
God, instead of limiting myself to my friends, my family
and my church. To learn that, yes I can go out into the
community and help. To learn how I can go out and help
other people and help God. (A07FSHV)
Three responses displayed a desire to gain knowledge
or understanding through the experience.

One youth shared

that she hoped for a "renewed spirit of servanthood and what
it really means" (AOSFPHV).

Another youth expressed a

desire for the experience to help her youth group become
closer.
One thing that we got out of it last year was that our
youth group was in really bad shape at that point and we
had a chance to see other youth groups and see how they
functioned and why we weren't functioning like that, and
some of us got together and talked about it and prayed a
lot and now we're really doing well. I think it will
make a difference for everyone to see that. (A08FSHV)
A desire to make new friends and to help people was
expressed equally among those who had attended a workcamp
before (one out of three and two out of three respectively)
as those who had not attended before (four out of six and
six out of six respectively).

Only those who had attended a

workcamp before mentioned their desire to serve God.

As a

result of their previous contact with the families they had
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served, the group of veterans also mentioned the sig
nificance of developing a relationship with those persons
they would be serving.
Areas of Anticipation and Apprehension
Two questions were asked to assess each subject's
attitude concerning participation in the upcoming workcamp.
Anticipation
When the subjects were asked what they were looking
forward to about the workcamp, three items were named,
making friends, getting to know their residents, and serving
others.
Seven of the subjects said they were looking forward
to "making friends· (AOIFJHR) or "finding out who will be in
my work crew" (A04FPHV).

Four of the subjects were excited

about the opportunity of "helping other people and seeing
the joy that it will bring to them" (A06FPHV), to actually
be personally involved in helping to make life better for
others.

One male subject attending his first workcamp said,

"Getting out there and actually doing the work and not talk
ing about it" (A03MSHR).
Three subjects were looking forward to meeting the
families they would be helping.

One girl attending her sec

ond workcamp said, "it was neat to meet the residents.
Meeting people who have lived in West Virginia all their
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lives.

Talking to them about what it means to go to church.

Its just neat meeting all the new people" (A07FSHV).
Apprehension
When asked to name any apprehensions about the
upcoming experience, five of the subjects said they had
none, NI can't think of anything" (A02FSHR).

One girl,

attending her first workcamp, expressed concern about living
conditions, based upon descriptions she had heard from
others who had gone before.
The other concerns which were shared all centered
around interpersonal relationships.

One girl shared, "I

don't know the youth in my group very well, because I go to
a different school" (A01FJHR).

Two other subjects expressed

concern about getting along with the members of their work
crews and the "residents" they would be serving.

The term

"resident" is the name the GROUP staff members used to refer
to those person whom they served.

One of these subjects had

had a negative experience with her work crew the previous
year.

She described her previous situation as follows,

What happened in my work crew last year, there was a
little bit of a problem there at first. We had two
adults, and four kids, and I was the oldest kid. The
two girls became instantly best friends and they hung
out with the guy a lot and I was a little bit excluded
at first. (A08FSHV)
As much as the subjects looked forward to making
friends and meeting new people/ they appeared to be equally
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concerned about the possibility of having difficulty with
their interpersonal relationships.
Preparation
The responses given by the subjects varied widely
when they were asked to identify what nad been helpful in
preparing for the trip.

The youth group had a "tentative

date" set for a day long training event the first Saturday
of June, but scheduling conflicts prevented the session from
being held.

Attempts were made to hold the training session

on two other occasions without success.
Orientation materials provided by GROUP workcamp
were duplicated and distributed to all the participants in
April.

Three subjects said this packet of material was

helpful in preparing them for the experience.

One of the

subjects found her conversation with other youth who had
attended a workcamp before to be most helpful for her.
Another subject who had been on the waiting list, found out
she would be taking another person's place just the week
before the workcamp.

She said "r really didn't participate

in anything since r just found our that r would be corning"
(AOIFSHR).

Among those who had attended a workcamp before,

four indicated that their previous experience had been help
ful in preparing them to attend this upcoming workcamp.
When asked what personal preparation still needed to
be done before the trip, six members of the group indicated

loa
that there was nothing, "I can't think of anything"
(A01FSHR) and (A04FPHV).

One subject going for the first

time said, "Prepare myself mentally, I guess" (A03MSHR).
One girl who was going on her second workcamp had shared
earlier that she didn't review the materials.

When asked

what she needed to do personally she said,
I'm looking forward to getting renewed. When you go on
these things you really get Christ in your life, during
the Bible time, that's what I really look forward to. I
guess I probably should have looked at those things. I
would have if we had had a Bible study or something.
(A05FPHV)

Because the attempts to have a training session were
unsuccessful no formal training experience was held.
Another subject indicated that she still needed to go over
the materials handed out again in greater depth.

She added,

Just start praying, building up my faith, and recog
nizing that, yes, there are going to be some tough
things that I might have a rough time with, but keep
reminding myself all this week that God is going to be
there with me. That's what really helped me last year.
When it really clicked in my head that God was really
with me even though something wasn't working out. Cause
I hadn't thought about that in connection with workcamp.
If I keep on reminding myself of that I don't have to
worry because God is with me. I think that's what I
need to be working on. (A07FSHV)
In lieu of formal study, previous experience

I

talk

ing with youth who had attended, and reading the materials
handed out were cited as being most helpful in preparing the
subjects for their upcoming experience.
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Research Question Two:

Pre-Workcamp Phase

The following operational questions were developed
to facilitate the investigation of Research Question 2 dur
ing the pre-workcamp phase.
1.

What connections do the subjects draw between the serv
ice they are about to render and their relationship with
Jesus Christ? (I 7)

2.

What impact do the subjects believe the workcamp experi
ence will have on their understanding of God? (I 8)

Integration of Experience with
Personal Spirituality
The two operational questions focused upon two areas
of personal spirituality: (1) making connections between the
service and a person's relationship with Jesus Christi and
(2) the anticipated impact the experience will have on a
person's spiritual understanding of God.
Connections
When asked to describe the connection between the
service they would render and their relationship with Jesus
Christ, the subjects responded with answers which could be
clustered into the following two groups: (1) obedience
through service; and (2) relationship through service.
Obedience through service.

Seven subjects, which

represented all the girls going to the workcamp, responded
in very simple, straightforward terms stating this is what
they believed Jesus wanted them to do,
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Helping the people is
(A04FPHV)

~hat

Jesus would want us to do.

I think he would want us to do this kind of thing.
(A01FSHR)
I think this is what Jesus wants us to do.

(A02FSHR)

Two other female subjects named specific benefits
they believed would come to the persons that they would be
helping as a result of their obedience to Jesus.
Well its almost like I feel that I'm going because he
wants me to go and he knows that I can make a different
in this person's life, and I guess that's it. (A06FPHV)
I think the chance to go and do the things that we're
doing, it kind of makes you feel good while you're dOing
it and how you can show Christ more to the people that
you're working with, because you may be all of Jesus
that they ever see. So you're kind of real important.
(A08FSHV)
The response made by the seventh female subject provides a
bridge with the responses made by the two males, as she
includes the idea of a personal spiritual benefit associated
with service.
To know how to serve him better. To renew my commitment
to serve God. I can think of a lot of things that would
be more enjoyable than going to workcamp. Sure, I'd
love to go to California for a week with my friends.
But to see what I can get out of going away and serving
God for a week. It shows a different side of how to
serve God l how that can benefit you. (A07FSHV)
Relationship through service.

Both male subjects

indicated their belief that the act of serving would enhance
their spiritual relationship.

One subject attributed the

1 1 1

result of this "closeness" to cooperating with God by help
ing other people.
Somewhere in the Bible it says, "everybody is like a
part of Jesus so be kind and helpful to everybody," or
something like that. So r try to live by that and try
to be nice to everybody no matter their ethnic back
ground or race or what not. I try to be nice to every
body. So helping other people really makes you feel a
peace in yourself and a little closer to God because
you're sort of helping him through your work. (A09MSHV)
The second male subject attributed the enhanced relationship
to a better personal understanding of what Jesus had gone
through when he help others, "It will bring me closer to
him, I guess, to see what he went through helping people"
(A03MSHR).

When asked how it might help him grow closer to

Jesus he responded, "In the sense that I'll know some of the
stuff he went through and get an idea of what it's like to
relate to others" (A03MSHR).
Spiritual Understanding
When the subjects were asked what impact the work
camp experience will have on their understanding of God, the
responses formed two clusters: (1) closer relationship with
God; and (2) uncertain.
Six subjects, all females, felt the experience would
bring them closer to God.

Two of them did not elaborate on

their response but simply replied,
I think it will bring me closer to him.

(A04FPHV)

I think that it will bring me closer to him.

(A02FSHR)
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The others responded with an explanation or reason why they
felt the experience would have this outcome in terms of
their spirituality.

Each had attended a workcamp before.

One felt the experience might bring her closer to God
because of her realization that material possessions aren't
necessary in order to have a meaningful relationship with
God.

She based this belief upon her experience from the

workcamp she attended two years before.
I guess one thing I saw from last time, you don't need
this world to be happy, that it's yourself that makes
you happy. The way you deal with different things is
between you and God. You don't need anything else or
anyone else. The faith of my lady was just incredible
and I'll never forget her for that. To have a faith
like that and to not have all these things that we live
with. (AOSFPHV)
One subject felt she became closer to God as a result of
being a witness for God through her participation in the
workcamp.

She said, "it always draws you a little bit

closer, helping God with his work and spreading his word to
people who have been with out it" (A08FSHV).

Another sub

ject attributed her perception that she might grow closer to
God through the interaction with people who were not
Christians, thus giving her the opportunity "to see how much
my life is richer then theirs" (A06FPHV).
The three who indicated they were "uncertain" about
the impact seemed to reflect seriously upon the question,
but were unable to articulate an answer.

1.13

Workcamp Phase
The descriptions in this section focus upon the
experiences of the subjects during the workcamp.

Data was

also gathered which focused upon the particular character
istics and components of the GROUP Mountain Breeze Workcamp.
GROUP Mountain Breeze Workcamp
The commitment to the practice of quality youth min
istry advocated in the publications of GROUP Magazine was
evident in the conducting of the GROUP Mountain Breeze Work
camp.

Like a "national hardware trade show," the GROUP

sponsored workcamps itinerate from community to community.
A description of the various components of the work
camp will provide a context for the analysis of the sub
jects' responses to the final three interviews.

Specific

relationships between these components and personal growth
of the subjects is reviewed in response to Research Question
3 at the end of this chapter.
Workcamp Leadership
In 1991, four separate teams of workcamp staff mem
bers gathered in Loveland, Colorado in early June for ini
tial training and program development before proceeding to
the first of the three workcamps they would each conduct
during the summer.
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Since the staff arrives a week before the campers,
the Mountain Breeze Workcamp staff first traveled to the
town of Moorefield, in Hardy County, located in the eastern
portion of West Virginia.

During their preparation week,

they set up necessary equipment, arranged building
materials, and finalized preparations in anticipation of the
400 participants scheduled to arrive early Sunday of the
following week.
The staff of twenty-five was comprised of several
full-time GROUP employees, as well as college students and
adults with backgrounds in youth programming and, or car
pentry, who were interested in serving.

The GROUP staff

were responsible for providing all program and logistical
components for the camp.

The staff were involved in the

music and dramatic presentations of the evening programs.
As a general practice, GROUP Workcamps, in partner
ship with local agencies, begin the process of compiling the
names of potential recipients in future workcamp areas up to
two years prior to the actual workcamp.

The work projects

for the Mountain Breeze Workcamp were coordinated through
the gastern West Virginia community Action Agency, Inc.
Interpersonal Relationships
As expected, the nearly 400 participants, approxi
mately 325 youth and 75 adult leaders, arrived on Sunday in
a seemingly endless caravan of vans pulling trailers, cars
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laden with luggage racks and extension ladders, and buses
draped with banners.

The throng of exuberant youth came

from over thirty different church youth groups throughout
New England (e.g., 4 groups from Connecticut, 3 groups from
New Hampshire, 1 group from Massachusetts) the Mid-Atlantic
States (e.g., 2 groups from Pennsylvania, 3 groups from Vir
ginia), and the Midwest (e.g., 4 groups from Ohio, 1 group
from Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin).

Groups

also came from as far away as California with 2 groups, Mis
sissippi with 1 group, and Ontario, Canada with 1 group
(Fieldnotes 1.15.4).
The workcamp phase began for the nine members of the
Alpha Church youth group around 1:00 p.m. with their arrival
to the Moorefield High School, which would be their home for
the next seven days.

After traveling nearly four hours they

were anxious to unload and check out their room assignments.
As they had indicated in the initial interview, they were
anxious to meet new people and make new friends.

Part of

the appeal of the GROUP Workcamp for the subjects was the
large group of participants.
truly a big event.

Every camp-wide gathering was

As the subsequent interviews reveal,

however, intimacy and a sense of community can be one of the
casualties of such large numbers.

As David Riesman (1953)

observes in his classic study of the changing American cul
ture entitled, The Lonely Crowd, meaningful relationships

U6

are sometimes sacrificed in a culture which values numerous
associations.
This was illustrated in the virtual lack of personal
interaction between the two male subjects and the other ten
male

teenager~

they slept.

sharing floor space in the classroom where

The awkwardness strangers sense while riding in

the same elevator describes the atmosphere in the room the
first several days during the limited time the "roommates"
were all present.

Persons whose personalities were more

outgoing would likely deal with such a setting differently.
The seven girls from Alpha Church were sleeping in a
much larger room, with four times the number of girls.
Their comments indicated a desire to get to know others, but
they did not begin to associate with other girls in their
room until the final night.
The work crews were used extensively throughout the
evening programming as a form of surrogate community.

This

was a logical focus for the building of community due to the
limited size of the five to six member groups and the
camaraderie they were developing through the daily service
they shared.
ences

fo~

In several cases these were positive experi

the subjects.

Several girls indicated that they

never "bonded" with their work crews, as much as they would
have liked.

Situations where two work crews road together

in vans to job sites or worked at the same locations offered
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positive opportunities to expand and build upon inter
personal relationships.
Camp Based programming
The entire week was packed with activities from the
moment the participants stepped out of their vehicles.

A

copy of the schedule for the week is included in Appendix G.
Upon arrival on Sunday afternoon the participants were busy
unloading personal luggage, going through registration, and
storing extension ladders and other equipment.

These

activities kept the youth group members occupied for the
first couple of hours.
The first camp wide activity took place from 3:00 to
4:45 p.m. in the school gymnasium, which was called "The
Nest

H

for the week to reinforce the workcamp theme, "Take a

Risk!", which utilized the imagery of flight found in Chap
ter 40 of the Book of Isaiah.

The first gathering consisted

of activities designed to allow the participants to meet
each other.

Campers were divided into twelve groups,

according to the month of their birth and taken on a tour of
the facilities (Fieldnotes 1.3.4).
A meeting of the adults was held after dinner.
Staff members reviewed the purpose of the workcamp, which
focused upon service to those in need and assisting the
teens to grow spiritually.

The schedule for the week was

reviewed, logistics were discussed, and questions were
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fielded

(Fieldnotes 1.4.2).

A second meeting of the adults

was held Tuesday to allow for additional questions and feed
back from the youth group leaders.

Both sessions were well

attended and provided positive interaction between the GROUP
staff and the adults (Fieldnotes 1.8.2).
A gathering of the total camp was held from 7:00 to
9:00 p.m. in "The Nest" that first Sunday evening.

The

stage, lighting, props, and P.A. system had transformed the
aging high school gym into an impressive and functional
stage.

The first session used a format of singing,

announcements/ dramatic and multi-media presentations, and
addresses by the workcamp director.

This same format was

basically followed throughout the evening programs during
the remainder of the week.

One significant component

included in the evening programs were the opportunities
given for participants to come to a microphone and share a
special event which happened to them while on the job site.
As mentioned earlier, each night's gathering also
included small group activities utilizing the five to six
member work crews.

This first night, the names of the mem

bers of ear-\-: ''1ork crE"W were announced and they were di:::ected
to go to the area in the gym were an 8 1/2 X 11 sheet of
paper had been taped to the cinder block wall with the num
ber of their work crew written in red "magic marker."
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The anticipation and excitement were clearly evident
on the faces of each of the 300 plus teens as they made
their way down from trre wooden high school bleachers to the
gym floor.

They were about to meet the members of their

work crew, the youth and adults they would be working with
for the next five days.

Each work crew was assigned a num

ber, which each participant had been given at registration.
However, it was not until each youth found the sheet of
paper with the corresponding number that they were able to
meet the other members of their work crew.
Once all the participants located their work crews,
instructions were given by the GROUP staff to the work
crews.

Each group participated in several mixers.

The work

crew members were also given an opportunity to share their
names, their hometowns, and why they had chosen to come to
the workcamp (Fieldnotes 1.4.5).
Each night a special event was incorporated into the
camp wide evening gathering.

On Monday night, the camp was

again divided up by work crews and the members were led
through some physically challenging trust activities, which
were tied into the "Take a Riskl" theme.

The Tuesday night

gathering included a local country western singer who pro

vided some indigenous music for the campers' listening
pleasure.

A talent show was held on Wednesday night.

outs were held for those who desired to participate.

Try
The
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"acts· included solos, duets, and lip-syncing.

The talent

show concluded with a dramatic presentation by the Canadian
group which portrayed persons choosing between the riches
and fame offered by Satan or fellowship offered by God.
When the final person decided to sit on the fence, thinking
he could have both God and the riches of the world, Satan
rejoiced as God explained to the perplexed fence sitter,
"Satan owns the fence" (Fieldnotes 1.10.3).
The final evening session on Friday night again
included time for the work crews to function as small
groups.

Instructions were given for the work crews to sit

in a circle and for the participants to take turns affirming
the other work crew members.

Sheets were provided for each

person in the work crew to share their home address (Field
notes 1.14.2).

The Saturday morning closing was intended to

serve as a bridge from the workcamp experience of serving to
a commitment to return home with a serving spirit (Field
notes 1.15.1).
Personal Development Emphasis
GROUP Workcamp's commitment to facilitating lead
ership development among the youth participants was
expressed in the specific jobs each crew member was encour
aged to accept for the week.

These jobs included work crew

leader, devotion leader, break master, quartermaster,
organizer, and crew

~eporter.

Job descriptions outlining
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specific duties were given to each person (Fieldnotes
1.4.5).

The task of the devotion leader was to review the
GROUP prepared devotion materials and to lead the work crew
in devotions sometime during the day.

Some groups which had

to travel a long way to their job site would conduct their
devotions en route.

Most work crews seemed to have their

devotions following lunch.

The devotions usually included

some activity which could be done individually, a passage of
scripture which was read, and several discussion questions.
The activity for the devotions held on Tuesday focused upon
the shaping of a piece of aluminum foil by each member of
the work crew into an object which symbolized something spe
cial in his or her life.

One of the work crew members

created a field hockey stick and ball, symbolizing the
camaraderie and fellowship she experienced on her high
school team.

Other work crew members made symbols

representing music, friends, a pet dog, a basketball, a
canoe, and a mountain bike (Fieldnotes 1.7.2).
The facilitation of spiritual development, a goal
stated in the literature and reiterated by the workcarnp
director in the adult session, focused upon these work crew
devotions and the evening programs, which included worship,
small group discussion, and biblical thematic presentations
relating to the "Take a Risk!" theme.

The responses of the
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subjects were mixed in terms of the connections made between
the GROUP programming and personal spiritual expectations.
Work Component
The work crews set out early on Monday morning and
each following day to their appointed job site.

The first

day was filled with added anticipation as the crew members
became better acquainted with each other, while trying to
image what their "residents" would be like.

The individual

application process provided for limited screening of
participants in terms of skills and experience.

Attempts

were made with varying success to match the right people
with the right jobs.

The skills of the one or two adults in

each crew often made the difference between a frustrating
week and the successful completion of the assigned job.

The

GROUP staff attempted to visit each site at least twice dur
ing the week to offer assistance and guidance.
Most of the subjects felt the jobs were challenging
and worthwhile, providing them with a feeling of accomplish
ment and personal self-worth.

The meaningfulness of the

work was enhanced greatly when the subjects had personal
contact with the families.
rnteraction with Families
Work crew assignments were to specific homes,
normally for the entire week.

One subject reported going to
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a second horne the final two days.

The interaction

participants had with the families living in the homes they
were repairing varied widely.

One of the subjects never saw

the elderly lady who lived in the home she worked on,
because she had gone to stay with relatives in another com
munity while painting was done inside and out.

Other sub

jects experienced very satisfying interaction with the
families they were serving.

The economic condition of the

families varied, but was normally low.

Most residents were

elderly, but in some cases several generations were living
in the same horne.
Participants were encouraged during the initial eve
ning session to be sensitive to the families they were serv
ing, as they were cautioned not to attempt to overwhelm them
by witnessing in a manner which could be interpreted as
offensive or condescending.

Participants were encouraged to

explain why they had come to serve when they were asked
(Fieldnotes 1.4.6).
Research Question One:

Workcamp Phase

The following operational questions were developed
to facilitate the investigation of Research Question 1 dur
ing the workcamp phase.
1.

How do the subjects evaluate the workcamp experience in
general? (II 1)

2.

What aspects of the workcamp experience do the subjects
identify as sources of personal satisfaction or dis
satisfaction? (II 2 & 3)

..
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3.

How do the subjects describe their personal involvement
in the workcamp experience? (II 4)

4.

What effect do the subjects believe this experience will
have personally and interpersonally? (II 5)

Evaluation
When the subjects were asked to evaluate the workcamp experience at the conclusion of the week, all nine sub
jects indicated that it had been a positive experience.
Each person attributed the positive nature of the experience
to particular interpersonal relationships which were
meaningful or to a generally good overall social context.
Five subjects specifically cited their relationships with
their work crews as being positive.

Two examples serve to

illustrate.
Very family oriented, because our crew was excellent, I
mean we just fell together. We bonded. Everyone helped
each other instead of telling everyone what to do. No
one really ruled the thing, we all made the decision
together. (A06FPHV)
I got along with my work crew a lot better than last
time. I'm glad that I came. (A08FSHV)
Two other subjects, both of whom were attending their first
workcamp, cited the unique character of the participants in
the overall camp.

One girl who was especially moved by the

experience responded,
It was wonderful! I know I'll never forget it. I met a
lot of really nice people. Everyone seemed like a real
Christian. It was really cooll (A01FSHR)
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One subject said "I enjoyed being around the people in my
youth group" (A07FSHV), while another subject said, "I had a
good time.

I felt like I was helping people, although our

residents didn't seem all that needy" (A02FSHR).
Four subjects, all attending their second workcamp,
included a negative aspect of their experience in their
evaluation.

Of these four, three of them shared their dis

appointment in the evening programing, saying it wasn't very
meaningful or uplifting.

One subject summed up his impres

sion of the experience in this way,
It was enjoyable, but I didn' t lik.e it as hluch as the
first one.
I lik.ed different aspects of it. They were
real different. I liked the evening programs a lot more
last year. But this year I met more people and all that
stuff. Socially, it was more enjoyable. But as far as
religious terms, it wasn't as good.
One additional subject was disappointed because she had no
direct contact with her "resident" since the elderly lady
who lived in the house had gone to stay with family while
the work crew came to paint the interior and exterior of the
home.
All of the subjects enjoyed the experience,
primarily as a result of the relationships they developed
with other youth.

Some were disappointed in aspects of the

evening program.

One girl who had a particularly meaningful

relationship with her resident at a previous camp was dis
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appointed when she had no contact with her resident during
this workcamp.
Areas of Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction
The subjects were asked to identify the aspects of
the workcamp experience which provided them with satisfac
tion as well as those aspects which provided them with dis
satisfaction.
Satisfaction
The subjects cited two sources for the satisfaction
they experienced: (1) serving others; and (2) developing
friendships with their work crews.
Serving others.

Five of the subjects indicated that

serving other people was something they had especially liked
about the experience.

Two responses are illustrative of the

novelty of serving others for teenagers.

The first

highlights the act of doing something for someone else.

r liked going away for a week and doing something dif
ferent. It was something which was helping other
people, not just myself. (A07FSHV)
A comment by a second subject, who was attending a
workcamp for the first time, illustrates how rarely youth
seem to have an opportunity to help others or at least how
rarely they take advantage of the opportunity to help others
in a direct way.
Actually getting a chance to help people. A lot of
times you don't actually get a chance to really get out
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there and help people. I donate money to things but you
don't actually see what it's doing. It was nice.
(A02FSHR)
Relationship with work crew members.

Five of the

subjects cited the relationship with their work crew as
being meaningful.

This number includes one subject who men

tioned the relationship with her work crew in conjunction
with her satisfaction in helping others.
Meeting the people. I liked the thought of working to
help other people. Our residents were really nice
people. We talked with them a lot. It took a little
time at first. Our crew worked really well together.
It was really hard work on the roof when it was so hot.
(AOIFSHR)
The other subjects who mentioned the work crews in their
responses emphasized the camaraderie which developed among
the members.

r liked the friendships that r made. We had a lot of
fun working. It was really good work. (A04FPHV)
I liked working with the crew. That was fantastic. I
got along with everyone so well. Everybody was just
great and everybody worked together real well and every
body was just a lot of fun.
(A08FSHV)
Toward the end of the week something happened. Before
that we just didn't talk a whole lot. Something hap
pened on Wednesday night. We became real good friends.
We had another crew, 154, that helped us. There were a
lot of good people in their group. They were real help
ful and open and easy going and that helped bring every
body together. (A09MSHV)
Once again the emphasis upon interpersonal relation
ships was included in the subjects responses.
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Dissatisfaction
For three subjects, the primary source of their dis
satisfaction focused upon the evening programs.

All three

felt there was a lack of spiritual emphasis in these gather
ings.

Each also felt the theme was limited, as their com

ments illustrate.
They stressed the theme a little bit too mUCh, and it
wasn't enough to carry through for a whole week. It
would have been good for a sermon or something shorter,
like a weekend retreat even, not a whole week to develop
like that. I didn't think there was enough to work
with. (A05FPHV)
The evening program kind of, I already touched on it,
didn't really push anything too far, it wasn't anything
people hadn't heard before for the most part, so there
wasn't much to make you think about anything . . . . I
think they took the "Take a Risk" thing too far, and
sort of slammed it into the ground. (A08FSHV)
During the evening part l it wasn't as religious proba
bly, at all. The songs were and we prayed, butl I don't
think they had a religious emphasis on it. It was more
on friendship. If you didn't bond with your group then
it really didn't apply. (A02FSHR)
Additionally, two of the subjects who were dis
satisfied with the evening program also held similar views
concerning the GROUP prepared work crew devotion materials
which were used by the designated devotion leader, either
youth or adultl in each work crew.

The devotions were

normally held at the work site following lunch.

One girl

said, HI thought the devotions were real cheesy and they
were kind of obvious" (A05FPHV).
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The remainder of the six subjects gave varied
responses.

Two subjects could not think of anything they

did not like.

One subject thought one week was too short

and indicated she would have liked to have stayed another
week.
Perceived Bvproducts of Participation
To help determine the benefits of the experience and
the level of personal involvement, responses indicating the
perceived byproducts of participation were sought from the
subjects.

The responses to the question, "What have you

gained personally from this experience?" indicated some
serious introspection on the part of several of the sub
jects.

The responses, though quite varied from person to

person, can be clustered into two categories: (1) gains in
personal understanding; and (2) gains in interpersonal rela
tions.
Gains in Personal Understanding
The individuality of each person was partially
revealed by the diversity of the responses to the above
interview question.

Each subject was in a different work

crew interacting with different families on different pro
jects.

The developmental agenda each subject was addressing

in his or her personal life was partially revealed through
the responses.

Seven subjects gave responses in terms of
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some new personal insight or a reinforcement of a previously
held personal understanding.

For example, one girl was con

fronted regarding her judgmental attitude by some girls from
another youth group who shared the same classroom for their
sleeping quarters.
I guess I've learned a couple of things from my room
mates about not judging people, even though they don't
hold the same values that I do. I've known this for a
long time. One girl in my room told me that you
shouldn't judge, that t7.'S not your life. You have to
be concerned about your life and not judge the other
person's life. They have to deal with themselves and
you have to deal with yourself. I have to use a little
compassion.
I try, no, I don't try. I will try now to
have compassion for people who are Sunday Christians.
You know, people who don't share my faith as much as I
do. (AOSFPHV)
Another subject initially felt the home she was
assigned to work on was in pretty good shape, "this house
was nicer than my grandparent's house" (A08FSHV).

At first

she didn't feel the woman living there really needed her
help.

She indicated that her impression changed during the

week, that her focus of service shifted from the home to the
woman herself.
It wasn't her house that needed us, it was Mary herself.
When I first got there, I was a little bit disappointed
because the house is in good shape. All we had to do
was scrape and paint. That was all we did. We replaced
the decking on the porch and we painted. . . . But,
Mary, needed people. She was just always out there
talking to us and telling us she was living alone
because her husband was in a nursing horne and she'd
raised two daughters, and a niece, but they didn't visit
too often. She was telling us at devotions last night
how sorry she was that we were leaving because she said
for the last week she had been looking forward to hear
ing us corne and having the chatter outside and it made
her a lot happier. I guess I realized that was more why
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we were there than for the house itself. Not why GROUP
put us there, but why we were there. (A08FSHV)
Two subjects acknowledged gaining a new perspective
on their potential to actually make a difference.

One girl

gained a "feeling of accomplishment knowing that we fixed up
this house that really was run down and everything"
(A06FPHV).

One of the boys replied, "Seeing the difference

you can make.

Some times you think, 'Well, I'm just one

person, I can't do anything.'

But there were about 400 one

persons there and we made a difference" (A09MSHV).
Two additional subjects gained a better understand
ing of themselves in a spiritual sense.
I think that it made me a better person. Before I
wasn't interested in church. I like it a lot more now.
I'm more interested in church now. (A01FJHR)
I think every time I do something like this I . . . rely
on God more. (A07FSHV)
Gains in interpersonal relations
Four of the subjects indicated they had developed
new friendships during the workcamp experience.

These

responses again illustrate the value the youth placed upon
developing meaningful relationships with other people.
Personal and Interpersonal Implications
When asked "What influence do you think this experi
ence will have on your life?" two subjects indicated they
did not know.

Among the remaining subjects, three felt the
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experience had caused them to become "more appreciative"
(A04FPHV) of what they had or "more aware of the economic
problems people in the community have.

Especially in this

community, down county where there is so much money, people
in need can really get hidden" (A02FSHR).
Two girls, each expressing their dissatisfaction
with the devotion materials in response to an earlier ques
tion, cited a scripture passage from Friday's devotions as
influencing them to incorporate service into their own lives
when they returned home.
Jesus said, ·What you do unto the lest of these you do
unto me." I guess I really felt that this year. The
guy (her "resident"] shed some tears and said he hated
to see us go, and I really felt that we helped him a
lot. I'm glad I did that. I think the main thing that
I want to try to work on is doing this in my everyday
life. Serving other people like Christ would, instead
of just when I come here. (A05FPHV)
It went into a discussion how when we are serving some
body else we're serving Jesus. And the question was,
"How does that make you feel?" It made me feel two
ways. One, it made it easier to do the serving, because
you don't need a bigger incentive than that. That's
like the biggest incentive you can get. But, on the
other hand, it made me wish I'd served a lot harder.
That was something to think about in the way that I
treat people in general. I guess I knew that before,
but you don't really think about it and I'll probably
forget again, but I hope I won't. (A08FSHV)
The final two subjects indicated they were affected
by their relationships with other members of their work
crews.

One girl indicated the friends she had made during

the week "were different, they were Christians.

They are

more caring and more concerned about other people and not so
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stuck on themselves" (AOIFJHR).

A second girl (A06FPHV)

shared that during the Friday evening program, when the
participants were to gather with the members in their work
crews for the last time, each person was to stand in the
center and the other team members were to share an affirrna
tion.

She said her self-image was improved through the

week, the affirmation time representing a culmination of
positive feelings.
Research Question Two:

Workcamp Phase

The following operational questions were developed
to facilitate the investigation of Research Question 2 dur
ing the workcamp phase.
1.

What connections are the subjects drawing between the
service they are rendering and their relationship with
Jesus Christ? (II 6)

2.

What impact do the subjects believe the workcamp experi
ence is having on their understanding of God? (II 7)

Integration of Experience with
Personal Spirituality
The two operational questions focused upon two areas
of personal spirituality: (1) making a connection between
the service and a person's relationship with Jesus Christ;
and (2) the impact the experience has had on a person's
spiritual understanding of God.
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Connection
When the subjects were asked to explain the connec
tion between their relationship with Jesus Christ and the
service they had given this week, the subjects' responses
formed three clusters: (1) impact upon personal relationship
with Jesus; (2) impact upon perception of service; and (3)
impact upon perception of self.

The responses of two sub

jects fell into two of the three clusters.
Impact upon personal relationship with Jesus.

Two

of the subjects, both attending their first workcamp, indi
cated that the experience "made me feel closer" to Jesus
(A02FSHR).

One girl, who was noticeable affected by the

experience, shared,
It really changed my views. One of the leaders of my
crew, Ellen, was our devotions leader. She was really
good. What she said really changed my views about
stuff. It brought Jesus closer. We were chosen to go
to workcamp.
(A01FJHR)
Impact upon perception of service.

Seven of the

subjects cited the increased realization of the importance
of service in their responses.

Three specifically referred

to the scripture passage, covered in Friday'S devotions,
which made a connection between serving others and serving
Jesus.
When we serve one of the least of these we do it as unto
the Lord. Whenever I go on trips like this it helps me
realize more and more that no matter what it is that I'm
doing for them, not matter whether they like it or not,
or whether they appreciate it, I am doing it as unto
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God, and that should be the most important standard,
which I stand up against. What ever I do I need to
remember that, "Wow, I'm dOing this for God. I'd better
do it right." (A07FSHV)
The other four affirmed the importance of serving as an
expression of one's faith in God.
Impact upon perception of self.

Three subjects,

including one girl who indicated she had grown closer to
Jesus, shared specific areas of their personal lives which
had been impacted.

The subject who had grown closer to

Jesus also indicated that through the devotions and evening
programs, especially the affirmation exercise on Friday
night, said, "I felt special.

I felt like I was worth some

thing, and that I can do something to help other people too"
(A01FJHR).

The other two girls, each attending their second

workcamp, identified specific needs in their lives which
were revealed through the experience which would require
continued self-examination in the future.

One subject

(A04FPHV) indicated a skit during one of the evening
programs had reminded her of the half-hearted commitment she
often exhibited in her spiritual relationship.

The other

girl (AOSFPHV) referred again to her need to refrain from
judging others.
Understanding of God
When asked, "What influence has the experience this
week had on the way you feel about God?" the subjects
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expressed that they "felt closer to God" (A02FSHR) or that
they got to "know God better" (A06FPHV) through the experi
ence.
Two subjects said the daily devotions at the work
site influenced their understanding of God.

One girl said

of the devotions, "r learned a lot about God during the
devotions.

We learned that we were there for other people

because God wants us to help others" (AOIFJHR).

Another

girl said, "It reminded me everyday why I was there, to help
improve the way they live and show them what having Jesus in
your life can do" (A07FSHV).

Through his service one boy

felt he could better understand, to empathize to a degree,
what God had experience when Jesus suffered on earth.
I think r understand better how he sacrificed for me and
for everybody else, or at least why. We sacrificed
some, not much, but some. We paid our own way to get
here. We took our time to help other people that we
didn't know. And we didn't know what was going to hap
pen, but we did it anyway.
(A09MSHV)
Although some of the subjects were critical about
the quality of the work crew devotions they experienced, one
girl found them to be very meaningful and uplifting.
Devotions were really meaningful. The evening programs
all meant a lot. Especially the night they talked about
forgiveness, the importance of forgiving people. Then
we took turns affirming each other.
I felt special. r
felt like I was worth something, and that I can do some
thing to help other people too. Ellen said everyone was
there for a reason.
(AOIFJHR)
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Post-Workcamp Phase
This section focuses upon the reflections of the
subjects upon their workcamp experience after their return
home.

Unlike the youth groups in the other two cases, the

Alpha Church youth group did not have a special gathering
scheduled for the entire congregation in which to share
about their experiences.

Two of the subjects did however

share a brief account of the groups experience during the
Sunday morning worship service the week following their
return.
No weekly youth group meetings were held during the
remainder of the summer, primarily due to vacations and
other activities of the youth.

The youth director chose not

to continue in his position after the workcamp.
decision he had made earlier.

This was a

He felt his presence pre

sented a difficulty for his daughters, both members of the
youth group.
The youth director did host a get together at his
home in August for the members who attended the workcamp.
Seven of the subjects attended.

No special activities were

planned other than a meal, cooked out on a grill.

The youth

director had taken pictures during the workcamp and he
shared them with those in attendance.

The group sat around

and reminisced about their common workcarnp experience.
subjects had relatively little contact with each other

The
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during the summer, because of work and family vacations. One
girl had gone with the family of another girl on a trip to
Canada the week after workcamp.

Two other girls became

close friends during the experience and visited each other
often through the summer.

Two of the subjects were prepar

ing to leave for their first year of college the next week.
They especially seemed to enjoy the opportunity to visit
with their friends (Fieldnotes 1.17.2).
A young woman was hired to serve as the part-time
youth director in September, and the Sunday evening meetings
resumed.

Five of the nine participants in the workcamp

attended regularly.

They each indicated that they liked the

new youth director.

In January of 1992 the group began to

make plans for their next workcamp.

They planned to attend

the GROUP sponsored workcamp in southwestern pennsylvania.
The same five who had participated in the weekly youth group
meetings had each signed up to participate in this workcamp.
One girl who had gone to the workcamp in 1991, though she
had not been active with the youth group before, had signed
up for the 1992 workcamp, but latter took her name off the
list.

The other three subjects were all in college, two

were attending schools in bordering states, and the third
was working full-time and attending classes part-time.

She

became engaged and got married the first of 1992 (Fieldnotes
1.19.2).
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Research Question One:

Interview Three

The following operational questions were developed
to facilitate the investigation of Research Question 1 dur
ing the third interview which took place during the post
workcamp phase.
1.

Upon reflection, what significant memories do the sub
jects have of the workcamp experience? (III 1)

2.

What aspects do the subjects identify as either posi
tively or negatively impacting the workcamp experience?
(III 2 & 3)

3.

What effect do the subjects believe this experience has
had on their lives? (III 4)

Reflection
At the beginning of the third interview the subjects
were asked, "What are you thinking about the trip now as you
reflect back on it?"

Seven of the youth remembered the

friends they had made in their work crews.

The following

are representative comments.
I think about Betty and the work crew. I think about
the people, it's not everyday or anything, but I think
about the things we did and the people we helped.
(A01FJHR)
I remember mostly just working on the house. I think
about that a lot. And all the funny things we'd talk
about and stuff. I think about sitting on the roof and
talking.
(A04FPHV)
The two SUbjects who did not mention their relationship with
their work crew in response to this question shared else
where that they had not had a particularly good relationship
with them.

These two subjects were, however, the only ones
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to mention the activities with their youth group during the
workcamp as a significant memory in response to this ques
tion.
This one was good for me, because it seems I got to know
people from our own youth group a little better. I
think that if I hadn't been on the workcamp I wouldn't
have gotten to know people as well . • . . I wasn't
really that close to my work crew. Good memories about
what we did afterwards. Beth and Mike [members of the
youth group] and I went over to the playground across at
the elementary school and went on the see saw. Things
like that were special. Nothing big or exciting.
(A07FSHV)
I remember riding around in that car with all those
people [in the youth group]. I really haven't thought
about it that much this summer. (A05FPHV)
In addition to mentioning their work crews, two of the sub
jects also remembered the people they helped, one of whom
referred to the person by her first name.
Relationships are very important to the youth.
Those who did not find meaningful relationships among their
work crews seemed to emphasize their relationships with the
other youth from their own church.
eersonal Evaluation of the Experience
To determine how the subjects felt about the experi
ence, they were asked to offer an evaluation of the aspects
which made the trip a good experience and areas which could
have been improved.
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Beneficial Aspects
The subjects were asked to first identify the
aspects of the workcamp which were helpful in making this a
good experience,

Responses feel into two primary groups:

(1) relationship with work crew; (2) relationship with the
resident,
Relationship with work crews.

Six of the subjects

indicated that the most beneficial aspect of the workcamp
experience was their work crew.

Most of the comments about

the work crews included descriptions indicating positive
attributes associated with the members of the work crew.
Mostly I think that it was our work crew, it got along
and we liked each other. That's the most important. If
they don't get along, then it's not very fun.
(A04FPHV)
A sense of family, that we all worked together . . • and
we knew basically what we were going t,here to do and
nobody had any different thoughts about it. (A06FPHV)
Three of the female subjects made a specific reference to an
adult in their work crew who had a positive influence in her
life.
The other people where nice too. Like this one lady,
named Ellen, that was our devotion leader. She had a lot
of good things to say. (A01FJHR)
The guy we had in our crew, the man, the leader, I was
more impressed with him afterwards. He wrote each of us
a long letter in our envelopes. I was more impressed
with him after the week, then I was during the week. I
didn't realize how deeply he cared about us or God, and
that was kind of neat to find out more about him at the
end of the week.
(AOSFPHV)
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Our adult was really neat. He treated us almost like
adults. He let us take care of things ourselves. He
wasn't very overbearing. (A07FSHV)
Relationship with the resident.

Four of the sub

jects attributed the relationship they had with their resi
dents as the most beneficial aspect of the experience.

The

appreciation expressed by the families being served toward
the youth was mentioned by three of the subjects in their
comments about the residents.

The youth seemed to view the

expression of appreciation as a validation of their work, as
though the appreciation of the residents indicated that the
youth had done a good job, a meaningful and worthwhile act.
I liked helping people. You could tell that they really
appreciated it. They took care of us by giving us food.
They made lunch for us. They came out and helped, too.
They showed their appreciation. The one woman was
crying when we said good by. (A09MSHV)
I think the fact that the resident appreciated what we
did really meant a lot to me.
(A08FSHV)
Desired Improvements
The subjects were also asked to state what they felt
could have made the trip better.
broadly.

The responses varied

Three of the subjects' responses focused upon

their "residents."

One girl (A04FPHV) expressed the desire

to have gotten to meet her resident, who was an elderly
woman staying with family while extensive work was done
inside her home.

A second girl expressed the regret that

the work crew was not able to do more for her resident.

She
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said,

~I

don't feel we made a big difference in this per-

son's life" (A08FSHV).

One boy (A09MSHV) indicated he

would have liked to have completed the entire job his work
crew had started.

He did feel some comfort in the knowledge

that the GROUP staff had assured the family the work would
be completed the following week.
The responses of two subjects to this question
focused upon their desire to have had better relationships
with other youth.

One girl (AOIFJHR) had not been very

active with the youth group before the trip, but was able to
come as a replacement at the last minute.

She developed

several close friendships with members of her work crew,
choosing to spend most of her free time with them.

The

youth from her own church group were conscious of the time
she spent with her "new friends."

Rather than being happy

for her that she had made such good friendships, the com
ments made about her by some seemed to indicate that they
were jealous,

A second girl expressed a desire to have been

able to develop a closer relationship with the members of
her work crew.

When asked what could have made the experi

ence better, she said,
I think if I'd been closer to my work crew, because when
that happens it's really special. You have to have the
right mix of people. Sometimes it just doesn't happen,
and this time it just didn't happen for me. I think it
would have been a lot better if I had. It wasn't that I
didn't get along. If I'd been able to get closer to
them I think I would have gotten more out of the experi
ence. (A07FSHV)
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Two other subjects each expressed the desire to have had
more youth from their own church present.

One girl said,

"there were more people who wanted to go but they couldn't.
It could have been better if we could have let everybody go
that wanted to go" (A06FPHV).
Two sUbjects indicated a desire to have had a more
meaningful program.

One subject (A02FSHR) mentioned the

evening program in her response, the other subject (A05FPHV)
expressed a desire to have see an improvement in the work
crew devotions.

She acknowledged some personal

responsibility in her response.
I think that it lacked seriousness. I think the kids
were concentrating on the fun part of it, just having
fun more than talking about God and learning about him.
I was devotion leader for my group, so it was probably
partly my fault, but we weren't very serious. (AOSFPHV)
One final subject could not think of anything that could
have made the experience better.
Assessment of Personal and
Interpersonal Implications
The subjects were asked how they were different as a
result of the workcamp experience.

Seven of the subjects

indicated they had a greater appreciation for others, par
ticularly those who were less fortunate than themselves.
The following comments are representative of the responses.
Just seeing people live that way can make a difference
in a person. You see the needs that they have and that
makes you appreciate what you have a little more. I
think I'm a little more sensitive. I live a pretty
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sheltered life. I could get through my whole life
without seeing the kind of needs that I saw. (A08FSHV)
I gained a general awareness that there are
opportunities that I can help people like that. People
who are poor are necessarily poor in their character.
(A07FSHV)
At the workcamp, nobody seemed to be against anyone.
Last year at school I don't think I was concerned
about other people as much as I was concerned about
myself • • . . I've changed my attitude and I'm not so
concerned about myself. (A01FJHR)
One of the subjects was grateful for the friendships
she had developed among both her work crew and her youth
group.

A final youth did not feel like the workcamp had

made an impact upon her.
contact with her

Unlike the other youth, she had no

~resident,"

because she was an elderly

woman who was staying with family while the work was being
done in her home.
Research Question TWo:

Interview Three

The following operational question was developed to
facilitate the investigation of Research Question 2 during
the post-workcamp phase.
1.

What effect do the subjects believe the workcamp experi
ence has had on their relationship with Jesus Christ or
God? ( II I 5)

Integration of Experience with
Personal Spirituality
The operational question focused upon the impact the
subjects felt the experience had upon their personal
spirituality.

The subjects were asked, "What impact has
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this experience had on your relationship with Jesus Christ
or God?"

All nine subjects identified some type of impact

upon their spiritual relationship which they felt was a
result of the worKcamp experience.

Some described their

relationship with Jesus Christ as being "closer- or
"stronger" following the experience.
Three ways in which to understand Christian
spirituality, cited in Chapter 2, are the cognitive, affec
tive, and volitional, or more simply put, Knowing, being,
and doing, respectively.

These aspects or expressions of

spirituality are not mutually exclusive, but are merely
tangible approaches to identifying the complexity of the
spiritual relationship.

The responses from the subjects

have been grouped into three categories: (1) knowing; (2)
being; and (3) doing.
Knowing.

One of the subjects indicated her rela

tionship with Jesus Christ was now closer as a result of the
workcamp experience.
I feel closer to him now, than I did before.
like I understand more about him. (AOIFJHR)
Being.

I feel

Two of these subjects cited the challenges

associated with the worKcamp as being responsible for the
experience of being "closer to him."

Each also shared a

specific instance which was challenging in their present
lives during which time they had drawn upon the special
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relationship they had felt at the workcamp for strength and
assurance.
I felt kind of alone on my work crew, just because I
didn't know these people. It always, somehow brings me
kind of closer to God, because, if there is no one to
talk to I'm going to talk to God. (A07FSHV)
I think of love, and how he cares for everybody. He's
always there standing beside me. He supports me a lot,
(A04FPHV)
Doing.

Four of the subjects responded to this ques

tion in terms of specific actions they had engaged in as an
expression of their faith.
You see other people your age that are Christians, and
that's encouraging. What helped me was seeing what they
do and you can like see what they do and you think, "Oh,
that would be nice if I did that tOO.H
Like some one
had devotions every night and I started doing that.
(A02FSHR)
. It made me realize
I think it strengthened i t . .
that all these people came together for one religious
reason, for God, for him. It was because of him that we
did it, that we helped those people.
(A09MSHV)
When you are helping people, God enables you to help.
He told you to help. By working on someone's house, so
that they have a safe place to live, makes the people
you help happy, and I think it makes God happy.
(AOBFSHV)
It brought me closer to him because he had a calling for
me and I went and did it. (A06FPHV)
Research Question One:

Interview Four

The following operational questions were developed
to facilitate the investigation of Research Question 1 dur
ing the fourth interview conducted during the post-workcamp
phase.
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1.

Upon reflection, what significant memories do the sub
jects have of the workcamp experience? (IV 1 & 2)

2.

What personal lessons do the subjects believe they have
learned from this experience? (IV 3)

3.

What effect do the subjects believe this experience has
had on their lives? (IV 4)

4.

What effect do the youth believe this experience has had
on their youth group? (IV 5)

Reflection
When asked to name the most significant memories
from the workcamp experience, the subjects gave several ans
wers.

The response given most often was the subject's rela

tionship with his or her work crew.

Six of the nine sub

jects named the work crew as the most significant memory,
noting especially "how well we worked together" (A08FSHV) or
how "everybody worked together in our group trying to get it
all done" (A09MSHV).
Two subjects mentioned the activities they enjoyed
with their own youth group, especially on the free afternoon
they spent together on Wednesday.

Two subjects who did not

know each other very well prior to the experience became
close friends during the workcamp and spent significant time
together during the summer before college began for one and
high school for the other.

Neither of these two girls had

especially meaningful relationships with members of their
own work crews.
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In summary, it is not surprising that six out of the
nine subjects named their relationship with their work crew
as their most significant memory.

Each participant was with

his or her work crew on the work site an average of eight
hours each day over a five day span.

The participants also

spent time together during four out of the six evening ses
sions, as the participants gathered in work crews for
specific activities as part of the program.
Because the relationships developed were so central
to the experience, the subjects were also asked to describe
their relationships with the families they served, their
work crews, and their peers.
Relationship with Family
Four of the subjects indicated they had a positive
relationship with the members of the household they were
helping.

One boy said,

When we first met them they'd offer us stuff like food
and drink, but they'd just stay out of the way. But
when we left the woman was in tears. So I'd say we
really got along good with them.
Five of the subjects had limited contact with their
respective families, because the family members "were hardly
there" (A05FPHV).

One subject attributed his limited con

tact with the family members to the work in which he was
engaged.

"I was always up on the roof, or out back or some
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thing.

She [resident] was always sitting on the front

porch" (A03MSHR).
Relationship with Work Crew
The quality of the relationship for each person
could be expressed in terms of a continuum.

Those who got

along very well with the other members of their work crews
gave enthusiastic responses, such as,
We bondedl Everyone helped each other instead of tell
ing everyone what to do. No one really ruled the thing.
We all made the decision together. (A06FPHV)
One subject at the other end of the continuum simply
observed, ·Our crew unity didn't really come together"
(AOSFPHV).

A girl who was in the middle of the continuum

said,
They were OK. I didn't really get very close to them.
They just weren't the kind of people t.hat I would
normally have made friends with. We got along fine, and
I was sad to see them go, they were nice people.
(A07FSHV)
Three of the subjects specifically mentioned their
relationship with an adult in their work crew as being very
positive.

For one girl, the adult who served as devotion

leader for her work crew had a significant impact upon her.
Another subject said,
I got along with the adult leader really well. His name
was Carl. We did most of the real hard work, like doing
insulation and stuff like that. I got along with him
best I'd say, out of everyone in our group. (A09MSHV)
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Relationship with Other Campers
None of the subjects made meaningful relationships
with persons outside their work crews.

Some of the girls

said they began to get to know some of the other girls stay
ing in the same room where they slept toward the end of the
week.

The sounded almost sad that the relationship had not

developed sooner or become deeper.
Significant Learning
Five of the nine subjects expressed the most sig
nificant lesson they had learned in terms of personal serv
ice toward others.

One girl how had previously shared that

she didn't have a great experience with her work crew,
affirmed "Even though the situation might not be the best,
God can still use you" (A07FSHV),

Two other subjects, each

attending their first workcamp experience, emphasized a
newly discovered appreciation for the importance of each
person in terms of making a difference.
One person can make a difference. There are five people
who make up a crew, and if five of us hadn't come from
Alpha Church, then there would have been one less house
worked on. (A02FSHR)
Helping other people helps you to realize how much you
have to give. (A01FJHR)
Five of the nine subjects identified their most sig
nificant lessons learned from the workcamp experience in
terms of personal attitudes that were changed or of existing
attitudes which were affirmed.

Two subjects cited their
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decision not to "judge" other people, while a third subject
expressed a decision to look for the "positive" in situa
tions.

Two other subjects, both girls attending their sec

ond workcamp, stated that they had experienced personal
growth in terms of leadership development.

They each

attributed their increased confidence in their leadership
capabilities to holding the position of "work crew leader"
in their respective work crews.
Assessment of Personal and
Group Implications
Responses were sought to assess the perceived impact
the experience had upon each subject as well as the youth
group.
Personal Implications
The subjects were asked to describe how the workcamp
experience had affected them personally.

Five subjects

described the influence in terms of their interpersonal
relationships.
made.

Several referred to the friendships they had

One girl explain how she grew to appreciate a member

of her work crew after she realized she had judged him as a
person unfairly.
It opened my eyes to see others and appreciate them more
for who they are. When we shared together as a work
crew, and the one guy spoke, the one no one liked, we
all felt guilty, because we realized that he had a lot
of good things to share. We got to know him better when
he shared. (A05FPHV)
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Impact Upon Youth Group
The subjects were asked how they felt the workcamp
experience had affected their youth group.

Six of the sub

jects said they felt the experience had brought their youth
group "closer" (A02FSHR).

Two subjects each spoke of the

closeness in terms of the shared experiences or memories,
the things in common they had to talk about after getting
back.

One girl said,

I think any activity that you do is going to help,
because people are going to have memories and you are
going to start associating things as a whole group with
the experience. Like "Hey, remember when we did
this, remember when we did that?" (A08FSHV)
Research Question Two:

Interview Four

The following operational questions were developed
to facilitate the investigation of Research Question 2 dur
ing the post-workcamp phase.
1.

How do the subjects describe their involvement in
activities of a religious or service oriented nature?
(IV 6, 7, & B)

2.

What effect do the subjects believe the workcamp experi
ence has had on their relationship with Jesus Christ?
(IV 9)

3.

What impact do the subjects believe the workcamp experi
ence has had on their understanding of God? (IV 10)

Relationship of Experience with Personal
Exercise of Spiritual Disciplines
Foster's (1978) grouping of the spiritual dis
ciplines into three categories has been adapted to reflect
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the relationship of the workcamp experience upon the
exercise of spiritual disciplines.

His scheme includes:

(1) corporate disciplines (e.g., worship and celebration);
(2) inward disciplines (e.g., meditation,. prayer, and
study); and (3) outward disciplines (e.g., simplicity and
service).
Corporate Disciplines
Seven of the subjects indicated their participation
in church was high.
the workcamp.

Only two said it had increased since

Both male subjects said their participation

in church was less than before.

One explained that he

attended less because he had a job on Sunday.
Four of the subjects indicated their interest and
involvement in youth group had increased.

Three of the sub

jects were attending school, which precluded any involvement
in youth group.
Inward Disciplines
All seven female subjects said they read their Bible
and prayed regularly.

Five said their personal devotions

had increased since workcamp.

Two specifically contributed

the increase in their devotions to their attendance at the
workcamp.
Good. I do it every night. Diane sent some devotional
material to me and it's really helped. Reading the
Bible has helped me grow. (A02FSHR)
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I started reading my Bible after going on the workcamp.
I'd say I read it more than before. (A01FJHR)
Outward Disciplines
Seven subjects said they had not been involved in
any service activities since the workcamp.

Several

explained that the pressures of school and part-time jobs
did not allow them any time for such activities.

Two sub

jects named two service activities they had been involved
with through school.
Integration of Experience with
Personal Spirituality
To assess the spiritual consciousness exhibited by
the subjects, questions were posed regarding their relation
ship with Jesus Christ and God.
Relationship with Jesus Christ
The subjects were asked to describe their relation
ship with Jesus Christ and how it had changed since the
workcamp.

Six subjects indicated they had grown closer in

their relationship with Jesus Christ since the workcamp.
Two made a connection between the workcamp experience and
the closer relationship.

One subject said her daily devo

tions had begun because of the influence the workcamp.
Another subject said, "I feel closer to him now, than I did
before.

I feel like I understand more about

him~

(A01FJHR).
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The subjects who describe their relationship with
Jesus Christ focused on one of two images, either friend
(three subjects) or Saviour (two subjects).

An example of

each type of response follows.
He's my friend. I don't know what r'd do without
my life. I think that r look at Jesus on more of
sonal level.
I think of God on a higher plan. I
more respect for God. I think of Jesus as friend
God as Father. (A05FPHV)

him in
a per
have
and

I've accepted him as my Lord and Savior. I know that
sounds corny, like right out of the Bible or something,
but its true.
I just think of him as making everything
and responsible for everything. (A03MSHR)
Relationship with God
The subjects were asked to describe their relation
ship with God and how it had changed since the workcamp.
Four of the subjects said their relationship with God and
Jesus was the same, they made no distinction.

Five subjects

gave specific responses which indicated a concept of a sepa
rate identity for both God and Jesus.
I learned a lot about God during the devotions. We
learned that we were there for other people because God
wants us to help others. (AOIFJHR)
He's someone who is very caring and loving.
he takes care of me.
(A06FPHV)

I feel that

When r think of God, r think of hope. I thank God for
friends, for helping me. He feels like a father. I
think of Jesus being with me all the time, kind of like
a friend. r look to them for guidance with my future
plans. I don't think that I thank them enough.
(A04FPHV)
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Research Ouestions
This research was designed to answer three research
questions from the data gathered in each case.
Research Question One
The first research question asked,
What aspects of Christian youth workcamp experiences are
identified to promote psychosocial development (Greenberger
and S~rensen 1974) in church youth participants in regards
to the following:
a.
b.
c.

Increased individual adequacy?
Increased interpersonal adequacy?
Increased social adequacy?
Subjects from Case One were found to display charac

teristics of each of these three adequacies of psychosocial
development.
Individual Adequacy
The subjects showed signs of self-reliance as a
result of their workcamp experience.

Self-reliance was evi

denced in the feelings of accomplishment expressed by the
subjects upon completion of the home improvements they were
assigned.

Two female subjects serving as work crew leaders

each expressed a feeling of personal growth through the
responsibility of taking the initiative in guiding the mem
bers of their work crews on a daily basis.
The subjects also showed indications of greater
self-confidence as they gained the realization that they
could indeed make a difference.

The affirmation exercise
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conducted by work crew during the Friday evening program was
another source of increased self-confidence for several sub
jects.

One subject attending college had stated that her

participation in the workcamp had influenced her to consider
social work as a career.

The feelings of accomplishment

expressed by the subjects were a source of enhanced self
esteem.
The subjects worked hard through out the week, yet
found both enjoyment and fulfillment in the experience, con
tributing to their personal work orientation.
Interpersonal Adequacy
The high level of interpersonal interaction appeared
to contribute to the communication skills of the subjects.
The opportunity to spend time in the home of a family from a
different ethnic group, socio-economic background, and age
difference provided the subjects with a keener ability to
understand and relate to other persons.

Several subjects

showed evidence of a greater capacity to empathize.
The small group activities conducted during the eve
ning programs designed to facilitate teamwork and trust
among the members were influential in promoting rational
dependence upon fellow crew members by the subjects.
Several subjects were challenged to reject
simplistic views of human nature as they realized the per
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sons they were helping may have been poor, but many were
kind, caring, and possessed strong personal faith in God.
Social Commitment
The opportunity to work closely with 4 to 5 other
members of a work crew with a specific task which had real
consequences in the lives of those persons being served.
This relationship provided the subjects with opportunities
to experience teamwork and to work together to attain
specific goals, such as repairing a leaking roof, or
rebuilding a porch.

Participation in the work crews them

selves showed a readiness on the part of the subjects to
form alliances.

Feelings of community were experienced on

several levels.

The size of the GROUP workcamp did not lend

itself to the development of a sense of a close knit com
munity, but rather a realization by the subjects that they
were present with three hundred other young people because
they were Christians, they cared for other people, and they
wanted to help.
Though the subjects expressed the desire to serve
upon their return home, few actually did.

Most of the sub

jects did attend a GROUP Workcamp during the summer of 1992.
In terms of an openness to socio-political change,
the subjects did show evidence of a recognition of the cost
of change, as they saw first hand some of the needs which
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many people face, not just in regards to housing improve
ments, but also such problems as loneliness and isolation.
The subjects definitely showed sensitivity towards
those persons they were helping, though they differed in
several ways from the types of persons to whom they were
accustom.
Research Question Two
The second research question asked,
To what extent do church youth participating in Christian
youth workcamp experiences exhibit evidence of enhanced
spiritual consciousness?
Subjects from Case One were found to display an
increase in their spiritual consciousness.

They expressed

an greater awareness of Jesus Christ and God.

Some of the

subjects did show some confusion or uncertainty when asked
to distinguish between Jesus Christ and God, because they
had difficulty making specific distinctions in how they per
ceived each.

Some perceived both Jesus and God in the same

manner.
The subjects showed evidence of a spiritual aware
ness in three spheres of perception, cognitive, affective,
and volitional.

While some showed signs encompassing each r

most of the subjects exhibited only one or two.

Indications

were made by several subjects that they felt they knew God
better as a result of the workcamp experience r expressing a
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cognitive awareness.

Some spoke in terms of an increased

understanding of God's will.
Some of the subjects also expressed an enhanced
spiritual consciousness in terms of an awareness of an emo
tional relationship with Jesus Christ or with God.

The

affective spiritual awareness focused upon a relationship
with Jesus Christ or God that was felt to be closer or more
significant to the subject.
Enhanced spiritual consciousness was also expressed
in volitional terms.

Subjects indicated they were doing

God's will by working to help other people.

Some said that

they were doing the same sort of thing that Jesus had done,
or that Jesus would be helping if he were on earth.
Robert Crapps (1986) described the interplay between
the three different domains.

So too, some subjects exhib

ited a combination of two or three domains of perception in
expressing their spiritual awareness.

For example, some

subjects felt they knew (cognitive) better what it was like
for Jesus to serve other people while he was on earth,
because they were involved (volitional) in acts of service
themselves, resulting in a closer relationship (affective)
with him.
Research Question Three
The third research question asked,
How are the differential components of Christian youth work
camp experiences identified as promoting psychosocial
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development (Greenberger and S¢rensen 1974) linked with evi
dence of enhanced spiritual consciousness of church youth
participants?
To draw fuller meaning from the data gathered in
each case, two operational questions were developed to
facilitate the investigation of Research Question 3 within
each case individually.
1.

Based upon an analysis of the data gathered in each case
study, including interviews, fieldnotes, and documents,
what differential components of the Christian youth
workcamp are identified as contributing to psychosocial
development of the subjects?

2.

What relationship exits between these components and the
spiritual consciousness of the subjects subsequent to
the workcamp experience?

Differential Components
Five specific components were identified as con
tributing toward the psychosocial development of the sub
jects in Case 1.

The components are as follows,

1.

A setting which offers one or more meaningful relation
ships with peers and, or adults. This normally found
expression in the 5 to 6 member work crews.
In some
instances, a subject's work crew was joined by a second
crew, which resulted in meaningful relationships being
made outside a person's assigned work crew.
In those
instances where subjects did not "bond" with their work
crews, they often focused their social energies on
deepening existing friendships within their own youth
group.

2.

The leadershi~ opportunities which offered 5ubjects
specific tasks contributed to the overall maintenance of
the work crew. Some positions had greater
responsibility, but each position offered the
participants to make a contribution to the group.

3.

Direct contact with the ~ersons being served. When this
was absent or limited, the subjects overall experience
was not as enriched in an interpersonal sense.
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4.

Programming, sucn as work crew devotions, wnich
incorporated a reflective component designed to assist
tne participants in making connections between their
service and their Cnristian spirit~ality.

5.

The opportunity to be engaged in service which was chal
lenging, meaningful, consequential, and witnin tne range
of knowledge and abilities possessed by each work crew
as a unit.

Connection with Spiritual Consciousness
Spiritual consciousness is perceived through cogni
tive, affective, and volitional means.

The GROUP Mountain

Breeze Workcamp provided an environment wnich was conducive
to providing for the spiritual growth of the subjects within
tnese three domains.

Tne evening programs and daily devo

tions offered biblical content wnicn incorporated a reflec
tive component.

Tne work crews offered small group settings

for meaningful relationships to develop.

Tnese relation

snips were fostered tnrough the utilization of tne work
crews as small groups during several of tne evening
programs.

Some of the subjects felt the program component

was not cnallenging for tnem personally.

As a result, these

persons did not report a significant impact upon tneir
spiritual growth.
Tne affective domain was addressed through the
interpersonal relations established in tne work crews and
among the families being served.

Tnis component was perhaps

nardest to control, due to tne individuality of the persons
in the work crew as well as tne persons being served.

The
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subjects who had meaningful interpersonal relationships
tended to articulate an increase in their spiritual con
sciousness.

The leadership component appea=ed to have had

less direct impact upon the spiritual consciousness,
although the subjects did benefit psychosocially from serv
ing in these positions.
The volitional domain was addressed most directly
through the service component itself.

Several subjects

spoke about putting their faith into action through actually
serving others.

For some, the service component helped them

to identify more closely with Jesus Christ, as they felt
they were doing the same types of things he had done.

CHAPTER 5
ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS IN CASE TWO
The following questions have guided the research
conducted in this study.

The questions relate to the

selected population of church youth participating in the
three designated Christian youth workcamps.
1.

What aspects of Christian youth workcamp experiences are
identified as promoting psychosocial development (Green
berger and S¢rensen 1974) in church youth participants
in regards to the following:
a.
b.
c.

Increased individual adequacy?
Increased interpersonal adequacy?
Increased social adequacy?

2.

To what extent do church youth participating in
Christian youth workcamp experiences exhibit evidence of
enhanced spiritual consciousness?

3.

How are the differential components of Christian youth
workcamp experiences identified as promoting psychoso
cial development (Greenberger and S¢rensen 1974) linked
with evidence of enhanced spiritual consciousness of
church youth participants?
Presentation of Individual Case Studies
The data was collected from the following three

sources: (1) semi-structured multiple interviews of the sub
jects; (2) participant observations of the workcamp experi
ence; and (3) collection and review of relevant documents.
The description of Case 2 is presented in this chapter to
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display the findings which address the research questions
stated above.

The descriptions of Case 1 and Case 3 are

presented in Chapters 4 and 6, respectively.

The findings

from cross-case analysis are presented in Chapter 7.

The

cases are presented in the chronological order of the
beginning date of each of the three workcamps.

Due to the

nature of the multiple time sequenced interviews, data
gathering from each case was actually occurring during the
May 1990 to April 1991 time frame.
The presentation of findings for this case will
include a general description of the workcamp and the church
youth group, both drawn from fieldnotes and pertinent docu
ments.

The analysis of findings from participant

observations and interviews will follow based upon the
operational questions developed to facilitate the examina
tion of the research questions.
The Christian youth workcamp experience has been
designated as the unit of analysis for this research.

For

the purposes of this research, the Christian youth workcamp
experience includes a pre-workcamp phase (e.g., study ses
sions) and post-workcamp phase (e.g., youth presentations to
church gatherings), in addition to the actual workcamp
phase.

Workcamp related activities occurring in church

based settings beyond the immediate workcamp context from
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which data was gathered have therefore been included in the
descriptions of each case.
The use of metaphor is often helpful in communicat
ing specific characteristics of a given program or experi
ence (Bogdan and Biklen 1982).

The concept of the retail

hardware store emerged during the study as a helpful meta
phor to illustrate and delineate some of the particular
characteristics of the three workcamps examined.

In some

cases those characteristics are shared by two or more of the
workcamps.

In other instances, the observed characteristics

are unique to a given case.

The three images of the "retail

hardware store" and the cases they symbolically represent
are: (1) the "national trade show" for Case 1; (2) the "mom
and pop local hardware store" for Case 2; and (3) the
"regional hardware chain store" for Case 3.
During the presentation of findings for each case, a
description of the workcamp will be presented first, fol
lowed by a description of the church youth group.

This

information was drawn from fieldnotes and documents.

Pre

sentation of findings from participant-observations and
interviews will follow based upon the operational questions
developed to facilitate the examination of the research
questions.
To ensure anonymity for the subjects, an
alphanumeric code has been assigned to each of the youth
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participants from each church youth group.

For youth in

Case 1, the code begins with the letter "A," for Case 2, the
letter "B," and for Case 3, the letter "C."
The next two numbers are unique to each subject in
his or her particular case.

In Case 1, the numbers run con

secutively from 01 to 09.

In Case 2, the numbers run con

secutively from 01 to 15.

In Case 3, the numbers run con

secutively from 01 to 10.
The next letter is either an "F" for female, or an
"M" for male.

The next two letters signify current level of

school, with "JH" signifying junior high, "SHU signifying
senior high, and "PH" signifying post-high school.
The final letter indicates previous workcamp experi
ence, "R" signifies rookie or first year camper, "V" sig
nifies veteran.

The subject code "B07MSHR" represents a

male, senior high, first year, subject from case 2, whose
number is 07.

These subject codes will be used in lieu of

the subjects' names when identifying the speaker or actor
during the presentation of findings from interviews and
fieldnotes.

In each case, when the subjects mention persons

by name in their responses, a substitute name will be used
in place of the actual name.
Shenandoah Valley Outreach Project
Case 2 examines the workcamp in Winchester, Virginia
conducted by the Shenandoah Valley Outreach Project, Inc.
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(SVOP) on July 14 - 20, 1991.

The fifteen youth participa

ting from the Beta Church of Fairfax, virginia, a United
Methodist congregation, were the subjects chosen for this
case.

This group was one of five youth groups which parti

cipated.

A total of fifty-five youth and adults partici

pated in this workcamp, making it the smallest workcamp, in
terms of attendance, of the three programs examined.
History of the Shenandoah Valley Outreach Project
In 1984 a youth group from a United Methodist Church
in Winchester, Virginia attended a workcamp in the mountains
of Tennessee called Mountain T.O.P.

On their return trip,

members of the group began to realize people in their own
community were in need of many of the same types of home
repairs they had performed in Tennessee.

The group shared a

common vision of organizing a workcamp in the Shenandoah
Valley.

Leaders of the group contacted area churches that

fall and began planning a workcamp for the following summer.
That program, named the Shenandoah Valley Outreach
Project, conducted its first workcamp July 31 to August 4,
1985, at Camp Patty Run, in Star Tannery, Virginia, with
seventeen participants.

This initial workcamp ran only four

days, from Thursday to Sunday, rather than a week, as the
adult leaders began to "cut their

teeth.~

Subsequent camps

were held seven days, from Sunday to Saturday.

In the sum

mer of 1986, SVOP sponsored one workcamp with twenty-five
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participants.

Beginning in 1986, the camps were held at

Hunting Ridge Retreat Center, owned by a Baptist church in
Winchester, Virginia.
SVOP elected a board of directors and was
incorporated in the Commonwealth of Virginia on March 11,
1987 (Case 2, Document 1).

The organization began sponsor

ing two workcamps during the summer of 1988, each one week
long, with attendance of fifty participants at each session.
The commitment to providing a strong, quality Christian
program component during the workcamps led the board members
to hire an outside resource person with youth ministry
skills to lead the program component of the workcamp.
Among the three workcamps examined, SVOP was the
only program which allowed junior high students as early as
eighth grade to attend.

The other two workcamps required

participants to be in at least high school.
Purpose of the Shenandoah Valley Outreach Project
The stated purpose in the articles of incorporation
of the Shenandoah Valley Outreach Project, Inc. is to
minister to the physical and spiritual needs of dis
advantaged individuals and families. The main functions
of the Corporation shall include, but not be limited to,
home repairs and improvements, construction of wheel
chair access ramps, and other services requested for the
betterment of the quality of life of the individuals and
families who might make such requests. (Case 2, Docu
ment 2)
The four primary purposes of the SVOP workcamp pre
sented on the 1991 program brochure are
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1.

To identify and meet the physical, spiritual,
social, and emotional needs among resident of the
northern Shenandoah Valley.

2.

To grow spiritually through service, study, worship,
and fellowship.

3.

To learn to appreciate and respect others through
direct contact with individuals who have special
needs.
To provide participating youth groups the
opportunity to cooperate in a mission of Christian
service and love. (Case 2, Document 3)

4.

Details and descriptions of the characteristics and
components of the Shenandoah Valley Outreach Project work
camp will be presented subsequent to a description of the
Beta Church youth group and findings gathered from the pre
workcamp phase.
Beta Church Youth Group
The Beta youth group is sponsored by the Beta
Church, a suburban church of 871 members with an average
attendance to Sunday morning worship of 271.

The church was

organized in 1961 as part of a program of the Virginia
Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church to provide
the fast growing Northern Virginia suburbs with strategi
cally located churches (Case 2, Document 4).
The lay person serving as youth coordinator had
moved with her family to the area about two years before.
Her eldest daughter was in the youth group.

Both she and

her husband attended SVOP with fifteen church youth.
other parent accompanied the group as a leader.

One
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The church is located in Fairfax County, a suburb of
Washington, D.C., just twenty miles west of the capitol.
The youth group has thirty members, offering both junior and
senior high programs.

The two age groups meet on Sunday

evenings and conduct some activities together.

The normal

attendance for United Methodist Youth Fellowship (UMYF) was
twenty.
Demographics
The fifteen subjects attending SVOP included six
male subjects, two entering ninth grade, two entering tenth
grade, and two entering eleventh grade, and seven female
subjects, two entering eighth grade, one entering ninth
grade, one entering tenth grade, four entering eleventh
grade, and one entering twelfth grade.

All fifteen subjects

attended the same school, which had an enrollment of nearly
3,000 students, making it one of the largest high schools in
the state of Virginia.
All fifteen subjects were white, as were the major
ity of the congregation.

All fifteen subjects fell into the

middle to upper-middle socioeconomic class.

The mean age of

the subjects was 15.06, with the range including youth from
age thirteen to seventeen.
both biological parents.

Thirteen subjects lived with
The other two subjects, who were

sisters, lived with only their biological mother.

Ten of

the subjects were members of the church or were children of
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members.

Five subjects attended the youth group by

invitation of another youth member, but did not identify
this or any other church as being their home church.

Twelve

subjects attended church and, or Sunday school, though their
regularity varied from subject to subject.

The five

visitors had attended the briefest duration, less than a
year.

About half of the other ten subjects had for the most

part, "grown up in this church."
Members from the youth group had attended their
first summer workcamp at SVOP three years earlier with
groups attending each year there after.

One male and one

female each were attending their fourth SVOP workcamp.
Three subjects had attended two former SVOP workcamps, a
male and two females.
for her second time.

One female subject was attending SVOP
Nine of the subjects were attending

their first workcamp in 1991.
A description of the pre-workcamp phase follows
which includes an outline of the application process and
findings from the initial round of interviews.
pre-Workcamp Phase
The pre-workcamp phase of the experience began for
the subjects at a special Sunday evening UMYF meeting in
January with both young people and their parents in
attendance, as information about SVOP was passed out to
those present.

Persons who had attend the workcamp before
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shared some of the highlights with the rest of the group.

A

sign up sheet was passed out for the young people to indi
cate their interest in participating.
told that the
1991.

Participants were

$40.00 registration fee would be due March 1,

The total cost per person was $180.00.

The subjects

conducted two project during the spring to raise funds for
the workcamp fees, a spaghetti dinner and a car wash, so the
participants who helped with the projects were only required
to pay the registration fee.
Training materials provided by SVOP were
incorporated into a regular Sunday evening UMYF meeting dur
ing the month of May 19, 1991.

Youth who had attended SVOP

during previous years assisted with the training session,
focusing on identifying strengths and weaknesses of the
participants and the group by examining the Book of Hebrews
12:1-2 and 12, which examines the Christian life as a race.

The session also reviewed specific items the participants
were to bring and the safety rules which were to be followed
at camp.

A portion of the morning worship service on the

sunday prior to the group's departure included a commission
ing time for the participants, using materials supplied by
SVOP.
Research Question One:

Pre-Workcamp Phase

The operational questions for Research Question 1
provide the framework for the analysis of the findings from
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the pre-workcamp phase.

The Roman and Arabic numerals in

parentheses after each operational question identify the
interview and protocol question, respectively.

The protocol

for each of the four interviews is presented in Appendix A.
1.

What motivated the subjects to chose to participate in
the workcamp program? (II)

2.

What expectations do the subjects have concerning the
workcamp experience? (I 2)

3.

What do the subjects identify as areas of anticipation
or apprehension concerning the workcamp experience? (I
3 & 4)

4.

How do the subjects describe their preparation for par
ticipation in the workcamp? (I 5 & 6)

Motivation
When asked, "What influenced you to commit yourself
to participate in the workcamp program?" the responses given
by the subjects fell into three clusters: fun experience,
helping other people, and meeting new people.

Nine of the

subjects named two influences while the other six named only
one.

Only one subject attending her first workcamp name

more than one influence.
Eleven of the subjects identified "fun" as a reason
they chose to participate in the workcamp.

Seven of the

subjects with responses grouped in this cluster were attend
ing their first workcamp.

In each case their response

included a reference to hearing a friend describe the work
camp experience as being "fun."

All the male subjects
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included a reference to "fun" in their response to this
question.

This subject·s comment is a representative

response.
I figured I'd try something new. It sounded fun from
the other's who'd gone before. You got to meet other
people and meet the people you helped. They said even
the working part was fun. (B08MSHR)
The opportunity to help other people was identified
by six subjects, three first year subjects and three veteran
subjects, as their reason for attending.

Five of the nine

female subjects included helping others in their response,
while only one male mentioned helping.
One first year subject said she felt serving others
always helped her even more than those she helped.

When

asked how serving helped her, she said,
It's very leveling, insightful. I always take a step
back. I see others who may not have legs and yet they
are able to do so much and I realize that I can walk. I
realize that I'm an incredible lucky person. It impacts
it more. (B05FSHR)
Another girl who had attended two previous workcamps sited a
spiritual benefit to serving others in her response.
I liked the idea of being able to help other people who
are in need. Our youth group has gone for several
years, and it has always been a neat experience. I feel
like it helps me get to know more about God. (B12FSHV)
The opportunity to meet new people was named by five
of the subjects as influencing them to attend.

Several sub

jects specifically identified two kinds of people they were
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looking forward to meeting, "people from different areas"
(B02FSHR), and "the people that you work for" (813FSHV).
Expectations
When asked what they hoped to gain from the experi
ence, the responses of the subjects clustered in three
categories: development of interpersonal relationships,
focus upon interpersonal skills, and serving others.
Nine subjects expressed a desire to develop new
relationships.
new friends"

Seven of these nine subjects wanted to "make

(B10FSHV).

Four of the nine subjects expressed

a desire to "make contact with other people who are dif
ferent" (B13FSHV) or to gain "a better understanding of
people" (B07MSHR) who lived differently.

This group of four

included two of the subjects who were also interested in
making new friends.

The comments of a returning subject

reveals her desire to do both.
A lot of new friends. Before I had done this I hadn't
had any involvement with people who are handicapped or
even elderly people. And that was an eye opening expe
rience. Living in Fairfax, especially, you don't really
see a lot of people who are lesser, who don't have as
much as you. Because it's kind of "Yuppieish." So it
was just really good. I didn't expect it to be how it
was. I thought they would be different, or it would be
awkward to talk to them, but it was just neat that they
were just normal people. (BllFSHV)
Three subjects focused upon improved interpersonal
skills for themselves or for their youth group.
Hopefully, to learn how to get along even better with
others. (B02FSHR)
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Learn to work together better with others.
cooperate.
(B06MJHR)
Seeing the youth group working together.

To
(B14FMHV)

Four subjects wanted to gain "good feelings"
(B04FJHR) from helping other people.

One girl attending her

first workcamp explained her response.
A rewarding feeling. r always hear that I should do
things for God, but r don't always get a chance to go
out and feed the homeless and stuff. I thought this
would be one thing that I could do. (B03FJHR)
This response points to two realities in the lives of youth:
a desire to serve accompanied by a limited number of
opportunities to serve.
Ar~as

of Anticipation and Apprehension
Two questions were asked to assess each subject's

attitude concerning participation in the upcoming workcamp.
AntiCipations
When the subjects were asked what they were looking
forward to about the workcamp, three items were named:
making friends, serving others, and participating in the
programs.

Two sUbjects attending their first workcamp were

"not sure" (B06MJHR) and (B09MJHR).
Eight of the subjects were looking forward to
"making new friends and meeting new people" (BIOFSHV).

One

of these eight subjects, who was attending his second work
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camp said, "I like seeing the same people that I' ve helped
before" (B14MSHV).
Three of the subjects said they were looking forward
to helping other people.

Two of these subjects were attend

ing their first workcamp.
Apprehensions
When asked to name any apprehensions about the
upcoming experience, twelve of the subjects said they had
none.

Three of the subjects said they were concerned about

being able to develop relationships with other people,
though two of them felt this was not a major concern because
they felt the people attending the workcamp would be easy to
get to know.
Whenever I come, I'm always afraid of meeting new
people, because that really makes me nervous. But every
time I leave I realize that I didn't have anything to be
scared of, because I always get to know them, with out
any trouble at all. (BllFSHV)
I don't know anyone very well except B12FSHV, so I'm
self-conscious. But I realize that we are all here for
basically the same reasons, because we are caring
people. So we shouldn't feel nervous. (BOSFSHR)
Two of the subjects returning for a third workcamp each said
they had been nervous about getting to know people their
first time, "but everybody was really nice" (B1SMSHV).
As these comments illustrate, adolescents generally
place great value upon interpersonal relationships.

New
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social settings provide the potential for new relationships
along with anxiety about the potential for failure.
Preparation
When the subjects were asked what had been helpful
in preparing them for the trip, their responses could be
grouped into two primary clusters: talking with others who
had gone before and the training sessions.
Seven subjects attending their first workcamp said
talking with other youth who had attended a workcamp before
had been helpful.

Some times this occurred informally, as

the case with one subject who learned from her sister and
some others, that the workcamp "was hard work but that it
was worth it" (B04FJHR).
Those attending their first workcamp heard what they
might expect from other subjects during group training ses
sions.

Six of the subjects, four attending one or more

previous workcamps, said the training sessions had been
helpful in their preparation.

Referring to one of the ses

sions, this subject said,
The ones who had been before talked about what it was
like so the new kids going for the first time could know
what to expect. (B14MSHV)
In citing the training sessions, two subjects specifically
mentioned the act of developing a covenant concerning the
workcamp as preparing them mentally for the experience.

One
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subject said, "At church, we had to write a list of what we
hoped to get out of it and what we hoped to give" (B10FSHV).
When asked what she wrote on her last she said, "Give time
and friendship and help.

Hoped to get friendship and knowl

edge out of it" (B10FSHV).
The subjects were also asked what they still needed
to do personally to be ready for the trip.

All of the youth

indicated they felt they were ready to go.

Four of the male

subj ects said they still had to "pack my stuff
Research Question Two:

II

(Bl3FSHV).

Pre-Workcamp Phase

The following operational questions were developed
to facilitate the investigation of Research Question 2 dur
ing the pre-workcamp phase.
1.

What connections do the subjects draw between the serv
ice they are about to render and their.relationship with
Jesus Christ? (I 7)

2.

What impact do the subjects believe the workcamp experi
ence will have on their understanding of God? (I 8)

Integration of Experience with
Personal Spirituality
The two operational questions focused upon two areas
of personal spirituality: (1) making connections between the
service and a person's relationship with Jesus ChrLst; and
(2) the anticipated impact the experience will have on a
person's spiritual understanding.
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Connections
When asked to describe the connection between the
service they would render and their relationship with Jesus
Christ, the subjects responded with answers which could be
clustered into the following three groups: (1) obedience
through service; (2) relationship through service; and (3)
personal implications and service.
Obedience through service.

Six subjects gave

responses focusing upon their service as an expression of
obedience to Jesus and to his teachings.
I think that Jesus wants us to help as many people as we
can. I know that all the people that we help believe in
God. Sy doing that we can become closer to him.
(S10FSHV)
It's a part of our responsibility as Christians to help.
I feel like I've lived up to his expectations if I do
more in my actions. I can read the Sible, and I can do
things that will help others. (S03FJHR)
He said to help people, so I'm helping. I would feel
guilty if I didn't go. Sy helping I'm making people
happy. (SlSMSHV)
Relationship through service.

Four of the subjects

indicated they were helping because they were seeking to
follow the example Jesus has set.
Jesus always helped people. He healed people. In a way
I'm doing his work. He's not here so we're doing his
work through this and helping others who are unable to
do things for themselves. (S02FSHR)
Jesus helped other people. You aren't here by yourself.
You have to help others, well you don't have to, but he
instilled in his prophets and disciples the importance
of helping others. We can't be selfish. You need to
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help. When he died for us, my goodness, that was the
most selfless act in history. We are helping other
people, that is the spirit of Jesus Christ. Helping,
that is the spirit he has instilled in us. (B05FSHR)
At home, you don't get the chance to do things for other
people like you do here, and you can't really tell, ·Oh
here I helped somebody." Here you can, because, on
Friday night everybody Comes to dinner. The people that
we've helped are so happy. And they are always so
grateful because you have helped them with something
that they need, like with their wheelchair ramp, or
something like that. You know you're doing something.
It's like you are your own little disciple trying to
help, like Jesus tries to help. (BllFSHV)
Personal implications and service.

Seven subjects

felt the connection between their relationship with Jesus
and the service they were going to give focused upon their
personal attitude toward serving.

For example, one subject

said "By helping other people, I'm able to give back some
thing" (B09MJHR).

Another subject (B04FJHR) affirmed that

by helping other people she knew she was doing something
that was unselfish.
One subject attending a workcarnp for her first time
felt the experience would bring her closer to Jesus, because
"I'll feel good about what I'm doing for the people so that
they will know that there are people out there who care
about them" (BOIFSHR).

When asked what she meant by "being

brought closer to God" she replied, "Like people being
Christian and everyone working together and things being
like they're supposed to be" (BOIFSHR).

1B4
Spiritual Understanding
When the subjects were asked what impact the work
camp experience will have on their understanding of God, the
responses formed three clusters: (1) closer relationship
with God; (2) better understanding of service; and (3)
uncertain.
Closer relationship with God.

Seven subjects felt

they would ·understand and know him [God] better" (B09MJHR)
through the experience.

One girl who was attending her

first workcamp explained what she hoped would take place in
terms of her spiritual understanding.
I hope it will get me closer to him in a more spiritual
way. Like when you're younger you think of him as just
being there. When you get older you need to feel that
you can always go to him. I think that being around
other people who feel the same way will help. (B02FSHR)
Better understanding of service.

Six subjects felt

they would gain a better understanding about what is
involved in serving others.

The following comments

illustrate an anticipated focus upon those being served
rather than upon the individual subjects.
I think that I'll understand a little better about help
ing other people and how they might feel. I think that
I'll understand how to be more sensitive to people that
aren't as fortunate as I am. I need to do more for
others. You take a lot for granted. (B03FJHR)
I think we will understand love more and the concept of
giving. Because this is something that we will be doing
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everydaYt giving to other people. And we won't have a
lot of time to be thinking about ourselves.
(BOSFSHR)
Uncertain.

Two subjects, each attending their first

workcampt indicated they were "uncertain" what impact the
experience might have upon their understanding of God.
Summary
The subjects looked forward to the workcamp experi
ence, both those attending their first experience as well as
those who had gone previous summers.
In terms of the integration of the workcamp experi
ence with the personal spirituality of the subjects, the
service aspect of the experience was identified by the sub
jects as being very significant, as they spoke about their
service as obedience to the teachings of Jesus, as well as a
basis for a meaningful relationship with Jesus.

The sub

jects also saw the service they were to render as a personal
expression of their concern for others.
The subjects felt the experience would have an
impact upon their spiritual understanding, either through a
stronger relationship with God or through a greater
appreciation for a Christian understanding of service.
Though two subjects were uncertain what impact the
experience might have on their spiritual understanding t
their attempts to respond showed genuine thought.
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Workcamp Phase
The descriptions in this section focus upon the
experiences of the youth during the workcamp.

Data was also

gathered which focused upon the particular characteristics
and components of the Shenandoah Valley Outreach Project
workcamp.
Shenandoah Valley Outreach Project
In 1991 the Shenandoah Valley Outreach Project con
ducted two sessions during the month of July, each one week
long, with approximately fifty participants at each session.
Though SVOP is small in the number of participants, compared
with the other two workcamps examined, like a "mom and pop
hardware store,"

a personal touch offered by those persons

who had the initial vision to begin this outreach program is
present.

The training promotional materials have no four

color spreads, yet the family like concern shown by the
staff was noticeable, and set the stage for a warm and
caring atmosphere through out the week of camp.
A description of the various components of the work
camp will provide a context for the analysis of the subjects
responses for the final three interviews.

Specific rela

tionships between these components and the personal growth
of the subjects is reviewed in response to Research Question
3 at the end of this chapter.
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Workcamp Leadership
The leadership of SVOP is composed entirely of
volunteers from the local area, with the exception of the
program director, who is recruited by members of the board
and given a modest honorarium.

Beginning in 1988, the board

members of SVOP realized the challenge of managing of the
overall operation of the camp, including job site selection,
materials acquisition, camp registration, etc., was suffi
ciently time consuming for those person volunteering to pro
vide leadership for the program, that they decided to secure
a resource person with expertise in ministry with youth,
combined with a heart for the mission of SVOP.

Previous

resource persons included the Virginia U.M. Conference Coor
dinator of Youth Ministries, a full-time Christian singer
and youth event leader, as well as other persons with expe
rience working in camp and mission settings with young
people (Fieldnotes 2.4.3).
The program director for Session II, the week the
Beta Church attended, was an energetic school teacher from
the Richmond, Virginia area who had served in this position
one week the previous year.

She had also served on the

planning team for numerous state wide youth activities
within the U.M.C.

Her special strengths were in community

building and the responses from the subjects showed she was
well received.
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The five volunteer staff members included three site
coordinators (two retired persons and one local U.M.C. min
ister) and a camp director, who was a self-employed lay per
son, and his associate director, a college student who had
begun attending the workcamp the first year of operation as
a fourteen year old participant.

The staff possessed strong

building skills, with the presence of a former building
inspector and a former highway department supervisor.

A

close working relationship existed among the staff, many of
whom had worked together since the beginning of the organi
zation.
Interpersonal Relationships
The fifty-five participants from the five participa
ting youth groups began arriving around 2:00 p.m., eager to
learn their cabin assignments and get their gear unloaded.
The participants were housed in four cabins, each with two
rooms designed to accommodate ten persons sleeping on bunks.
All the participants were in UMYF groups sponsored
by churches in Virginia.

In addition to the Beta Church

youth group, the participants carne from Salem, Great Falls,
Strausburg, and Woodstock.

During other sessions

partiCipants have come from nearby states such as Maryland
and Pennsylvania, and as far away as Michigan and Ohio
(Fieldnotes 2.4.4)

la9

The fifteen subjects from Beta Church arrived with
their three adult leaders around 2:30 p.m.

The nine sub

jects attending SVOP for their first time were eager to get
a lay of the land.

Several of the subjects who had attended

the workcamp before greeted staff members and other campers
they knew.

An adult meeting was held by the staff at 4:00

p.m. to establish dialog between the staff and the adult
youth group leaders, and to go over pertinent information.
An initial camp wide gathering was held at 5:00 p.m. to wel
come the participants.

An introduction to SVOP was given by

the associate camp director.

The program director led the

group in some singing and some activities to help the
campers begin to learn each others names (Fieldnotes 2.4.2).
From the initial session, an emphasis was placed
upon developing a sense of community among the campers and
staff.

Tables for meals were intentionally arranged in dif

ferent configurations in order to encourage campers to sit
in different spots at meals.
The focus for the development of community began
with the individual work crews.

The assignments of the work

crews were made in consultation with the adult leaders to
try to get the optimum mix of persons from various churches
in each youth group of five to six persons.

Unlike other

workcamps, these work crews rotated to a new job site each
day.

The rational for this was to ensure that each person
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was given the opportunity to gain as broad an exposure as
possible to the different families and types of jobs.
The work crews were also utilized occasionally dur
ing the evening programs when small groups were needed.

One

example was during the Sunday evening program when they were
used to make decorate bags for the care cards, 3 x 5 cards
on which campers were encouraged to share encouraging mes
sages to each other.

The campers were grouped by work crew

and each person was given a brown paper lunch bag.

After

talking with another person in the group about their inter
ests, they were instructed to use markers and write the
other person's name and to draw a picture which represented
some characteristic of that person (Fieldnotes 2.4.5).
The subjects each said their relationship with their
work crews was a good experience.

Friendships were not

restricted to members of one's own work crew or youth group.
In the evening, before the program, groups of campers could
be seen sitting around the lawn in front of the cabins, some
singing to a guitar, others talking or playing ball.
Early in the week the adults were given several
choices of activities for the free day scheduled for Wednes
day.

After each leader talk with his or her members, the

decision was made for the entire camp to go tubing on the
Shenandoah River.

The size of the group lent itself well to

such special camp wide activities.
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Camp Based Programming
The camp based programs were led by the program
director, with assistance from the staff members and campers
who volunteered.

The Sunday evening program began with

activities outside in the grass designed to help the campers
get to know each other and to learn each other's names.

The

work crew assignments were announced and the campers were
divided into their work crews.

The campers participated in

a series of initiatives or problem solving activities at
different stations designed to promote team work.
Each evening a camp wide session was held which
included outside recreational activities, singing, and a
teaching component by the program director.

Small groups

were also used periodically to encourage a broader range of
participation.

One additional component of each evening's

program was the reporting by a representative of each work
crew to the entire camp.

This opportunity to learn what was

taking place with other work crews at other sites con
tributed to the cohesion of the overall camp.
The Friday evening program began with the tradi
tional banquet, so called because a special meal is prepared
by the cooks and many of the families, who were invited ear
lier in the week are in attendance.

The subjects l along

with the rest of the campers, were quick to go out to greet
the different guests as they arrived.

Because each work
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crew rotated to four different job sites during the week,
each participant got to meet four families.
Following the meal special recognitions were pre
sented to each of the campers by the program director and
camp director.

For desert, the participants assembled a

thirty foot long banana split.
As the guests returned to their homes, the campers
gathered in the chapel for the Friday evening program.
After some quiet singing a candle was lit and passes from
one person to another.
son

WdS

Upon receiving the candle, each per

asked to share what the workcamp experience had met

to him or her personally.

A hushed and reverent mood fell

over the normally fun loving group as, one by one, they had
the opportunity to share from their heart with the rest of
the camp (Fieldnotes 2.12.4).
The focus of the final gathering of the camp for the
week, held on Saturday morning, was making a bridge of the
experience at SVOP to each persons life back horne.

The

participants were challenged to not let their service be
limited to a workcamp once a year, but to service as an
expression of the Christian life.
Personal Development
The desire by the staff to help the participants
grow spiritually and personally was evident in their accept
ing attitude toward the participants.

The theme developed
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by the program director focused upon relationships.

The

first night the program director shared about the relation
ship God desires to have with each person.

Her comment, "we

are God's hands," drawing a connection between the campers
relationship with God and their service, was cited by
several of the subjects during different interviews.
Another night the program director shared about seeking the
kinds of friendships which build up faith rather than plac
ing one's faith at risk.

Again, several subjects made a

reference to her comments during the interviews.
The campers also gathered each morning for devotions
at a campfire ring by the lake.

A different youth group led

the camp in morning devotions each day.

The program direc

tor then supplied each participant with a sheet to guide
them through their personal time of reflection and Bible
study.
Work Component
The campers worked in a three county area of the
northern Shenandoah Valley, rotating to a new site each day.
Referrals for the jobs had been received from local
government social service agencies, pastors, and non-profit
organizations.
skill required.

The jobs varied greatly in the degree of
For this reason, SVOP recruited site lead

ers, from among local residents, to provide guidance at the
more challenging jobs.

In light of the policy of rotating
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to different job sites, this helped to provide some con
tinuity where he was most needed.
Most of the subjects felt the jobs were challenging
and worthwhile, providing them with a feeling of accomplish
ment and self-worth.

Some of the girls felt frustrated when

certain jobs requiring brute force limited their participa
tion.
The SVOP staff emphasized the importance of complet
ing the jobs, but they also placed value upon interacting
with the families as part of the job, to recognize the emo
tional needs for friendship to be just as legitimate as the
physical needs of the structures they were living in.
Interaction with Families
The SVOP staff encouraged the participants to get to
know the families they were helping.

Though the work crews

rotated, the subjects indicated that these relationships
were very meaningful.

By rotating, the young

~eople

were

more conscious of trying to get to know their new family
each day.

After the first evening of work crew reports, the

other work crews already knew something about the other
families.
After the first work crew broke the ice and
initiated contact with a family, even though a new work crew
appeared each following day, the families seemed to pick up
right where they left off the previous day with the last
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work crew.

The opportunity to see the families at camp dur

ing the banquet was a highlight for many of the subjects.
Research Question One:

Workcamp Phase

The following operational questions were developed
to facilitate the investigation of Research Question 1 dur
ing the workcarnp phase.
1.

How do the subjects evaluate the workcamp experience in
general? (II 1)

2.

What aspects of the workcamp experience do the subjects
identify as sources of personal satisfaction or dis
satisfaction? (II 2 & 3)

3.

How do the subjects describe their personal involvement
in the workcamp experience? (II 4)

4.

What effect do the subjects believe this experience will
have personally and interpersonally? (II 5)

Evaluation
When the subjects were asked to evaluate the work
camp experience at the conclusion of the week, all fifteen
subjects indicated that it had been a positive experience,
describing the workcamp as "great" (B04FJHR), "the best
experience I've had in the three years I've been going"
(B14MSHV), and .. I loved it.

It's been wonderfu l" (B05FSHR).

The responses focused upon the relationships experi
ence by the subjects with three specific parties: (1) rela
tionships with other workcampersi (2) relationships with the
families; and (3) relationship with God.
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Relationships with Other Workcampers
Nine of the subjects, six first year campers and
three veterans, included references in their responses to
the friendships they had made among the other workcampers.
These friendships included members of their youth group,
members of their work crews, and other campers.
Relationships with the Families
Eleven of the subjects, eight first year campers and
three veterans, included references in their responses to
the relationships they had developed with the families they
served.

Although they spent only one day at each families'

home during the four work days, several subjects named
specific persons by name, some mentioning several of the
persons they met during the week.

One girl spoke of her

admiration for one of the people she met.
I met lots ot new people that we worked fo=, like Linda
[the grown daughter who cares for her bedfast mother].
She is a person that I admire so much because she has
given up her whole life for her mom. (B10FSHV)
Another subject was impressed by an elderly woman who had
little in material possessions, but exemplified a strong
faith in God.
I saw how God touched other people's lives, like Mrs.
Martin. All she really had was her faith. She didn't
have really anything else. I think that's what touched
me the most at this camp. (B07MSHR)
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Relationship with God
Three of the subjects, two first year campers and
one veteran, included comments about their relationship to
God in their responses.

The subjects made a connection

between their relationship with those they had served and
their personal relationship with God.

For example, one sub

ject said, "It brought me closer to God, I think, by helping
others and doing his work" (B02FSHR).
The response of one veteran workcamper illustrates
the interrelatedness of the three relational aspects in her
evaluation of her experience.
I felt that the fellowship was really good, and the
working for the people was really beneficial. I felt a
lot closer to the people that I was working for this
year than I ever had before. I feel like we really
helped them a lot, especially the work that we did at
the orphanage. I think that changed their lives a lot
in some ways. And the religious aspects of the evening
programs were really good and they made us think. They
did relate to everything that we had been talking about,
so I think it was a very good experience this year.
(B12FSHV)
Areas of Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction
The subjects were asked to identify the aspects of
the workcamp experience which provided them with satisfac
tion as well as those aspects which caused them to be dis
satisfied with the experience.
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Satisfaction
The subjects cited four sources for the satisfaction
they experienced: (1) serving others; (2) developing friend
ships with other workcampersi (3) relationships with the
families; and (4) evening programs.
Serving others.

Ten of the subjects, seven first

year campers and three veterans, said that helping the
families was something they liked about the experience.

For

one subject, helping provided a ·sense of fulfillment"
(B14MSHV) and for another, a "really nice feeling to know
that they appreciated what I was doing" (B09MJHR).
Developing friendships with other workcampers.

Nine

of the subjects, six first year campers and three veterans,
indicated that they liked making friends with the other
participants.

These friendships were not restricted to mem

bers of the subjects' work crews, but included participants
from other youth groups, as well as deeper friendships with
fellow youth group members.
One subject explained the difference she observed
between the relationships she developed at the workcamp and
those she had with persons at her high school.
It's very hard in high school. Obviously, most of us
here have the same morals and values. And those aren't
always respected.
[In school] there is just so much
pressure to be cool and in.
It's not hard here at all. We're cool because we're
Christians and we have the same morals and we have
pretty much the same values. Even though we share one
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common thing there are so many differences about us.
has really taught us a lot about other people.
Relationship with the families.

It

Three subjects said

they liked meeting the people they "were helping and talking
with them"

(B13FSHV).

The experience of meeting the

families helped one girl attending her first workcamp to see
"the other side of what's going on, like helping the other
people, and finding out what they're going through.
what it's like for them"
Evening programs.

To see

(BOIFSHR).

Three subjects said they liked

the evening programs and the woman who served as the program
director.

Referring to the evening programs, one girl said,

They really made me think. I usually don't go to
church, but what Nancy (the program director] has shared
has really been interesting. Like the session on
friends. That one has really been on my mind all week.
I really got something from that.
Dissatisfaction
When asked what they did not like about the workcamp
experience, three subjects said there was nothing they did
not like.

The other twelve subjects each mention one of a

variety of aspects of the experience which they did not
like.

For example, three subjects, all males, experienced

minor physical ailments during the week.
Two girls each had a negative experience at their
work site.

One girl felt there was too great a distinction
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between "women's work. and men' s work....

She said, .. I would

have appreciated it if there were more jobs that I could be
involved in" (B03FJHR) on the job sites.

Another female

subject felt unwelcomed by the residents of a battered
women's shelter where the work crew was painting a wooden
fence and staining a deck.

She said, "I just didn't feel

like they appreciated what we were doing" (B13FSHV).
Byproducts of Participation
To help determine the benefits of the experience and
the level of personal involvement, the perceived byproducts
of participation were sought from the subjects.
Personal Gains from the Experience
The responses to the question, "What have you gained
personally from this experience?" indicate some serious
introspection on the part of several of the subjects.

The

responses, though quite varied from person to person, can be
clustered into two categories: (1) gains in interpersonal
relations; (2) gains in personal understanding; and
(3) gains in spiritual

under~tanding.

Gains in interpersonal relationships.

Nine of the

subjects, five first year workcampers and four veterans,
said they had "gained new friends" (B06MJHR).

One of these

nine subjects indicated she had "gained an understanding of
other people's standards" adding "I've been thinking about
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it.

When I grow up, I want to be involved in something like

this" (B03FJHR).
Gains in personal understanding.

Six of the sub

jects expressed gains of a personal nature.
noted that their self-esteem had improved.

Four subjects
One of these

three sUbjects said she had gained ·self-confidence,"
adding, "I feel better about myself" (B04FJHR).

Another

subject said he had gained "The sense that I know that I'm
actually useful in this world.

That I'm part of the basic

plot in the whole scheme of things" (B14MSHV).
Gains in spiritual understanding.

Four subjects,

all females, said they had become closer to God during the
experience.

One female subject said, "r feel like I'm

closer to God and understanding more of what he wants from
us as people and as Christians" (B02FSHR).

Another subject

spoke of gaining a new way of thinking.
I think I gained a new way of thinking about different
things. I've seen that people don't always have the
life the way that I do, and that you have to be faithful
in God, and that's what's important. And so, I feel
that I've become closer to God this week. (B12FSHV)
Another subject said ner faith had grown stronger because of
the experience, adding,
My personal faith has just grown incredibly. After
seeing what we can do for these people, and what they
can do for us. That's why God put us here. And when
Nancy [the program director} called us God's hands, that
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made me feel so good inside.
plete. (B05FSHR)

That made me feel com

Personal and Interpersonal Implications
When asked "What influence do you think this experi
ence will have on your life" nine of the subjects indicated
that they expected an impact upon the way they viewed them
selves.

Several indicated they felt their self-esteem had

improved.

The following subject comments serve to

illustrate.
It just makes me feel better about myself. Now I know
that I can do things for others later on in my life.
(B04FJHR)
I think that it built up my self-confidence a lot.
(B10FSHV)
I think it got me more outgoing.
people more. I enjoyed helping.

I feel I talk to these
(B07MSHR)

One of the subjects attending his third workcamp indicated
the experience would affect the way he viewed life.

He

said, "It will impact my life in just a new way of thinking.
I just see things in a whole new perspective" (B14MSHV).
Four of the subjects, each attending their first
workcamp, said they were going to become more involved in
helping other people in the future.
I think I'll definitely want to try to do this same kind
of thing back in our own area, because there are plenty
of homes that could use this kind of work. (B02FSHR)
I'll probably try to start helping more people.
(B06MJHR)
I think I might volunteer more often in things. I am
very involved in things at church. We do a lot of
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things to help others. I think I will give a lot more
thought to helping more often. (B03FJHR)
Research Question Two:

Workcamp Phase

The following operational questions were developed
to facilitate the investigation of Research Question 2 dur
ing the workcamp phase.
1.

What connections are the subjects drawing between the
service they are rendering and their relationship with
Jesus Christ? (II 6)

2.

What impact do the subjects believe the workcamp experi
ence is having on their understanding of God? (II 7)

Integration of Experience with
Personal Spirituality
The two operational questions focused upon two areas
of personal spirituality: (1) making connections between the
service and a person's relationship with Jesus Christ; and
(2) the anticipated impact the experience will have on a
person's spiritual understanding.
Connection
When the subjects were asked to explain the connec
tion between their relationship with Jesus Christ and the
service they had given this week, the subjects' responses
formed three clusters.

The responses of two subjects fell

into two of the three clusters: (1) imitation of Jesus; (2)
increased quality of spiritual relationship; and (3)
obedience through service.
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Imitation of Jesus.

Five subjects explained their

service as being their attempt to imitate the service Jesus
exhibited in his life.

Two of the subjects, B06MJHR and

B05FSHR, allude to the sacrificial nature of the service
Jesus performed.
Well, he helped people and he healed people when he was
on earth. We've helped people this week. We didn't
heal anyone, but we helped them a lot. We were doing
his work here on earth. (B13FSHV)
That he died for us and I was trying to work for other
people. (B06MJHR)
By doing mission work. Jesus did that, too.
ten me closer to him. (BIOFSHV)

It's got

We were God's hands. And the most selfless act in the
world was when Jesus Christ died on the cross for us.
In great pain. In great suffering. For me it's a
little bit easier to believe in Jesus.
I've done what he did. He always helped others, he
healed others, he tried to make life better for people
who needed it, which is what I feel we were doing this
week. (B02FSHR)
Increased quality of spiritual relationship.

Three

of the subjects, each attending her second or third work
camp, said the experience had drawn them "closer to God."
One subject attributed this increased closeness to the serv
ice she was doing (BIOFSHV).

Another cited the evening

programs and the specific life and witness of the program
director.

The third subject identified several aspects of

the experience '-/hich caused her to grow "closer to God"
(B12FSHV), including, the tranquil setting of the camp, the
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work crew devotions, the dedicated and committed
participants.
Obedience through service.

Six of the subjects,

three first year workcampers and three veterans, understood
the connection between their service and their relationship
to Jesus to be obedience.

They were serving out of

obedience to Jesus and his teachings.

One subject stated,

-I think that's what he was sent here to get us to do, and

I'm doing it" (B1SMSHV).

Another subject explained, "Well,

he taught us to help our fellow man.
showing that we love them, by helping.

That's our way of
And I feel that's

what we've been doing this week" (B14MSHV).
The intent of the evening sessions was to help the
participants make connections between their work and their
personal faith.

One subject drew upon the essence of the

sessions in her response to this question.
I still believe that when I help these people, it's like
helping Jesus. He left the world, leaving his dis
ciples, and I feel that I'm one of his disciples. As he
left us here, thinking that we would take up from where
he left off and that we would know enough about God and
what we should be doing, that we could go and do it our
selves. Like Nancy [the program director] said, we have
hands and God is using us. When I help these people,
it's just like helping Jesus. And I think that's how he
want's us to think of it, in that way. (B12FSHV)
Understanding of God
When asked, ·What impact has the experience this
week had on your understanding of God?" the responses from
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the subjects indicated that each had experienced an increase
in their spiritual consciousness.

The responses reflected

different aspects of understanding which the subjects per
ceived.
Seven subjects spoke in relational terms when des
cribing the effect of the experience upon their understand
ing of God.

One subject attending his first workcamp said,

"I'm getting to know him better.
here than I usually do.

I've felt more like he's

I feel like instead of just watch

ing me, it's more like he's helping" (B09MJHR).

When asked

to describe how he felt God was helping him, the subject
answered, "There were some times when I really didn't want
to do the work, and it's like he helped me get through it.
He made it better" (B09MJHR).

Other subjects simply said

that they had "more of an understanding" (BOlFSHR) or the
experience had "helped me understand him more" (BIOFSHV).
Three subjects expressed their belief that God cares
for people.

One girl said, "Basically, he cares for you a

lot and he cares for everybody.
be happy· (B02FSHR).

And he wants everybody to

A boy, also attending his first work-

camp, explained the effect of the experience as follows,
Seeing how Jesus has touched people like Mrs. Miller,
like the Evans Home, going to the different places where
the people aren't as fortunate, even though they don't
have the things that I have, that my friends have, they
live a happy life, and I think that's because of Jesus.
(B07MSHR)
Another subject attending his third workcamp responded,
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Actually, it has. I believe now that there is a God that
cares for everybody and that he tries to help them with
their everyday chores that were so hard before, but
we've made it a lot easier for them through the work we
did this week.
(B14MSHV)
Some of the subjects, particularly those who were
younger, had a greater difficulty articulating the effect of
the experience.

One junior high subject attending his first

workcamp explained, "It's become clearer a little bit.

A

lot of stuff I didn't understand before, I don't fully
understand it, but I understand it better" (B06MJHR),
Post-Workcamp Phase
On the Sunday after the

wor~camp,

two subjects share

about their experience at SVQP during the morning worship
service.

They also extended an invitation to the congrega

tion to attend an ice cream social hosted by the UMYF, to be
held on a Sunday evening three weeks later, when the sub
jects were each share about SVOP.

~early

fifty members of

the congregation attended the ice cream social.
jects, all wearing SVOP

T-shi~ts,

The sub

presented a skit which was

performed at an evening campfire at SVOP.

Most of the sub

jects included references to the families they had gotten to
know through their service.
Research Question One:

Interview Three

The following operational questions were developed
to facilitate the investigation of Research Question 1 dur
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ing the third interview which took place during the post
workcamp phase.
1.

Upon reflection, what significant memories do the sub
jects have of the workcamp experience? (III 1)

2.

What aspects do the subjects identify as either posi
tively or negatively impacting the workcamp experience?
(III2&3)

3.

What effect do the subjects believe this experience has
had on their lives? (III 4)
The analysis of the findings from the post-workcamp

phase have been based upon these operational questions for
Research Question 1.
Reflection
The first question in the third interview asked the
subjects how they viewed the workcamp after having had time
to reflect upon the experience.

Eight of the subjects

remembered the friends that they had made or the people they
had met at camp.
gone to serve.

Six subjects spoke of the persons they had
Several indicated that they had been cor

responding with some of the family members.
Five subjects included the act of "helping the
people" (B06MJHR) or "doing something worthwhile" (B14MSHV)
in their responses.
Seven subjects indicated that they were "happy that
they did it" (B02FSHR) or that the workcamp was "fun"
(B01FSHR).
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Personal Evaluation of Experience
To determine how the subjects felt about the experi
ence, they were asked to offer an evaluation of the aspects
which made the trip a good experience and areas which could
have been improved.
Beneficial Aspects
When asked what was most helpful in making this trip
a good experience, the subjects gave four basic responses.
Fourteen of the subjects said

"meeting new people"

(B09MJHR) or "making so many friends" (BIOFSHV) among the
participants was most meaningful.

In describing the people

who participated, one girl said, "They are the type of
people that I would like to have as friends" (B13FSHV).
Five of the subjects said the adult leaders, refer
ring to the workcamp staff, made the experience meaningful.
Several referred to specific staff members by name, particu
larly the program director and the camp director.
Four subjects described the workcamp in their
response as having a "friendly atmosphere" (B05FSHR) or "a
religious context" (BIOFSHV) which they liked.

Three sub

jects also mentioned the families members that they helped
as a meaningful part of the experience.
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Desired Improvements
The subjects were also asked ·What could have made
the trip better for you and why?·

Seven of the subjects

expressed a desire for the workcamp to have lasted longer.
Some suggested ten days while several others suggested a two
weeks.
Two suggestions to improve the program were given.
One junior high girl felt that the evening programs started
to late and she said she found it hard to remain alert
toward the end of the sessions.

One senior high boy

observed that the programs focused on small groups.

s~id

he

He

would have preferred to see an emphasis upon "just one big
group· (B15MSHV).
Six subjects said they could not think of any thing
that would improve their experience.
Assessment of Personal and
Interpersonal Implications
When the subjects were asked how they were different
because of the experience a variety of responses were given,
however eleven subjects gave responses which indicated
impact upon their psychosocial development, in the areas of
personal, interpersonal, and social adequacy.
Personal Adequacy
The responses of several subjects indicated an
increase in their self esteem.

One male subject said, "I
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kind of believe in myself more" (B06MJHR).

A female subject

said,
I think it reaffirmed my belief in God. I feel like I
know myself better. I have more self-confidence,
because I was able to do things that I had never done
before, and I was able to accomplish those things.
(BllFSHV)
Interpersonal Adequacy
A female subject expressed a greater capacity for
enlightened trust.
I feel that I'm more outgoing. It's easier for me trust
people. It seems that before I would go into friend
ships thinking, "Well, I have to gain people's trust,"
but now I try to begin trusting them until they do some
thing to break that trust. It helped me to accept
people better from the start, rather than just looking
at them, I try to look for the good things. (B10FSHV)
Another girl exhibited signs of an understanding of
role-appropriate behavior.

She said when she got home her

friends told her that she had changed.

She said, «I guess

it was because the people there were really nice and I guess
it rubbed off on me"

(B04FJHR).

Social Adequacy
A common response among the subjects was a greater
openness and acceptance toward persons who differ from the
norm.

One subject said, "I think that I'm more accepting of

others" (B02FSHR).

Another answered, "I'm more willing to

try to help other people in the future" (B08MSHR).
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Research Question Two:

Interview Three

The following operational questions was developed to
facilitate the investigation of Research Question 2 during
the post-workcamp phase.
1.

What effect do the subjects believe the workcamp experi
ence has had on their relationship with Jesus Christ or
God? (III 5)

The analysis of the findings from interview three conducted
during the post-workcamp phase has been based upon this
operational question for Research Question 2.
Integration of Experience with
Personal Spirituality
The operational questions focused upon the impact
the subjects felt the experience had upon their personal
spirituality.

The subjects were asked l

"what impact has

this experience had on your relationship with Jesus Christ?"
Eleven subjects indicated in their response that

th~y

had

"grown closer to God" (BI0FSHV) or had a better understand
ing of God" (B14MSHV).
The responses again reflected one of two perceptions
by the subjects when they spoke of "helping the people."
One perspective expressed by four subjects was the "imita
tion of Christ."
One subject said, "I think that it's made me closer
and have more respect for him" (BIOFSHV).
she meant by respect, she said l

When asked what

"Like giving him more of my
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time to serve other people.
have done this too."

I think that he would probably

Upon being asked to explain what she

meant by feeling "closer," she said,
Like more on a personal level. I guess that before it
seemed that I could never really think on the same level
or see things the way he can. But now, I think that I
can understand him better is what I mean.
Two other subjects explained the impact upon their
relationship in the following way.
Well, I find myself more in his likeness. I have the
capabilities to help people who can not help them
selves. So in some ways, I am a more powerful person,
not to the extent that he was, but I have some abilities
more than other people have. (B14MSHV)
I think that Jesus has always been the person who worked
to help others, and he always put himself last. It put
everyone else first. That is what we did at SVOP, we
put our selves last everyday when we would leave to go
and work. We weren't going to do it for ourselves but
we were doing it for someone else. (B02FSHR)
Two subjects made reference to their service as an
expression of their obedience to Jesus.
Basically I did it because I knew by doing it I was fol
lowing God's word doing what Jesus would want you to do.
I still feel the same way, I mean I did do it and I know
he was watching me and he knows what I had done. So I
was fulfilling his will. (B03FJHR)
When asked if that made her feel closer to him, she said
I·Yes.

I feel more worthy.

I have since I've done this

II

(B03FJHR)
Another girl explained that helping made her feel
closer to Jesus.
I feel closer to him. I know that every time I do some
thing good, I know that I'm helping him. Every time I
say something nice or do something for someone else, I'm
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doing it for him, and I know that.
I'm more conscious
of it. I think that I realize more now when he touches
my life, or when he has more of an impact, I'm closer to
him now, because when good things happen to me I thank
him. I have more faith. Just recently I realized that
all I have to do is believe, and anything that I ask for
will come true. Anything that I want to do, if I
believe. ! think that I have made a real turn around.
I feel much closer to him.
(B12FSHV)
One girl came to the workcamp because she was
invited by a friend,

She had not attended church or youth

group before the experience, though she said she would come
to youth group if she did not have a conflict with a college
preparatory class she was taking.

She said,

I think at the time I was doing something indirectly for
him. I feel like I'd like to do it again. . . . The
more time between SVOP and now, I still remember how
much fun it was, but I slowly drift back into how things
are. (B01FSHR)
One female subject expressed difficulty in
understanding

~hy

people live in such difficult circum

stances, siting those she met during the workcamp and those
in Washington, D.C, who were homeless.
wonder that God could change that.
he doesn't" (B13FSHV).

She said, ·You

Sometimes I wonder why

When asked if she had come up with

any answers she said, "I think that God gave man freedom of
choice. "
Two subjects, both males attending their first work
camp, were unable to respond to the question other than to
say, "I don't know" (B06MJHR) or "It's hard to say"
(B07MSHR).

One other subject, a male who had attended the
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workcamp several times before, said he viewed the experi
ence,
more as helping other people. I wouldn't look at it as
a way. I have spent time looking for Jesus, but I can't
say that I've ever seen him. I look at this as an
expression of the group getting together and helping
other people. (B1SMSHV)
Research Question One:

Interview Four

The following operational questions were developed
to facilitate the investigation of Research Question 1 dur
ing the fourth interview which took place during the post
workcamp phase.
1.

Upon reflection, what significant memories do the sub
jects have of the workcamp experience? (IV 1 & 2)

2.

What p~rsonal lessons do the subjects believe they have
learned from the workcamp experience? (IV 3)

3.

What effect do the sUbjects believe this experience has
had on their lives? (IV 4)

4.

What effect do the subjects believe this experience has
had on their youth group: (IV 5)
The analysis of the findings from the post-workcamp

phase have been based upon these operational questions for
Research Question 1.
Reflection
When asked to share the most significant memories of
the workcamp experience, fourteen subjects included a
reference to the people they met during the workcamp in
their response.

Six of these subjects mentioned persons
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they had helped by name or identified groups of people/
e.g./ the children at the orphanage/ in their responses.
Three others simply spoke of "meeting new people and doing
the hard work" (B07MSHR).
Seven of the subjects cited the "friends I made"
(B04FJHR) in their responses.

Two specifically spoke of the

unusual character of the other participants.
All the people. The people at school/ sometimes they
find something to come against you about. The people at
SVOP just accepted you for who you are. (B13FSHV)
I remember all the warmth that was all around. Everyone
was accepting of everyone else. We were all friends.
We all got close so easily, the first day. Normally
when I don't have a good time, its because I haven't
gotten to know the people. (B12FSHV)
Because the relationships developed were so central
to the experience, the subjects were also asked to describe
their relationships with the families they served, their
work crews, and their peers.
Relationships with Families
Eleven of the subjects described their relationship
with the families as "really good" (B02I<'SHR) or said it was
"nice getting to know the people" (B11FSHV).

Three of the

subjects, all males, said they didn·t get to talk with the
people very much because they were working.

One boy said,

"I did the work while 30me of the others did socializing"
(B07MSHR) .
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Representative responses by the female subjects are
made be a junior high girl attending her first workcamp and
a senior high girl attending her second camp.
It was nice getting to know the people. It was more
than just working for them, we had association with
them.
I didn't feel awkward talking with them. They
were open and friendly. (B03FJHR)
I hope that they considered me their friend. When I
went, I didn't want the people to feel like r thought I
was better than they were, just because I didn't have
the same kind of problems that they faced. I think I
was able to let them know that r accepted them.
(BIOFSHV)
Relationships with Work Crew Members
All fifteen subjects indicated that their relation
ship with the members of the members of their work crew was
positive.

The subjects described their relationship as

"great" (B12FSHV), "pretty good" (B09MJHR), "sort of unique"
(BIOFSHV), and "fun" (B13FSHV).

Twelve of the subjects said

they "got along real well" (B04FJHR) with the other members
of their work crew, or were "really close" (B14MSHV).
One subject, who was attending his fourth workcamp,
explained why he felt they were close.

He said "We were

close, but not as close as I've gotten in the past.

I think

the common cause, of working together for the same reason
helps you to get close" (B15MSHV).
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Relationships with Other Youth
The relationship with the other participants was
also positive for the majority of the subjects.

Nine of the

subjects said they got along with the other campers equally
well.

One girl said,

I felt the whole camp got really close. There was a
real sense of camaraderie among everybody. I loved all
the adults, there programs were wonderful. They weren't
boring. What Nancy [the program director] did was
really good. They Weren't too long and they weren't too
short. I liked when the groups had the chance to report
back to each other. I thought that was really good.
(B02FSHR)
Another girl said the reason she thought you could
make a lot of close friendships was because of the common
bond which was shared by those attending the camp, ·you
wanted to help people and you were a Christian" (BOSFSHR).
Two subjects, both males, said the relationships
were good, but they weren't as close as those they had with
members of their work crews.

One subject cited the camp

wide tubing trip down the Shenandoah River helped to draw
people together.

He also expressed appreciation for the

members of the staff.
The adult staff really weren't much different from us.
They worked just as hard, they'd be just as tired as we
were at the end of the day. I just thought of them as
our little group.
(B14MSHV)
Three other subjects spoke of their relationship
with other campers as being "limited" (B07MSHR).

Inter

estingly, two of these subjects, both males, happened to be
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good friends.

The other subject was a girl and she had

invited a non churched friend to the work camp.

She said,

I didn't spend a lot of time with other people, because
I had invited my friend, Paula, to come, so I spent a
lot of the time in the evenings with her, r got to know
the girls in my cabin better. (BllFSHV)
Significant Learning
When the subjects were asked to identify the most
significant lessons they had learned from the workcamp expe
rience, the responses given all focused upon the social
domain.

One subject said, "To get something done you all

have to work together.

You have to work as a group and

cooperate"

Another subject said "the camp

(B02FSHR).

definitely helped me become more sociable, just meeting
other people and getting to know them" (B07MSHR).
Another indicator of increased social commitment was
expressed by a willingness to work for social goals.

Twelve

of the subjects expressed an increased awareness of the
needs of other people.

Through the experience the subjects

were exposed to the needs of other persons in terms of
inadequate or substandard housing conditions.

By working on

the projects and helping to make improvements upon the
living conditions, and thereby enhancing the quality of life
of others, they became aware of their ability to make a dif
ference.
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These observations led to personal commitments to
engage in service upon arrival home.

One subject learned

"that there are a lot of people who need your help. And even
when you're not at Shenandoah, you can help other people"
(B14MSHV).

Since returning home he had helped at a soup

kitchen with another subject, in washington, D.C.

He said,

"I learned that r can do my little pert to help make other
people's lives a little easier.

I was there serving food so

that they would have something to eat

g

(B14MSHV).

Another

subject said, "I saw people who were in need up close.
know there are needy people in D.C., too.

I

I learned that I

can make a difference" (B09MJHR).
An increased acceptance of other people who were
different was identified by three subjects.

The experience

of being in the homes of the families and interacting with
them on a personal basis enabled these subjects to
appreciate other persons for who they were, not dwelling
upon the differences, but valuing their uniqueness while
becoming aware of the similarities they shared.
Assessment of Personal and Group Implications
Responses were sought to assess the perceived impact
the experience had upon each subject as well as the youth
group.

.....,.,1

~

Personal Implications
The subjects were asked to describe how the workcamp
experience had affected them personally.

The subjects

described the influence in terms of their personal and
social adequacies.
Six of the subjects indicated they had grown per
sonally.

Several gave responses which suggested that they

had gained a better understanding of their own identity as
their self-esteem had increased.

For example, one girl

said,

r feel like I'm a better person now. You don't know how
important the things you do for other people are until
you do them. I feel the cooperation we had with our
group was really great.
I feel like I know my self better. I have more
self-confidence, because I was able to do things that I
had never done before, and I was able to accomplish
those things. (BllFSHV)
Another girl indicated she had begun to think more criti
cally about activities in her life.

r think that I take a second look at everything, espe
cially situations that I don't handle very well and it's
given me a more objective view. I step back and think
maybe I was wrong instead of it was wrong. I think
maybe I was wrong instead of them being wrong.
I'm involved in a lot more worship on a personal
basis. I pray a lot more. I look to God a lot more for
guidance. I talk to him about a lot more stuff.
(B05FSHR)
six other subjects gave descriptions which indicated
an increase in their social adequacy, as they said they were
more accepting of other people who were different and more
aware of the needs of other people who had less than they

had.

The following comment illustrates how the subjects

changed their stereotypes and the preconceived notions of
how they expected the people to behave toward them through
their experience.
It helped me realize there are a lot of people who need
help, and a lot of people who help them. I thought at
first that it would be hard to work for them, that they
wouldn't want our help or that they wouldn't be
friendly. I learned that it wasn't hard to work for
them.
(B04FJHR)
Another girl explained how she applied her new found open
ness and acceptance to a recent experience she had when she
was visiting a nursing horne with her youth group.
When we went to the nursing home, there were some older
people who were kind of difficult because they were not
coherent. But I realized that they weren't always like
that, that they weren't born old. That they hadn't
always been sick. That was one way. And that helped
me.
(B02FSHR)
Another subject expressed a newly formed commitment to help
other people.
people.

He said, "I'm more open to helping other

I try to do that more often."

When asked why he

felt he wanted to help other people more he said, "I tried
it and it makes you feel good when you do it" (B08MSHR).
One subject, who was unchurched, indicated she had
made a number of new friends and contrasted her experience
at the workcamp with her experience at school.

When asked

what was different, she said, "At SVOP we had to work
together.

That common bond helped us become close.

At
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school

isolated.

you'~e mo~e

get into

thei~

little

g~oups"

Eve~ybody

acts

diffe~ent,

They

(801FSHR).

Two subjects said it had been "fun" (813FSHV) or had
provided "fond memories" (807MSHR).
Impact Upon Youth Group
The subjects were also asked to describe how they
felt the workcamp
as a whole.

ex~erience

had affected their youth group

All fifteen of the subjects said the experience

brought their youth

g~oup

"closer together" (Bl0FSHV).

Two

subjects felt the youth group as a whole had grown
spiritually.

One girl said, "We saw that being God's hands

wasn't tedious.
(805FSHR).

It's rewarding and it rewards others"

Another girl said, "I think it made us all more

spiritually aware" (812FSHV).
Several subjects offered explanations for the
increased sense of community they now shared.
said, "It gives us more to talk about,

One girl

We sit around and

say, 'Remember when we were at SVOP and this happened?'"
(803FJHR).
experience.

Another subject felt "It created a lot of common
We talk about things from the summer.

We're

able to think about things we've done together" (815MSHV).
Another subject observed, "When we talk about svop there's a
good feeling all around the group.
(812FSHV) .

We all sort of light up"
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One specific result of the experience was mentioned
by two subjects.

At a planning session in January of 1992,

the youth group decided to establish a program which they
called the "Twelve Months of Christmas."

As one subject

explained,
We have a service project planned for each month. We're
going to go to a nursing home in February. We also plan
to go to a children's home one month. (B02FSHR)
The idea was originally suggested by one of the subjects who
had observed that the church typically did a lot of service
projects at Christmas, but was less involved the rest of the
year.

She wanted to see the youth group involved in pro

jects designed to help people throughout the year.

She

explained,
I had been thinking for that whole month of December,
"What does Christmas mean to me? The birth of Jesus
Christ." Those are the types of things that should
apply to daily life the entire year. I looked at the
different things that the church was doing for the less
fortunate families and it almost bothered me, because I
knew that those things would stop right after Christmas.
And so I asked the youth group if they would be willing
to do the "Twelve Months of Christmas," each month we do
a different service project to help out the community.
The response was great. It made me feel really good.
(B05FSHR)
Research Question Two:

Interview Four

The following operational questions was developed to
facilitate the investigation of Research Question 2 during
the post-workcamp phase.
1.

How do the subjects describe their involvement in
activities of a religious or service oriented nature?
(IV 6, 7, & 8)
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2.

What effect do the subjects believe the workcamp experi
ence has had on their relationship with Jesus Christ?
(IV 9)

3.

What impact do the subjects believe the workcamp experi
ence has had on their understanding of God? (IV 10)

Relationship of Experience with Exercise
of Spiritual Disciplines
As indicated in the analysis of Case One, Foster's
(1978) grouping of the spiritual disciplines into three
categories has been adapted to reflect the relationship of
the workcamp experience with the exercise of spiritual dis
ciplineQ.

nis scheme includes: (1) corporate disciplines

(e.g., worship and celebration); (2) inward disciplines
(e.g., meditation,. prayer, and study); and (3) outward dis
ciplines (e.g., simplicity and service).
Corporate Disciplines
Ten of the subjects said they were more involved in
church and youth group than they had been the previous year.
This included two previously "unchurched" youth.

One sub

ject said his participation had not increased quantita
tively, but rather qualitatively.

Rather than just attend

ing, he felt like he had taken on the role of a leader.
said, "I'm more of a core member of the youth group.
to help instigate change" (B15MSHV).

He

I try

Another subject said

he was gaining more from his increased participation in the
worship service.

He said, "Last year I'd go to Sunday
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school and then I'd head home.
for church.
(B14MSHV).

I didn't really want to stay

But now I really get what he's trying to say·
When asked to explain what the difference was

now, he said,
Before, I really didn't care. I just thought it was
boring. But after I went to SVOP and these people were
talking to me about it too, I thought, "Wow, I'm sup
posed to be a Christian, I should be listening to what
he says." r came back and I tried it and I really have
gotten a lot more out of it most of the time. (B14MSHV)
Four subjects said there level of participation was
about the same.

One of these subjects said, "It was more

when I first got back, but I'm involved in more stuff at
school

now~

(B06MJHR).

One subject said her participation

was less, due to a new job.
Inward Disciplines
Most of the subjects said they pray or read their
Bible.

Several indicated that they "prayed every night"

(BllFSHV).

Reading the Bible was done on a much less regu

lar basis.

When asked if their involvement in informal or

personal activities of a religious nature

we~e

more, less,

or about the same as it was prior to workcamp, six subjects
said it was more while nine subjects said it was about the
same.

Four of the subjects indicating an increase were

among the younger subjects.
Those who were more active gave different explana
tions for the increase.

One girl said she was more active
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in reading her Bible, adding, "I'm more interested now than
I was before.

After SVOP I got more interested in church

and everything" (B13FSHV).

Another subject said, "Since the

workcamp I feel more like he' s listening to our prayers"
(B04FJHR).

One girl explained,

I pray more, but I probably would have anyway.
I think.
I've reached a point where I want to learn more.
I'm
really trying to find what I really believe.
I'm trying
to determine what's really important and what is really
true. (BllFSHV)
Outward Disciplines
The subjects were asked to describe your degree of
involvement or participation in service activities designed
to help others and if their involvement was more, less, or
about the same.

Eleven subjects said they were more

involved in service oriented projects then they had been
before the workcamp experience.

Four subjects said their

involvement was about the same.

Among those subjects who

indicated they were more involved, seven made reference to
the "Twelve Months of Christmas" in their responses.
Integration of Experience with
Personal Spirituality
To assess the level of spiritual consciousness
exhibited by the subjects, questions were posed regarding
their relationship with Jesus Christ and God.
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Relationship with Jesus Christ
The subjects were asked to describe their relation
ship with Jesus Christ and how it had changed since the
workcarnp.

Twelve subjects said they felt their relationship

with Jesus was closer than before the workcamp.
described Jesus as "my friend."

Four

One of the subjects who

described her relationship as being "good," said she was
less judgmental now (B12FSHV).

Another describing her rela

tionship as "good" said,
This time last year it just wasn't a big part of my
life. Since I've gotten more involved in youth group I
am more content. I go to him more. I feel that I'm
more sure of my faith in him now. (B02FSHR)
Two subjects explained that they felt closer in
their relationship while they were there at the workcamp.
It's probably been increasing. since the camp it went
up and now it's probably come down some, since I haven't
been going to church as much. (B07MSHR)
When I was there, I felt much closer to God. It seems
like I was removed from all the stress and hassles. It
helped me to feel closer to God and Jesus. It was
really hard when I came back home. There were so many
things going on. That's probably why I'm in this
questioning phase.
I'd like to go back now, to take a week off and help
people. I think that would help me sort things out.
Last summer, Nancy [the program director] helped me out
a lot. What she said really made sense and helped me to
have confidence in what I believe. (BIIFSHV)
Among the three subjects who did not indicate a
closer relationship, two simply didn't know how to describe
their relationship.

One subject, who had significant ques
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tions, simply described his relationship as continuing to be
"a wary sort of trust"

(B15MSHV).

Relationship with God
When the subjects were asked to describe their rela
tionship with God, seven of the subjects said their rela
tionship with God was the same as their relationship with
Jesus.

One subject simply did not know how to "put it into

words" (B06MJHR).

Six of the subjects were able to explain

how they felt their relationship with God had been impacted.
One subject cited the workcamp as directly contributing to
his relationship with God.

He said, "I sort of need to see

something before I can believe in it.

I feel like I believe

more in God now because I felt like I saw him at work with
our group" (B07MSHR).

Another subject who was unchurched

said, "I feel more aware of the presence of God.

The work

camp was sort of like a church, but modified" (B01FSHR).
Another subject explained the personal nature of her
relationship in this way, "I think that he's the supreme
being but he's also concerned about me personally.
someone we should all be grateful to.
your best friend" (BOSFSHR)"

He's

He's like Jesus, he'S

Another girl emphasized the

personal nature of her relationship to God as well in her
response.
life.

She said, "God is the most important person in my

He' s the one person who will always be there for me"

(B02FSHR) .
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The subjects were asked to explain the distinction
they held in their minds between Jesus and God.
jects stated that they made no distinctions.

Nine sub

All three of

the nine females making a distinction were in senior high.
Out of the three males making a distinction, two were in
senior high and one was in junior high.

Below are some

examples of comments made by those who did make a distinc
tion.
Jesus came to earth to spread the word of God.
him. (B09MJHR)

God sent

Jesus was sent down to earth to help me and God is
actually helping me by g~v~ng me the choices. I'm
trying to do my best with the choices he has given me.
(B14MSHV)
Jesus died for our sins.
thing. (B07MSHR)

God is the creator of every

I think of God as really large. When r think of Jesus
Christ I think of one person who is spread around the
world. But r think of God as more large, as bigger.
(B02FSHR)
God is God and Christ is part of God.

(B12FSHV)

Though several SUbjects were unable to distinguish
between God and Jesus Christ, the subjects whose comments
are presented above indicate that they have acquired suffi
cient understanding to recognize thematic differences
between these two Persons of the Trinity.
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Research Questions
This research was designed to answer three research
questions from the data gathered in each case.
Research Question One
The first research question asked,
What aspects of Christian youth workcamp experiences are
identified to promote psychosocial development (Greenberger
and S¢rensen 1974) in church youth participants in regards
to the following:
a.
b.
c.

Increased individual adequacy?
Increased interpersonal adequacy?
Increased social adequacy?
Subjects from Case Two were found to display charac

teristics of each of these three adequacies of psychosocial
development.
Individual Adequacy
The subjects showed signs of gaining more selfreliance as a result of their workcamp experience.

Self-

reliance was evidenced in the feelings of accomplishment
expressed by the subjects upon completion of the home
improvements they were assigned.

The sense of Christian

community felt among the subjects at SVOP enable them, while
at camp, to feel safe being themselves and accepting them
selves.

This seemed to carryover to a degree upon their

return home within the context of the youth group.

However,

one girl who did not belong to the group did not feel the
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other sUbjects acted in the same caring manner at school as
they had at SVOP.
Initiative was demonstrated by the subjects in
developing and acting on the idea to carry out service pro
ject through out the year in the Twelve Months of Christmas.
The subjects also showed indications of greater
self-confidence as they gained the realization that they
could indeed make a difference.

The affirmation exercise

conducted by work crew during the Friday evening program was
another source of increased self-confidence for several sub
jects.

One subject said she would like to be involved in

helping the way she had been helping with SVOP when she grew
up.

The feelings of accomplishment in being able to

actually do something for other persons were a source of
enhanced self-esteem.
The internalizing of values was evident as the sub
jects indicated that they felt less selfish, or when they
felt a new attitude about reading the Bible and attending
church.
The subjects worked hard through out the week, yet
found both enjoyment and fulfillment in the experience, con
tributing to their personal work orientation.

One of the

adult staff members marveled the first day when the young
people he was supervising worked nearly the entire day in
heavy rains without complaining.

His experience in such
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conditions with workers he supervised at the highway depart
ment had been they would have called it a day when the rain
first came.

Several male subjects indicated they gain new

building skills.
Interpersonal Adequacy
The high level of interpersonal interaction found in
the emphasis upon

co~~unity

appeared to contribute to the

communication skills of the subjects.

The opportunity to

spend time in the home of families from different ethnic
groups, socio-economic backgrounds, and, or age differences
provided the subjects with a keener ability to understand
and relate to other persons.

Several subjects showed evi

dence of a greater capacity to empathize as they were better
able to understand what other people were facing in there
lives.
The small group activities conducted during the eve
ning programs designed to facilitate teamwork and trust
among the members were influential in promoting rational
dependence upon fellow crew members and upon other campers.
Several subjects were challenged to reject
simplistic views of human nature as they got to know the
persons they were helping on a personal level.
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Social Commitment
The sense of community at SVOP was felt by nearly
all the participants and cited as a positive aspect of the
experience.

The subjects also felt a greater sense of com

munity among the members of their youth group.

The excep

tion to this was one girl who had come as a visitor.

She

did not attend UMYF following the workcamp, because of a
conflict.

She indicated the feeling of community had been

present at the camp, but she had not felt it since.
As in Case 1, the work crew was also an important
element in shaping the sense of community as the subjects
experienced teamwork in attaining specific goals at their
work sites.

Participants in the work crews themselves

showed a readiness on the part of the subjects to form
alliances.
The subjects not only showed a willingness to help
others upon their return, they started an ambitious, year
round program which was integrated into their youth group.
Most of the subjects attending the 1991 workcamp return to
SVOP in 1992.
Again as in Case 1, the subjects showed an openness
and desire for socio-political change in matters relating to
the needy.

The subjects also showed evidence of a recogni

tion of the cost of change, as they saw first hand some of
the needs which many people face, not just in regards to
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housing improvements, but also such problems as loneliness
and isolation.
The subjects definitely showed sensitivity towards
those persons they were helping, though they differed in
several ways from the types of persons to whom they were
accustom.

One girl had commented that she was so glad that

the participants were accepting and not like kids at her
school who would have made fun of their houses or their
clothes.
Research Question Two
The second research question asked,
To what extent do church youth participating in Christian
youth workcamp experiences exhibit evidence of increased
spiritual consciousness?
Subjects from Case 2 were also found to display an
increase in their spiritual consciousness.

They expressed a

greater awareness of Jesus Christ and God.

Again, several

subjects showed confusion or uncertainty when asked to dis
tinguish between Jesus Christ and God, because they had dif
ficulty making specific distinctions in how they perceived
each.

Some perceived both Jesus and God in the same manner.
The subjects showed evidence of a spiritual aware

ness in three spheres of perception, cognitive, affective,
and volitional.

While some showed signs encompassing each,

most of the subjects exhibited only one or two.

Indications

were made by several subjects that they felt they knew God
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better as a result of the workcamp experience, expressing a
cognitive awareness.

Some said they were more aware of God.

One girl said she felt God encouraged questions, as she
sought to establish an intrinsic set of beliefs.

This cog

nitive perception normally was used to identify a subjects
awareness of God, rather than Jesus.
Some of the subjects also expressed an increased
spiritual consciousness in terms of an awareness of an emo
tional relationship with Jesus Christ or with God.

The

affective spiritual awareness focused upon a relationship
with Jesus Christ or God that was felt to be closer or more
significant to the subject.

As God was the primary focus in

the cognitive domain, a relationship with Jesus was the pri
mary focus found in the responses of an affective nature.
Increased spiritual consciousness was also expressed
in volitional terms.

Subjects indicated they were doing

God's will by working to help other people.

Several said

they felt like they truly had been God's hands.

As in Case

1/ several said that they were doing the same sort of thing
that Jesus had done.
Research Question Three
The third research question asked,
How are the differential components of Christian youth work
camp experiences identified as promoting psychosocial devel
opment (Greenberger and S~rensen 1974) linked with evidence
of increased spiritual consciousness of church youth
participants?
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To draw fuller meaning from the data gathered in
each case, two operational questions were developed to
facilitate the investigation of Research Question 3 within
each case individually.
1.

Based upon an analysis of the data gathered in each case
study, including interviews, fieldnotes, and documents,
what differential components of the Christian youth
workcamp are identified as contributing to psychosocial
development of the subjects?

2.

What relationship exits between these components and the
spiritual consciousness of the subjects subsequent to
the workcamp experience?

Differential Components
Five specific components were identified as con
tributing toward the psychosocial development of the sub
jects in Case 2.

The components are as follows:

1.

Interpersonal relationships with other campers were sig
nificant. Though this normally found expression in the
5 to 6 member work crews, the camp size was sufficiently
small to enable everyone at the camp to learn the names
of most people. The camp wide activities in the evening
and during the day off contributed to the development of
relationships with other campers.

2.

The establishment of a sense of community or belonging
ness which fostered acceptance ahd mutual respect among
all the participants of the program.

3.

Direct contact with the persons being served was sig
nificant. There was a high level of interaction between
most of the subjects and the families, even though they
rotated to different homes. Rotating allowed each sub
ject the opportunity to experience a broader range of
persons. The female subjects tended to relate more with
the families. Two male subjects, identified as the
workers by their crews, said they interact very little.

4.

Programming which included a reflective aspect.
Specific activities, such as the work crew reports, camp
wide and personal devotions, and the program director's
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sessions, each incorporated a reflective aspect designed
to assist the participants in making connections between
their service and their Christian spirituality.
5.

The opportunity to be engaged in service which was chal
lenging, meaningful, consequential, and within the range
of knowledge and abilities possessed by each work crew
as a unit. The opportunity to rotate, while preventing
the subjects from viewing the completion of a job from
start to finish, each person felt like they had con
tributed to the lives of several persons.

Connection with Spiritual Consciousness
Spiritual consciousness is perceived through cogni
tive, affective, and volitional means.

The Shenandoah Val

ley Outreach PL'oject provided an environment which was con
ducive to providing for the spiritual growth of the subjects
within these three domains.

The evening programs and daily

devotions offered biblical content which incorporated a
reflective element.

The opportunity given the work crews to

report to the entire camp offered valuable experience in
articulating feelings and perceptions.

The small size of

the camp and emphasis upon community offered small group
settings for meaningful relationships to develop.
The affective domain was addressed through the
interpersonal relations established in the work crews, among
the families being served, and among the entire camp.

This

component was perhaps hardest to control, due to the indi
viduality of the persons in the work crew as well as the
persons being served.

The consultation with adult leaders

in making work crew assignments was helpful in separating
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participants from the same youth group who might have taken
away from the unity of the crew.

The rotation policy pro

vided for limited, but meaningful interpersonal relation
ships for all of the subjects with the families they served.
The volitional domain was addressed most directly
through the service component itself.
spoke about being God's hands.

Several subjects

For some, the service com

ponent helped them to identify more closely with Jesus
Christ, as they felt they were doing the same types of
things he had done.

The active service program incorporated

into the youth ministry at Beta Church showed evidence of a
transfer of learning and an implementation of specific
values.

CHAPTER 6
ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS IN CASE THREE
The following questions have guided the research
conducted in this study.

The questions relate to the

selected population of church youth participating in the
three designated Christian youth workcamps.
1.

What aspects of Christian youth workcamp experiences are
identified to promote psychosocial development (Green
berger and S¢rensen 1974) in church youth participants
in regards to the following:
a.
b.
c.

Increased individual adequacy?
Increased interpersonal adequacy?
Increased social adequacy?

2.

To what extent do church youth participating in
Christian youth workcamp experiences exhibit evidence of
enhanced spiritual consciousness?

3.

How are the differential components of Christian youth
workcamp experiences identified as promoting psychoso
cial developemnt (Greenberger and S¢rensen 1974) linked
with evidence of enhanced spiritual consciousness of
church youth participants?
Presentation of Individual Case Studies
The data gathered in this study was collected from

three sources: (1) semi-structured interviews of

~he

sub

jects; (2) participant observations of the workcamp experi
ence; and (3) collection and review of relevant documents.
The description of Case 3 is presented in this chapter to
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display the findings which address the research questions as
stated above.

The descriptions of Case 1 and Case 2 are

presented in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively.

The findings

from cross-case analysis are presented in Chapter 7.

The

cases are presented in the chronological order of the
beginning date of each of the three workcamps.

Due to the

nature of the multiple time sequenced interviews, data
gathering from each case was actually occurring over the
same time frame.
The Christian youth workcamp experience has been
desiqnated as the unit of analysis for this research.

For

the purposes of this research, the Christian youth workcamp
experience includes a pre-workcamp phase (e.g., study ses
sions) and post-workcamp phase (e.g., youth presentations to
church gatherings), in addition to the actual workcamp
phase.

Workcamp related activities occurring in church

based settings beyond the immediate workcamp context from
which data was gathered have therefore been included in the
descriptions of this and subsequent cases.
The use of metaphor is often helpful in communicat
ing specific characteristics of a given program or experi
ence (Bogdan and Biklen 1982).

The concept of the retail

hardware store emerged during the study as a helpful meta
phor to illustrate and delineate some of the particular
characteristics of the three workcamps examined.

In some
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cases those characteristics are shared by two or more of the
workcamps.

In other instances, the observed characteristics

are unique to a given case.

The three images of the "retail

hardware store" and the cases they symbolically represent
are: (1) the "national trade show" for Case 1; (2) the "mom
and pop local hardware store" for Case 2; and (3) the
"regional hardware chain store" for Case 3.
During the presentation of findings for each case, a
description of the workcamp will be presented first, fol
lowed by a description of the church youth group.

This

information was drawn from fieldnotes and documents.

Pre

sentation of findings from participant-observations and
interviews will follow based upon the operational questions
developed to facilitate the examination of the research
questions.
To ensure anonymity for the subjects, an
alphanumeric code has been assigned to each of the youth
participants from each church youth group.

For youth in

Case 1, the code begins with the letter "A," for Case 2, the
letter "B," and for Case 3, the letter "C."
The next two numbers are unique to each subject in
each particular case.

In Case 1, the numbers run consecu

tively from 01 to 09.

In Case 2, the numbers run consecu

tively from 01 to 15.

In Case 3, the numbers run consecu

tively from 01 to 10.
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The next letter is either an "F" for female, or an
YM" for male.

The next two letters signify current level of

school, with "JH" signifying junior high, ·SH" signifying
senior high, and "PH" signifying post-high school.
The final letter indicates previous workcamp experi
ence, "R" signifies rookie or first year, "V" signifies
veteran.

The subject code "C10MSHR" represents a male,

senior high, first year, subject from case 3, whose number
is 10.

These subject codes will be used in lieu of sub

jects' names when identifying the speaker or actor during
the presentation of findings from interviews and fieldnotes.
In each case, when the subjects mention persons by name in
their responses, a substitute name will be used in place of
the actual name.
Appalachian Service Project
Case 3 examines the workcamp held in lager, West
Virginia, which was conducted July 28 - August 3, 1991 by
the Appalachian Service Project, Inc. (ASP), which has its
headquarters in Johnson City, Tennessee.

Ten youth from the

Gamma Church, a United Methodist congregation in Winchester,
Virginia, were the subjects selected for this case.

This

group was one of four youth groups which participated.

A

total of 80 youth and adults participated in this workcamp.

....
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They were joined by youth from three other United Methodist
Churches, one each from Texas, Georgia, and Indiana.
History of the Appalachian Service Project
After thirteen years as the superintendent of the
Henderson Settlement in Frakes, Kentucky, the Reverend Glenn
»Tex» Evans, a United Methodist minister, joined the staff
of the Board of Discipleship in order to "fulfill the dream
by founding" the Appalachian Service Project in 1969 (Case
3, Document 4).

That first summer, fifty high school aged

volunteers repaired four homes near Bourbourville, Kentucky.
Over the past two decades, nearly 65,000 young people and
their adult counselors have participated in the ASP, repair
ing more than 6500 homes in thirty-two Central Appalachian
communities (Montgomery-Fate 1991, 2).
In 1991, ASP operated twelve summer centers along
with 2 year-round centers in four states.

Three-hundred

fifty groups from eleven denominations participated as
volunteers.

The Gamma Church youth group was one of

seventy-four groups attending ASP for the first time.

The

fourteen participants from Gamma ChurCh, ten youth and four
adults, were among a total of 6,513 volunteers from thirty
two states who participated in repairing 252 homes (Case 3,
Document 5).
Like a "regional hardware chain store," which
started from a single store front under the direction of a
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man with vision, the Appalachian Srevice Project has
expanded into a large portion of the southern Appalachian
region.

"Tex" Evans' s dream is very much alive in the pro

ject he founded.

A collection of his stories, entitled,

Life Is Like That, was published in 1975 and ASP staff mem
bers continue to read excerpts to groups during morning
devotions.
Purpose of the Appalachian Service Project
The promotional material for the 1991 ASP workcamp
described the project as,

~a

home repair ministry affiliated

with the Board of Discipleship of the United Methodist
Church.

We cespond to the housing needs of economically

disadvantaged people in Appalachia in a Christian perspec
tive.
"Tex" Evans, the founder of ASP, died in 1978, but
his influence is still evident in the emphasis by the organ
ization to demonstrate the love of God through service.

The

theological points which Tex established to describe the
manner in which persons should approach service.

These

points were included in 1991 promotional materials.
We cejoice in the gift of life, consider it to be pos
sible only through the goodness, and the wisdom, and
power of God.
We count ourselves to be Christians, even saying with
Polycarp of old: "r worship the one true God and His Son
I follow!"
We see all people as our brothers and sisters, made in
the image of God, having intelligence, a will, fceedom,
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a sense of beauty, compassion, a sense of values, and
creativity.
We hold that every person wants, essentially, four
things: to be loved, to belong, to own something, to
create something worthwhile.
We go to our brothers and sisters and we accept them
right where they are, just the way they are. Earnestly,
we seek to bear witness to awareness, concern, hope, and
helpfulness--Christian Lovel
We count ourselves fortunate, indeed, in our own
opportunities, and seek to give a good account of our
stewardship.
We seek to work in glad cooperation and mutual support
with other workers being prepared to keep sensitive and
helpful according to the needs of the hour. (Case 3
Document 6)
The theme of the 1991 ASP workcamps was, "Servants
of the Vision."

The focus of the program was to serve

others, and to learn and grow personally from engaging in
that service.
Gamma Church Youth Group
The Gamma Church youth fellowship is sponsored by
the Gamma Church, a United Methodist congregation located in
Winchester, Virginia.

The church has a membership of 1609

with an average attendance at the Sunday morning worship
services of 500.

The lay person serving as part-time youth

director had moved with her husband to the area about two
years before to attend a local U.M. related university.
was hired to work as the youth director part-time while
attending school soon after she moved to Winchester.

Her

She
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future plans were to attend seminary upon graduation and
latter to be ordained and entire the full time ministry.
The pastor had served the church for three years.

He was

supportive of the workcamp program and overall youth
program.

He attended the workcamp with the youth director

and two other male parents.
The youth group has forty members, offering both
junior and senior high groups.

The two age groups meet on

Sunday evenings for a joint meal and to conduct some
activities together.

The normal attendence for the entire

United Methodist Youth Fellowhip (UMYF) was twenty-five.
Demographics
The ten subjects attending ASP included four male
subjects! one entering eleventh grade and three entering
eleventh grade; and six female subjects: one entering ninth
grade, two entering tenth grade, one entering eleventh
grade, and two entering their first year in college.

Among

those in high school, six of the subjects attended the same
high school in the city of Winchester.

Two subjects

attended the county high school.
All ten subjects were white, as were the majority of
the members of the congregation.

All ten subjects fell into

the middle to upper-middle socioeconomic class.

The mean

age of the subjects was 16.3, with the range including youth
from age fourteen to eighteen.

Nine subjects lived with
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both biological parents.

One male subject lived with his

paternal grandfather.
All ten of the subjects were members of the church
or were children of members.

All ten subjects attended

church and, or Sunday school, though their regularity varied
from subject to subject.

About half of the ten subjects had

for the most part, "grown up in this church."

Eight of the

subjects were active in the United Methodist Youth Fellow
ship (UMYF).
Though former members of the youth group had
attended a workcamp in Tennessee called Mountain T.O.P. and
a local program called the Shenandoah Valley Outreach Pro
ject in the past, none of the current members had ever par
ticipated in a workcamp before, except the youth director
had attended ASP before when she had worked with a youth
group in Indiana before moving to the area.

All ten sub

jects were attending their first workcamp in 1991.

One male

subject had attended a Volunteers in Mission disaster relief
and clean-up effort in South Carolina with his father and
other adult volunteers from the church following Hurricane
Andrew during the previous year.
A description of the pre-workcamp phase follows
which includes an outline of the application process and
findings from the inital round of interviews.
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Pre-Workcamp Phase
The pre-workcamp phase of the experience began for
the subjects with the group application process during the
fall of 1989.

A series of three preparation sessions were

conducted by the youth director during consecutive Sunday
evening UMYF meetings in May.

The ASP materials which were

supplied for this purpose offered a variety of activities,
from simulations and role plays to slide shows and Bible
studies.

The titles of the three sessions were: "Servants

of the Vision," "Growing in Compassion," and "Alive to
Serve" (Fieldnotes 3.4.2).
A commissioning of the members of the group attend
ing ASP from Gamma Church participated in a commissioning
during the 11:00 worship service two Sundays prior to their
departure.

The subjects also participated in a practice

work session in the industrial arts woodworking shop at an
area school two weeks before their departure.

In order to

defray the cost of the experience, the subjects put on a
spaghetti supper in the spr.ing to raise money for the trip.
Research Question One:

Pre-Workcamp Phase

The operational questions for Research Question 1
provide the framework for the analysis of the findings fr.om
the pre-workcamp phase.

The Roman and Arabic numerals in

parentheses after each operational question correspond to
the appropriate interview and protocol question,
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respectively.

The protocol for each of the four interviews

is presented in Appendix A.
1.

What motivated the subjects to chose to participate in
the workcamp program? (II)

2.

What expectations do the subjects have concerning the
workcarnp experience? (I 2)

3.

What do the subjects identify as areas of anticipation
or apprehension concerning the workcamp experience? (I
3 & 4)

4.

How do the subjects describe their preparation for par
ticipation in the workcamp? (I 5 & 6)

Motivation
When asked "What influenced you to commit yourself
to participate in the workcamp program?" the responses given
by the subjects fell into three clusters: helping other
people, getting closer to members in the youth group, and
meeting a personal need.
Nine of the subjects said they were attending in
order to "help other people" (C01FSHR).

Three subjects

included with their desire to help people the hope of having
some inner need met through the workcamp experience.

These

three subjects included two females entering college and a
mate upperclassman in high school.
Because it was a way to get away with people my age.
And also I've never really done anything for the com
munity, I've never done anything like this, and since I
call myself a Christian I thought I should do something.
(C06FPHR)
Maybe it'll make me a better person. I've got to do
something for someone else for once, other than myself.
(C08MSHR)
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I always like helping people. I've always been one to
want to go out and take the extra mile or what ever it
takes to help somebody. I like people. I like to be
around them. I like to help them out.
It just helps to
fill the spot somewhere in my body. I don't know if
it's in my heart or what, to make me feel better because
I helped someone. Because I know there are a lot of
people who need help.
(COSFPHR)
Two subjects, both females, also expressed a desire
to get closer to other members in their youth group in addi
tion to helping other people.

A final subject indicated she

was attending the workcamp to have a "new experience"
(C04FSHR) •
Expectations
The subjects were asked to identify what they hoped
to gain from the experience.

All four male subjects

expressed a desire to learn more about life in the particu
lar area of Appalachia they were to visit.
he hoped to "learn how other people

live~

One subject said
(C07MSHR).

Another subject said he "hoped to be able to better
understand what other people have to go through" (C08MSHR).
Five female subjects indicated they hoped to gain a
sense of accomplishment by helping other people.

One of

these four subjects also expressed a desire to experience a
significant personal change.
I hope that it will change me inside.
I don't think
anybody else is going to notice what it did for me, but
I hope it's going to change my character somehow,
because I've been sheltered all my life, and I've never
really seen anything like this. (C06FPHR)
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Two subjects, both female, indicated a desire to
form new friendships.

Neither elaborated on their response,

but indicated simple, "A new friend" (C03FJHR) or "I'd like
to make some new friends" (C02FSHR).
Areas of Anticipation and Apprehension
Two questions were asked to assess each subject's
attitude concerning participation in the upcoming workcamp.
Anticipation
When the subjects were asked what they were looking
forward to about the workcarnp, four themes were observed in
the responses: meeting youth from other groups, working with
youth from their own group, getting to know the people they
would be helping, and exposure to a new experience.
Six of the subjects expressed a desire to get to
know the people they would be helping.

Some of the subjects

emphasized a curiosity about the cultural differences of
persons living in "Appalachia" (C08MSHR) or "West Virginia"
(COIFSHR).

Others emphasized "helping the people" (CIOMSHR)

or a desire to "get to know the people" (C06FPHR).

This

case was the only group whose training sessions went into
detail about the cultural uniqueness of the region.
Four subjects said they were looking forward to
working with members of their youth group.

Another unique

aspect of this case was the make up of the work crews.
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Rather than assignments being made by the staff of the work
camp which interspersed the participants from each youth
group with participants from other youth groups, the adult
leaders of each church youth group established the work
crews which were composed solely of members of their own
youth group.
Four subjects were looking forward to meeting young
people from other church youth groups.

One girl said she

would like to "meet other people who are out here doing the
same thing that I came to do" (C06FPHR).
Two subjects said they were looking forward to a
"new experience" (C04FSHR).
be fun packed.
before.

One girl said, DI think it will

I like going somewhere that I've never been

It's like exploring someplace new" (C02FSHR).

Apprehension
When asked to name any apprehensions about the
upcoming experience, three of the subjects said there were
none, HI can't think of any" (C01FSHR).
Among the seven who expressed some concern, five
subjects were apprehensive about the living conditions,
primarily the sleeping conditions since they had been told
they would sleep on the floor.

One of the subjects men

tioned a concern about the drinking water, since they had
been told safe water was limited.

Another subject expressed
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a concern about the availability of medical care should
someone become sick or injured.
Three subjects expressed work related concerns.

The

three responses focused upon the relationship between the
subject and the other youth and the subject and the people
being helped.

One subject, who had also expressed concern

about the living conditions, was concerned that the youth in
her crew be able to work together.

She said,

I'm concerned about getting along with everyone. I
usually try to get everyone to cooperate. The work that
needs to be done is important and we can't do it by our
selves.
The other two subjects were concerned about the receptivity
of the people to their help.

One girl wondered if the

people would be critical of her limited construction skills.
Doing the work, like the
thing like that before.
watching us like the one
talking about, who tells
wrong. (C02FSHR)

roofs. I've never done any
1 hope we don't have a man
(names youth director] was
you i f you're doing something

Another girl expressed concern that the people might not
except the help they will be offering.
There might be somebody who doesn't want your help,
although but they might really need it. I think once
they see what you can do for them, that you're taking
the extra step to help them, I think they'll be happy
with you, and they're not going to get mad at you.
Preparation
The subjects were asked to identify what had been
helpful in their preparation for the workcamp.

Seven of the
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ten subjects said the training sessions had been most help
ful.

Four of these subjects specifically identified the

slide presentation shown on the final session.

This slide

show had been provided by the sponsoring organization and
was available to youth groups preparing to attend the work
camp.

Another element of the training cited was a simula

tion game which focused upon the cultural and economic fea
tures of the people living in the Appalachian region.
When asked what personal preparation still needed to
be done before the trip, six subjects felt a needed to get
mentally or emotionally ready.

Three of these subjects

indicated a need to "work" on their attitudes so that they
would become more caring about other people.
explain,

"I

One girl

need to work on my attitude, so that

I

will be

able to be understanding toward the people we are going to
help· (C03FJHR).

Another subject said he needed to become

"aware of other people instead of [his] own little group·
(C08MSHR).

Another subject, who indicated she was normally

resistant to change, said,
I'm coming to this place where it's dirty and sweaty and
it doesn't appeal to me, but you have to stop thinking
about yourself, and you have to start thinking about
what you can do for someone else. That's what I need to
do.
(C06FPHR)
Another subject said she needed to "build up [her] con
fidence" and recognize that she really could help somebody
else.
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The remaining four members of the group indicated
they felt ready, indicating they did not need any further
preparation.
Research Question Two:

Pre-Workcarnp Pnase

The following operational questions were developed
to facilitate the investigation of Resegrch Question 2 dur
ing the pre-workcarnp phase.
1.

What connections do the youth draw between ene-service
they are about to render and their relationship with
Jesus Christ? (I 7)

2.

What impact do the youth believe the workcamp experience
will have on their understanding of God? (I 8)

Integration of Exgerience with
Personal Sgirituality
The two operational questions focused upon two areas
of personal spirituality: (1) making connections between the
service and a person's relationship with Jesus Christi and
(2) the anticipated impact the experience will have on a
person's spiritual understanding.
connections
When asked to describe the connection between the
service they would render and their relationship with Jesus
Christ, the subjects responded with answers which could be
clustered into the following two groups: (1) service as a
sign of obedience; and (2) relationship through service.
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Service as a sign of obedience.

Eight of the sub

jects explained the connection between their service and
their relationship with Jesus Christ in terms of obedience.
One girl said "Helping someone who is in need will please
him" (C02FSHR).

A boy responded "Jesus would always want

you to do stuff to help people who aren't as fortunate.

And

he'd want us to do this, because of my commitment to him"
(C10MSHR) .
An emphasis upon following the example of Jesus was
evident in the responses of four of the subjects.

One girl

made a clear connection between her upcoming service and the
service Jesus performed during his life on earth when she
said, "Jesus served and helped people.

I will be serving

and helping people like Jesus did" (C03FJHR).

Another sub

ject said, "If Jesus would have been here he would help
them.

So I guess being a disciple of Jesus, you are sup

posed to follow him and do whatever he would do" (C07MSHR).
Relationship through service.

Four of the subjects

felt the experience would bring them ·closer to Christ"
(C04FSHR).

One of the themes of the training sessions was

the importance of putting one's faith into action.

Refer

ring to this theme, one girl said ·We talked about the
importance of having faith with action.

I think this expe

rience will increase my faith in Jesus" (C02FSHR).

I
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The responses of two other subjects reflected this
same belief that active faith would result in a stronger
spiritual relationship.
I think that it will bring me closer to Christ. It will
help show him that we're actually trying, giving up time
to help those less fortunate than we are. We're dedi
cated, we're not just fake Christians, I guess you would
say. (C09MSHR)
Like I said before that my Christian life had been kind
of passive, even though I go to church every Sunday.
Other than that I wouldn't say that I have an active
involvement with Christ, and hopefully maybe somehow,
he'll be revealed to me through this, which is an active
experience. I mean, anybody can go to church and claim
to be a Christian, but only a few will leave their home
and come to a place like West Virginia and build some
houses. (C06FPHR)
Spiritual Understanding
When the subjects were asked what impact the work
camp experience will have on their understanding of God, the
responses formed three clusters: (1) learning the will of
God; (2) learning about God through the lives of others; and
(3) uncertain.
Learning the will of God.

Four of the subjects felt

they would be able to better understand the will of God
through this experience.

I think it will help me to understand better what he
wants us to do, and help us understand that everything
isn't going to be perfect, so we have to help other
people out. (C10MSHR)
I think I will be more grateful for him, because he's
finally made the calling for me to do something that

I
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will help other people. He's sending someone else down
here to do exactly what his son did before he was
crucified. I'll be even more grateful, that he thinks
that I can do something like that. (C05FPHR)
Learning about God through the lives of
others.

Four of the subjects felt the impact upon their

understanding of God would come from their interaction with
the people they would be helping.

One girl suggested that

the experience would "let me see him working in the lives of
other people" (COIFSHR).

Another girl felt she would learn

that "God takes care of everybody, even when bad things hap
pen, he's still there.

He's sending us to these people to

help them because they need help" (C02FSHR).
Reflecting upon the difficult situations he
understood the people had to face on

~

daily basis, a boy

said,
Maybe if I understand people that live in that situation
better and I realize what their outlook on God is, then
it might help me. I might be able to draw from them and
grow closer to God, because obviously they have to
accept their situation. So I think that I ought to be
able to learn from them. (C08MSHR)
Uncertain.

Two subjects said they did not know what

impact the experience might have on their spiritual
understanding.
Workcamp Phase
The descriptions in this section focus upon the
experiences of the subjects during the workcamp.

Data was

I
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also gathered which focused upon the particular character
istics and components of the Appalachian Service Project.
Appalachian Service Project Workcarnp
The rich history of service to the Appalachian
people which began with Tex Evans, who founded the program
in 1969, continues

~n

ASP.

What started as a single project

in one community has grown to include a year round network
for volunteers desiring to engage in mission.

Like a

"regional hardware chain store," the ASP had a central head
quarters, but numerous centers operating

throughou~

the

southern Appalachian region.
A description of the various components of the work
camp will provide a context for the analysis of the subjects
responses to the final three interviews.

Specific relation

ships between these components and personal growth of the
subjects is reviewed in response to Research Question 3 at
the end of this chapter.
Workcamp Leadership
The staff at the lager, West Virginia center con
sisted of four persons.

The director was a graduate student

and had served on the ASP staff before.

Two other staff

members were college students, one from the same county.
The fourth staff member served as the quartermaster and
driver and worked with the ASP on a year round bases.
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The staff members were competent in providing for
the job related concerns.

They conducted a very brief

activity designed to help the participants begin to get to
know each other on Sunday evening, but provided no other
such activity the rest of the week.
last for the summer.

This session was the

They had already directed five other

camps during the previous month and a half and appeared to
be running

lO'1l

on energy and unfortunately, on enthusiasm.

Interpersonal Relationships
The Gamma Church youth group was one of four groups
attending the ASP in Iager.

They were joined by a group

from Texas, Georgia, and Indiana.

The Gamma Church youth

group and the group from Indiana were each attending their
first ASP workcamp.

Some members from the other two groups

had each attend ASP before.

One activity was held on Sunday

evening to help break the ice among the participants.

After

a few announcements, the staff made athletic equipment
available and gave the participants free time the rest of
the evening.
A few of the subjects made friends with youth from
other churches, but they did not begin mixing with them in a
significant way until late Tuesday night.

The occasion was

the flooding of the portion of the cafeteria where the boys
were sleeping on the floor.

While the entire camp was

attending a worShip service at a black church, a thunder
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storm came through the area and the configuration of the
open windows caused the rain from the cloud burst to flow
right into the room.

As much as four inches of water

accumulated in some areas of the floor, causing sleeping
bags to become soaked.

Though the girls were normally not

allowed into the boys sleeping area, the entire camp pitched
in to clean up the mess and to save as many sleeping bags
and bed rolls as possible.

This "crisis" was perhaps the

greatest single group building activity the participants
experienced during the workcamp.

A noticeably greater

degree of openness was apparent the following day among
youth from different groups (Fieldnotes 3.8.2).
Prior to the workcamp the subjects had been assigned
to three different work crews by their adult leaders.
work crews included only members from Gamma Church.

These
The

subjects indicated this was a positive experience, although
one subject wanted to be included in a group with his
friends, rather than a group designed to help him get to
know other members of the group.
Camp Based Programming
The primary programming for the week focused on a
worship service on Tuesday evening and a brief sharir.g time
on Thursday evening.

The SUbjects were exposed to the wor

ship of a local black church on Tuesday evening.
ice was arranged specifically for the workcampers.

The serv
There
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fore, the campers served as the congregation and the local
church members provided music and programming.
The sharing time took place Thursday evening.

All

of the workcamp participants were divided into four groups
and led to a different part of the school building by a
staff member.

The participants were each given an

opportunity to share why they had come to ASP and what they
were getting out of the experience.

Several subjects stated

how meaningful this experience was, noting how they wished
there had been more sharing time.
Personal Development
Though ASP as an organization is committed to per
sonal development, there was very little intentional
programming included in the week designed to facilitate such
growth.

Comments from the Gamma Church youth director indi

cated that she had attended previous ASP workcamps where the
programming had been very central and very meaningful.

She

also noted that the youth she had worked with before in
another church had really benefited when such programming
was included.
Work Component
On Sunday evening a planning session, which included
the staff, adult leaders, and one youth representative from
each

work crew, was held.

One of the staff members ran
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through a list of the different jobs needing to be completed
during the week.

The work crews were given the opportunity

to request their job assignment based upon their skill
level.

When all the jobs were assigned, the staff made

arrangements to take representatives from each work crew to
the homes of the persons they would be helping to meet the
families and to size up the job in preparation for Monday.
The job assignments were made for the entire week, as was
the case in the Group workcamp.
The subjects worked very hard during a very hot
week.

Most were not accustomed to such physical work.

jobs were situation in isolated mountain hollows.

Two

The sub

jects had to cross home made bridges by foot to get to the
homes.

This meant they had to bring their tools and build

ing materials up on foot as well.
On job was to complete an addition to a home which
nearly doubled the size of the house because the house was
so small.

8ach of the subjects working at that location

commented on the joy they felt to see the expressions on the
faces of the family members when the doorway from the com
pleted addition was cut to provide access from the original
house.
effort.

They all felt the hard work had been worth the
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Interaction with Families
Interaction between the subjects and the families
they were serving was good at two sites.

They were able to

play with the small children and listen to the parents talk
about their lives in West Virginia.

The interaction with

the families was the highlight of the week for most of the
subjects in these two groups.
The third group had the opposite experience.

They

rarely saw the family, composed of a single mother and her
teen aged son and daughter.

While the subjects at this site

were working in the heat on top of the roof, the mother was
at her job and the children stayed in the house, which was
air conditioned.
Though the subjects questioned among themselves why
the family had a VCR and video games when they couldn't
arrange to fix their roof, they never seemed bitter.

They

were just disappointed that they seemed to be the only crew
in camp that did not get to know the family they were help
ing.
Research Question One:

Workcamp Phase

The following operational questions were developed
to facilitate the investigation of Research Question 1 dur
ing the workcamp phase.
1.

How do the youth evaluate the workcamp experience in
general? (II 1)
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2.

What aspects of the workcamp experience do the youth
identify as sources of personal satisfaction or dis
satisfaction? (II 2 & 3)

3.

How do the youth describe their personal involvement in
the workcamp experience? (II 4 & 5)

4.

What effect do the youth believe this experience will
have personally and interpersonally? (II 6 & 7)

The following presentation of the analysis of the findings
from the workcamp phase have been based upon these opera
tional questions drawn from Researcn Question 1.
Evaluation
When the subjects were asked to evaluate the workcamp experience at the conclusion of the week, all ten sub
jects indicated that it had been a positive experience.
Each of the

t~n

subjects also referred to the family

they had help in their response.

Unlike the subjects

attending the Shenandoah Valley Outreach Project, these sub
jects remained at the home of the same family all week long.
Seven subjects indicated that their relationship
with the family members they were helping had been positive.
The description of the impression the families made upon the
subjects often included the positive attitudes of the
families.
When I first got to the work site and saw the people,
they were happy and even though they don't have as much
as other people have they just seemed cheerful, and they
were cheerful the whole week. And they were always nice
and always willing to help. They were really nice. I'm
just one person out of all these people, but they really
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taught me a lot about what to appreciate and stuff.
Things that I take for granted. (C04FSHR)
Two subjects, both in the same work crew, expressed their
disappointed concerning the quality of their relationship
with the family they helped.

Due to the work schedule of

the mother, who was a single parent, they rarely saw her.
She had two high school age childen, but they never came
outside, and only toward the end of the week were the sub
jects invited to come inside and visit.

One girl said, -I

was disappointed that we didn't get to know the family and
that they weren't too friendly" (C06FPHR).

One boy, in the

same work crew, said,
I do wish that we could have been with the family that
we worked for more. That's one thing that some of the
others were able to do. I do wish that we could have
talked to them more or that they would have corne out and
helped us so we could have gotten to know them. I think
that would have made it better. (C10MSHR)
Six of the subjects also spoke of the work in their
evaluation of the workcamp.

Several spoke of the sense of

accomplishment they felt upon completion.

One girl said,

I felt better about myself knowing that I had helped
somebody who really didn't have the resources or the
money to help themselves. I feel better about myself.
I feel like more of a whole person, because I did help
them in that way. (COSFPHR)
Others spoke of the happiness they felt when they
saw the expressions of the family members upon completion of
the job.

One boy, speaking of how tired he was from the

hard work, said, "It's worth it to see the expressions of
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their faces when we connected the two rooms we'd been work
ing on" (C08MSHR).
Areas of Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction
The subjects were asked to identify the aspects of
the workcamp experience which provided them with satisfac
tion as well as those aspects which provided them with dis
satisfaction.
Satisfaction
The subjects cited four sources for the satisfaction
they experienced: (1) serving others; (2) meeting new
people; and (3) developing closer friendships with members
of their youth group.
Serving others.

Seven of the subjects indicated

that serving other people was something they had especially
liked about the experience.

Two subjects, both in the same

work crew, described the enthusiasm of the family upon
seeing the completed work as a source of their satisfaction.
Two others subjects said they had grown to appreciate what
they had after helping persons with much less.
One girl explained her service in terms of a special
call from God.
vant of God.

She said, "r liked being able to be a ser
I thought that was really special.

person gets a chance to do that.
people that were here to come.

Not ever

He chose me and all these
That makes me feel special"
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(COSFPHR).

When asked what it meant to her to be a servant,

she said, "I feel like I'm helping.

Even though we didn't

preach to them or give them Bible verses or Bible songs to
go by, I felt like I was still spreading his word, spreading
his love" (COSFPHR).
Another girl explained how helping others had
actually helped her to grow personally.

She said,

I came here to help other people, but I think I've
helped myself more than I've helped other people,
because I've learned a lot of things. I think I've
grown up. (C04FSHR)
Meeting new people.

Pive of the subjects indicated

they liked "meeting new people" (C07MSHR) or "making new
friends" (C09MSHR).

One girl who felt she had had diffi

culty helping, said she enjoyed having fellowship with the
people from the other youth groups.

She added, .. It was good

to see other people who were a little bit more motivated
than I am" (C06FPHR).
Closer relationship with youth group members.

One

of the goals of the adult leadership for the trip was to see
the members of the youth group get closer.

The responses

from three subjects suggests this occurred for them per
sonally.

One girl said she

f~und

satisfaction from, "learn

ing how to get along with our youth group" (C03FJHR).

When

asked what she had learned specifically, she said, "We
learned that there are some differences, but a whole lot of
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things are the same.

We're going to try to stay in touch

with them" (C03FJHR).
Dissastisfaction
For four subjects, the primary source of their dis
satisfaction focused upon the absence of a spiritual empha
sis in the program.

Two of the subjects expressed their

dissatisfaction as follows,
There wasn't a whole lot of reference to religion in
this camp. A lot of it was do as you please. I
expected more. One thing I didn't expect to see was how
religious a lot of the kids here were. It suprised me.
r respect that a lot. I saw a lot of kids with their
counselors, talking about God, and reading the Bible.
That was neat to see. (C08MSHR)
When we had our gatherings r figured we would talk about
God a little bit more. And we really didn't. r always
like to hear people's testimonies or hear a story out of
the Bible. The only time we heard anything from out of
the Bible was in the morning for devotions.
(C05FPHR)
Three subjects were dissatisfied with the accommoda
tions at the school were they stayed.

Those items speciii

cally mentioned included the food, the showers, and the lack
of an area where the participants could sit and talk in
order to get to know each other better.
Two subjects said there was nothing they did not
like about the experience.
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Perceived Byproducts of Participation
To help determine the benefits of the experience and
the level of personal involvement, the perceived

byproduc~s

of participation were sought from the subjects.
Personal Gains from the Experience
The responses to the question, "What have you gained
personally from this experience?" can be clustered into two
categories: (1) gains in personal understanding; and (2)
gains in interpersonal relations.
Gains in oersonal understanding.

The responses of

seven of the subjects showed signs of increased personal
understanding.

Several of the subjects expressed a new

sense of gratitude and appreciation for their homes and
families.

In light of his own situation, one boy acknowl

edged "I need to start offering myself to help others more"
(C08MSHR).

Another subject gained the realization that he

could make a positive difference in the lives of other
people.

He said he gained, "A confidence that I can make a

difference in people's lives.

I always thought preachers

were influential in people's lives.
too, and that's cool" (C07MSHR).

I guess I can be that

Another subject said of

his experience, "I feel better in my heart, because I know
I've done something for some people that aren't as fortunate
as I am.

I feel good about that" (C10MSHR).
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One girl (C05FPHR) said she had gotten to know her
self better through the rigors and demands of the week.
When asked to explain how she had gotten to know herself
better she said,
Just knowing my limits and how far I really can go.
Lots of times when you're at home and you're doing some
thing and you get tired you might say, "Well that's all
I can do." You know at home in a couple of weeks you
can get back to it. Here you have to push, push, push
because when you leave you're not going to be coming
back. I found out some of my limits in that way.
Gains in interpersonal relations.

Four of the sub

jects indicated they had developed new friendships during
the workcamp experience.

These response again illustrate

the value the youth placed upon developing meaningful rela
tionships with other people.
Personal and Interpersonal Implications
When asked ·What effect do you think this experience
will have on your life?" the greatest number of responses,
six in all, focused upon a newly acquired sense of apprecia
tion for what each person had and a commitment on the part
of several to help other people in the future.

Some

explained the impact in terms of a new awareness of the
needs of others who are less fortunate.

They felt this

awareness would help them become sensitized to the needs of
persons in other settings, including their own communities.
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The level of the transfer of learning from the workcamp setting to home was a concern one girl shared.
When I go to camp, I'm really psyched, and then I get
home and then I'm just normal again. But I think now
I'll probably be trying to help other people more. And
I hope I will be able to. I hope I don't go back and
forget all about it. I don't think I will.
It's easy when you get back to be like ·Oh yeah, I
went into the mountains," and just joke about it and not
really think about how serious it was. But if you think
about how much you helped people and what you learned,
and just realized that you did do something and that it
wasn't a vacation, then you can remember how you felt
while you were there and why you did it. (C04FSHR)
Research Question Two:

Workcamp phase

The following operational questions were developed
to facilitate the investigation of Research Question 2 dur
ing the workcamp phase.
1.

What connections are the youth drawing between the serv
ice they are rendering and their relationship with Jesus
Christ? (II 8)

2.

What impact do the youth believe the workcamp experience
is having on their understanding of God? (II 9)

The following presentation of the analysis of the findings
from the workcamp phase have been based upon these opera
tional questions for Research Question 2.
Integration of Experience with
personal Spirituality
The two operational questions focused upon two areas
of personal spirituality: (1) making connections between the
service and a person's relationship with Jesus Christi and
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(2) the anticipated impact the experience will have on a
person's spiritual understanding.
Connection
When the subjects were asked to explain the connec
tion between their relationship with Jesus Christ and the
service they had given this week, the subjects' responses
formed three clusters.

The responses of two subjects fell

into two of the three clusters: (1) impact upon personal
relationship with Jesusi (2) impact upon perception of serv
ice; and (3) impact upon perception of self.
Impact upon personal relationship with Jesus.

Four

of the subjects said they had grown closer to Jesus through
the workcamp experience.
I think that it is closer, I feel that I was working for
him actually. (C03FJHR)
I think it will make a bigger bond between me and God.
I think I'll go horne and pray and feel really good about
myself. (C01FSHR)
I did it for church and for Christ, I guess. It will
help me grow closer, to see that he wouldn't want those
people to live like they do while other people live with
riches, without people trying to help rebuild their
lives. He wouldn't want people to be greedy and not help
the poor. (C09MSHR)
Impact upon perception of service.

Five subjects

explained the connection between their relationship with
Jesus and the service they were giving in terms of a broader
understanding of service and their personal role.
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He sent us here to help people, that don't have as much
as we do. And so I guess we've pleased him by coming
out here and volunteering our time. (C02FSHR)
If Jesus would have been here, he'd have helped them.
And that's what he wants everyone to do, to help one
another. It's like no one is better than another one.
We're all the same and we need to help each other to get
by.
(C07MSHR)
Understanding of God
When asked, ·What effect has the experience this
week had on the way you feel about God?" seven of the sub
jects indicated their understanding of God or his will had
grown.
One girl explained that after the experience, she
understood better why persons would go to serve as mis
sionaries.
It's because they want to do things for God, it's not
for themselves. They want to help God and help God's
people . . . . Because it's his children that you're
helping. You're coming closer to him. You can go to
church and say, nOh, yeah I go to church." But if
you're not doing anything then that's really useless.
You're just not helping other people. (C04FSHR)
Two male subjects explained thier sense of closeness
to God in terms of the manner in which they were able to
relate to the persons they were assisting.
I've grown closer. I wasn't shocked when I saw them, I
was ready for them. I felt like God was with me.
(C09MSHR)
It's helped me understand that we can make a difference.
Jesus wants people to be what they can in life, and he
doesn't want people to live like this, but if they do,
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he wants people to be able to help them. Make them bet
ter. That's what I was here to do.
(C10MSHR)
Post-Workcamp Phase
This section focuses upon the reflections of the
subjects upon their workcamp experience after their return
home.

The Gamma Church subjects returned to their home town

late Saturday afternoon.

Several of the subjects attended

Sunday school the next morning.

The teacher was interested

in learning about their experience and gave them a chance to
share with the class.
A church-wide covered dish dinner was held the sec
ond Sunday in September for the youth group
their workcamp experience.

to share about

A gathering of over two

people packed the fellowship hall.

hun~red

After the meal the youth

director and two subjects, a boy and a girl, shared what
they had gotten out of the experience.

Each spoke about the

specific work they had done and their relationship with the
family they had helped.

A slide show prepared by the youth

group using slides from their workcamp experience was shown.
Research Question One:

Interview Three

The following operational questions were developed
to facilitate the investigation of Research Question 1 dur
ing the third interview which took place during the post
workcamp phase.
1.

Upon reflection, what significant memories do the sub
jects have of the workcamp experience? (III 1)
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2.

What aspects do the subjects identify as either posi
tively or negatively impacting the workcamp experience?
(III 2 & 3)

3.

What effect do the subjects believe this experience has
had on their lives? (III 4)

Reflection
At the beginning of the third interview the youth
were asked, "What are you thinking about the workcamp now as
you reflect back on it?"

Five of the subjects, of whom four

were females, mentioned their memories of the families they
had helped.

Several focused on how nice the people were.

One subject remembered how appreciative the family he worked
for had been.

One girl said, "1 think a lot about the fam

ily we help. I wonder how they are, if they got there house
finished up. How my friends are that I met there. Mostly I
think about the family, not just what 1 did for them, but
how they are" (C04FSHR).
Three subjects shared the actual work was their most
vivid memory.

Three subjects mentioned their own emotional

response toward the experience, in terms of positive feel
ings they had for themselves for working.
feel good about it.

One boy said, "I

It was good to do that.

It makes me

feel better that I was able to help other people" (C09MSHR).
Two subjects indicated that they remembered the
friends they had made with youth from other groups.

Several

•
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indicated that they had been corresponding with their new
friends.
Personal Evaluation of the Experience
To determine how the subjects felt about the experi
ence, they were asked to offer an evaluation of the aspects
which made the trip a good experience and areas which could
have been improved.
Benefits
The subjects were asked to identify the most aspects
of the workcamp which were helpful in making this a good
experience.

Responses feel into two primary groups: (1)

relationship with the resident, and (2) relationship with
workcrew.
Seven subjects said their relationship with the fam
ily was one of the most meaningful aspect of the week.
Meeting new people, the family that we helped and the
kids from other youth groups. And getting closer to our
youth group. (C09MSHR)
We didn't really speak out and share God's love and our
love, we still did it through our actions. I thought
that was another special part of it. We did really
speak out so much about it, but just in the way we acted
and that kind of thing I think we sort of spread his
love. (C05FPHR)
Two subject felt the relationship they had with
their work crew was most helpful in making the experience
good.
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Relationship with work crews.

Most of the subjects

said they got to know the members of their work crew a lot
better.

They all indicated that they go along well and

enjoyed working together, though some did get on each
other's nerves toward the end of the week.
Improvements
The subjects were also asked to state what they felt
could have made the trip better.
broadly.

The responses varied

Five of the subjects' responses focused upon the

cleanliness of the facility where they stayed.
subjects also made mention of the food.

Two of these

One boy responded,

"more Pepto. Maybe some better food" (C07MSHR).
Two subjects. both females, expressed a desire to
have had more programming in the evenings which would have
helped make connections between their faith and their over
all experience.

One girl said,

I think that if we had talked more about God. Because
that was [pause], really my impression of what we were
going to do was that we would go out and work all day
and come back in and get all together, which is what we
did, but we'd have some way to tie it into the Bible or
into a lesson from the Bible or whatever, and we didn't
really get that. And that's what would have made it
even more meaningful, to have that fellowship.
(C05FPHR)
Two additional subjects said they could not think of
anything that would have improved the experience.
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Assessment of Personal and
Interpersonal Implications
The subjects were asked how they were different as a
result of the workcamp experience.

Five of the subjects

indicated they had a greater appreciation for others, par
ticularly those who were less fortunate than themselves.
The following comments are representative of the responses.
I guess r look at things in a different sense now. When
ever I go to Washington, before I would see a homeless
person and think, NOh, he's weird, he eats out of peanut
butter jars and stuff." Now I feel sorrow for those
people and I wish I could do something to help. It's a
total difference since you've seen people who are poor
and you've had a chance to work with them and learn that
they are just people like you. (C01FSHR)
Well, every time I see someone that is not as well off
as I am around Winchester, I feel differently about
them. Before I didn't know how bad they really were,
but now, after going on this trip, and helping people
like this, I know how they feel, and I kind of want to
help them. It's hard to help them by yourself. I think
it would be nice if our youth group would do something
to help people around here.
(C10MSHR)·
Four subjects were more appreciative of the homes
they lived in and the many things they realized they had
taken for granted.

One girl explained, "it was really a

humbling experience to do physical labor.

I've never done

anything like that before. To see people who live worse than
me made me realize how much I really have" (COSFPHR).
Three subjects indicated they felt they had matured
personally as a result of the workcamp.

One boy explained,

r think I don't depend upon what other people think as
much. I think I changed a lot in that respect. I'm not
worried about other people as much as I was. My image,
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I guess you could say. I really don't care if other
people don't like it.
There are two different ways of pleasing people,
there's pleasing other people in the way that ASP does,
and then there is pleasing friends just to be with
friends. And that's the way I've gotten out of.
(C09MSHR)
Two subjects, both females, said they had "grown
closer to God" (COIFSHR) through the experience.

One of

these subjects felt she had grown closer to God because she
had been involved in wsharing his 10ve

W

with others

(C05FPHR) .
Research Question Two:

Interview Three

The following operational question was developed to
facilitate the investigation of Research Question 2 during
the post-workcamp phase.
1.

What effect do the subjects believe the workcamp experi
ence has had on their relationship with Jesus Christ or
God? (III 6)

Integration of Experience with
Personal Spirituality
The operational question focused upon the impact the
subjects felt the experience had had upon their
spirituality.

p~rsonal

The subjects were asked, ·What impact has

this experience had on your relationship with Jesus Christ
or God?"

Nine subjects identified some type of impact upon

their relationship with Jesus Christ which they felt was a
result of the workcamp experience.

Some described their

relationship with Jesus Christ as being "closer" or
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Hstronger" following the experience.

Several indicated that

church or Sunday school were more interesting.

Others said

they felt closer to the members in their youth group and so
felt more comfortable to share about their faith.

Three of

the subjects mentioned that their interaction with the
families contributed to this closeness.

The tenth subject,

said she didn't know of any change in her life spiritually,
adding" I was disappointed over that" (C06FPHR).
The following statements are illustrative of the
comments made by the subjects in response to this question.
It reaffirms my belief in Jesus Christ. I've had a few
experiences where I say, "Now I'm positive that God is
real." This was one of them. Seeing how all these
people came together in Jesus' name in order to help
these people. And how the people we worked for felt the
same way. Everybody had such a strong belief in God and
a strong faith. That just reaffirms my belief in God
and Jesus Christ.
(C08MSHR)
I think I've become closer. I went to youth group
before. Some Sundays I'd be like, "I don't feel like
going this weekend." But now it's like I want to go.
I
knew the people in my youth group before, but now I know
them better. It's fun to be with them. It's brought me
closer to wanting to go to church. It's brought me
closer to him in that way. (C04FSHR)
It's easier for me to be willing to help somebody. I
think that's what he would have done or he would do.
It's easier to help somebody and not really think about
it. It's just OK, I'll do it. (C07MSHR)
The holistic nature of the workcamp experience is
reflected in these responses, identifying service, relation
ships, and the example of the faith of others as influencing
these respondents.
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Research Question One:

Interview Four

The following operational questions were developed
to facilitate the investigation of Research Question 1 dur
ing the fourth interview conducted during the post-workcamp
phase.
1.

Upon reflection, what significant memories do the sub
jects have of the workcamp experience? (IV 1 & 2)

2.

What personal lessons do the subjects believe they have
learned from this experience? (IV 3)

3.

What effect do the subjects believe this experience has
had on their lives? (IV 4)

4.

What effect do the youth believe this experience has had
on their youth group? (IV 5)

Reflection
When asked to name the most significant memories
from the workcamp experience, all ten subjects each gave at
least two responses in their answer.

Each sUbject gave some

reference to an interpersonal relationship that was
developed or strengthened.
Seven subjects specifically spoke of the "fellowship
with friends" (C09MSHR) they had made, or the "new people
they had met (C07MSHR).

g

Two addition subjects spoke of the

closeness they felt with the youth group, one girl said they
had "bonded" (C02FSHR).
Six of the subjects said they liked getting to know
the families they had served.

Some called them by name

while others spoke of simply "helping people" (C07MSHR).
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Three subjects spoke of the fond memories they had
of working with their work crew.

One girl said she remem

bered, ·working together, becoming friends" (C04FSHR).
Two subjects mentioned the Tuesday evening when the
boys sleeping area was flood because the windows were left
open.

One girl commented, "I guess it was when the boy's

room flooded.

We all pitched in together to help get every

thing cleaned up· (C01FSHR).
Relationship with Families
Seven of the subjects, representing two different
work crews, said they had good relationships with members of
the families they assisted.

Each of the two families served

by these work crews had several children under the age of
ten.

Though they were shy at first, they were following the

work crew members all around by midweek.

The subjects were

able to interact with the children significantly by the end
of the week.

One subject described the development of her

relationship in this way,
The first of the week the mother and dad really wanted
to help and carry stuff up this really step hill. The
kids didn't come out or talk to us at all, until the
last two days. Sue, the girl I got to know really well,
came out and started talking and I got to know her
really well. Laura got to know the other girl, Terry.
And Ray [family's son) was sort of hanging around with
Scott and everybody. The children, I wish they had come
out sooner, because I would have gotten to know them
even better. (C01FSHR)
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Another subjects describe her relationship with her
family as follows,
The family was really nice. They had three girls and
two boys, but I only meet two of their girls and one of
their boys, because the other two were older. They were
really nice. The mother a~d the father were really
helpful. The kids were pretty quiet. They did offer to
help, like when we were painting the bridge. The
youngest boy, Sam, he was really nice, he was funny.
(C04FSHR)
Members of the tnird work crew had significantly
less contact with the family members while at their job
site.

They were working on the roof laying rolled shingles.

The mother worked two jobs, so she was rarely home.

The

teenage son and daughter were either visiting friends cr
inside the house.

Each of the three subjects at this site

indicated a desire to have gotten to know the family better.
Some contact was established the last day during lunch.

One

member of the work crew said,
I remember the last day we worked on the house and we
ate with the family. I got to talk with them and get to
know them better. It made me feel better about the work
we did.
Relat;.onship with Work Crew Members
As mentioned earlier, unlike the other two workcamps, the ASP encouraged youth groups to assign
work crews comprised of their own members.
specific goals of the pastor and youth

t~e;~

own

One of the

directo~

was to see

the youth group get closer through this experience, and they
felt this work crew arrangement would support that goal.
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All ten subjects indicated that the got closer to
the youth group members in their work crew through the expe
rience.

These comments served to illustrate.

It brought us together.
I think we've started to go
back the way it was. Hopefully, when we go on our trip
this next summer, we will be able to make things last.
(C09MSHR)
Before going our youth group had a lot of problems get
ting along. I think we are more understanding of each
other. That we listen better.
(C03FJHR)
We got together more, we know each other better.
(C02FSHR)
One subject did indicate that he would have liked to have
had a say about whose work crew he was in.

He wanted to be

in the same work crew with his friend.
Relationship with Other Youth
Six of the subjects said they had enjoyed getting to
know the other youth.

Two of these subjects had written

letters to other participants.

Four of the subjects said

they had not gotten to know the other youth very well.

One

boy observed,
We were there for the same cause, to help other people.
We were there for the same reason. I didn't get to know
too many. I only met a few. If we had been mixed up
and worked with others on the houses I think we would
have gotten to know each other better.
(CIOMSHR)
Significant Learning
Seven of the subjects indicated they had learned not
to take things for granted, through witnessing families
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struggling with the barest of resources.

In light of the

limited means of the families, one girl commented on the way
the family dealt with adversity.
always what they seem.

She said, "things aren't

The people were poor, but they

seemed happy· (C02FSHR).
Two subjects said they learned about the importance
of teamwork.

One boy said, "I also learned that I had the

ability to work with others.

Team unity.

I made new

friends, people that I hang out with now" (C07MSHR).
Assessment of Personal and Group Implications
Responses were sought to assess the perceived impact
the experience had upon each subject as well as the youth
group.
Personal Implications
The subjects were asked to describe how the workcamp
experience had influenced them personally.

Five of the sub

jects said they had gained a new appreciation for the
clothes, food, and

~helter

their parents provided.

One girl

said, "it helped me realize that everyone doesn't life in a
house like mine.

I also learned that it's not enough just

to give money, you need to give yourself by helping others·
(C04FSHR).
Three subjects indicated they felt they had grow
emotionally.

One girl said the experience,
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allowed me to grow up a lot. The responsibility we had
down there was tremendous. What you do affects their
lives. Knowing that put a lot of stress, knowing that
if you messed up, it was their home you were messing up.
It might not be fixed until the next crew came, or never
at all, maybe. The responsibility helped me to grow up
(C05FPHR)
a little faster.
Another subject said his participation had made him, "feel
better inside because I did something good for others, I
helped these people" (CIOMSHR).
Impact Upon Youth Group
All ten subjects said they felt they had grown
closer as a group.

Responses paralleled those given earlier

when the subjects were asked to describe their relationship
with their work crews, since the members of their work crews
were all from their youth group.
us closer together.

One girl said, "it brought

Before we seemed to have only certain

ones who would talk. Now things are more open» (C04FSHR).
Research Question Two:

Interview Four

The following operational questions were developed
to facilitate the investigation of Research Question 2 dur
ing the post-workcamp phase.
1.

How do the subjects describe their involvement in
activities of a religious or service oriented nature?
(IV 6, 7, & 8)

2.

What effect do the subjects believe the workcamp experi
ence has had on their relationship with Jesus Christ?
(IV 9)
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3.

What impact do the subjects believe the workcamp experi
ence has had on their understanding of God? (IV 10)

Relationship of Experience with Personal
Exercise of Spiritual Disciplines
Foster's (1978) grouping of the spiritual dis
ciplines into three categories has been adapted to reflect
the relationship of the workcamp experience upon the
exercise of spiritual disciplines.

His scheme includes:

(1) corporate disciplines (e.g., worship and celebration);
(2) inward disciplines (e.g., meditation,. prayer, and
studY)i and (3) outward disciplines (e.g., simplicity and
service).
Corporate Disciplines
Six of the subjects said they were more involved in
church, Sunday school, and, or youth group then they were
before the workcamp.
had not changed.

Two subjects said their involvement

The two girls attending their freshman

year of college said they were less involved due to school.
Three of the subjects had not actively participated in the
youth group prior to the workcamp.

Two of these subjects

began to attend UMYF after the experience.
Inward Disciplines
Eight of the subjects said their practice of the
inward disciplines had increased.

Most of these subjects

mentioned a specific increase in reading their Bible or in
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praying.

The following comments serve to illustrate the

responses.
I read my Bible sometimes. I did more when we first got
back. Then I'd forget. r pray more now then r did
before.
(C04FSHR)
I'm involved in Bible study, we go to people's houses.
I try to pray more every day. Being more comfortable
with it, wanting to be more Christian, more like God.
When I have problems I try to talk to God.
(COIFSHR)
Not as in depth as it should be. I pray and believe
more. I guess I still have a lot of questions
unanswered about life and God.
(C09MSHR)
Two subjects said their devotional life was about the same,
though one male subject seemed to feel it were otherwise.
Outward Disciplines
The participation in activities designed to help
others on the part of the subjects was very limited.

Seven

of the subjects said they were not involved in any activity.
Three mentioned a school club, such as K-Club, another sub
ject said she had participated in the

Mar~h

of Dimes.

Integration of Experience with
Personal Spirituality
To assess the level of spiritual consciousness
exhibited by the subjects, questions were posed regarding
their relationship with Jesus Christ and God.
Relationship with Jesus Christ
All ten subjects said their relationship with Jesus
Christ had been impacted by the experience.

Some spoke in
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terms of a "stronger faith" (COIFSHR) or a "stronger rela
tionship" (COBMSHR).

Two subjects mentioned their prayers

as being involved in their relationship,

One subject said,

"I guess I feel like I believe more, I feel like my prayers
are more important

II

(C09MSHR).

One subject indicated he felt that Jesus was more
real to him then before the experience.

He said, "it seems

like I know he's there now more than before.
I'm more aware of him,
were working.
(CIOMSHR).

I feel that

I felt like he was with us while we

We were helping him by helping those people"

When asked what he meant when he said, feeling

"more aware?", he answered, "I think about him more because
I feel like he's watching out for us, he's got his eye on us
after helping those people" (CIOMSHR).

Another male subject

expressed his response in terms of the realization that
Jesus was not just at camp, "but here too.

If he were on

earth he'd be helping people in need" (C07MSHR).
Relationship with God
Six of the subjects said their relationship with God
was equivalent to their relationship to Jesus Christ,

One

girl said she felt "a little closer to both God and Jesus"
(COSFPHR).

She explained,

The trip will have an affect on me forever, because I
learned what to be thankful for and who to be thankful
to, to God. I look to them more now for answers,
I
think I trust them more now, because I have seen what I
have compared to others.
(COSFPHR)
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Four subjects gave a response which specifically
identified their relationship with God.

One subject

explained that the experience helped

to "realize who God

is" (C04FSHR).

h~r

She went on to explain, "I know some kids

who say that they are atheists, who have doubts.

When you

go to a pl:=e like that you see that there is God, you don't
have doubts.
(C04FSHR).

I went to work, but I gained God too"
When asked how the workcamp

experien~e

had had

an effect, she answered, "all the people working together.
Seeing the love that they had for each other was really spe
cial" (C04FSHR).
Research Questions
This research was designed to answer three research
questions from the data gathered in each case.
Research Question One
The first research question asked,
What aspects of Christian youth workcamp experiences are
identified to promote psychosocial development (Greenberger
and S~rensen 1974) in church youth participants in regards
to the following:
a.
b.
c.

Increased individual adequacy?
Increased interpersonal adequacy?
Increased social adequacy?
Subjects from Case Three were found to display char

acteristics of each of these three adequacies of psychoso
cial development.
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Individual

Adeguac~

As in the previous two cases, the subjects showed
signs of self-reliance as a result of their workcarnp experi
ence.

Self-reliance was evidenced in the feelings of

accomplishment expressed by the

subj~~ts

upon completion of

the home improvements they were assigned.
The subjects also showed indications of greater
self-confidence as they gained the realization that they
could indeed make a difference.

The feelings of accomplish

ment expressed by the subjects were a source of enhanced
self-esteem.

The subjects worked hard through out the week,

yet found both enjoyment ana fulfillment in the experience,
contributing to their personal work orientation.

Several

subjects said they had learned new skills and done tasks
they had never tried before.
Interpersonal

Adeguac~

The interpersonal interaction was much more limited
in Case 3 between the subjects and young people from other
church youth groups.

The work crews were composed of mem

bers from the same churches.

The contact with young people

from other churches was limited to the free time each eve
ning.

Participants played volleyball and basketball, but as

one girl put "we didn't have a place where we could sit down
and just talk."

The subjects did get to know youth from

their own church better, during the overnight stop on the
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way to the workcamp.

The subjects also got to know the mem

bers from their youth group who were in their work crews
better.

Desire had been expressed by the adult leaders for

the youth group to become closer through the workcamp expe
rience.

The adults felt like this was accomplished.

The

subjects also recognized the existence of cliques with in
their group.

They also felt the youth group was more

cohesive after the experience.
For the subjects in the two work crews which had a
significant amount of interaction with the family they were
helping, they demonstrated an empathy for the circumstances
of the families.

All of the subjects gained an appreciation

for persons from a different socio-economic background.
Unlike the other two cases, no small group
activities were conducted through out the week.

Only one

evening, when the participants were divided into four
groups, with twenty persons to a group, did the subjects
have an opportunity to reflect upon the experience in an
intentional manner.
Social Commitment
The opportunity to work closely with 4 to 5 other
members of a work crew with a specific task which had real
consequences in the lives of those persons being served was
influential in promoting community.

This relationship pro

vided the subjects with opportunities to experience teamwork
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and to work together to attain specific goals, such as
repairing a leaking roof, or rebuilding a porch.

Participa

tion in the work crews themselves showed a readiness on the
part of the subjects to form alliances.
In terms of an openness to socio-political change,
the subjects did show evidence of a recognition of the cost
of change, as they saw first hand some of the needs which
many people faced, not just in regards to housing improve
ments, but also such problems as and isolation.
Though the subjects expressed the desire to serve
upon their return home, few actually did.

Most of the sub

jects did attend the ASP during the summer of 1992.
The subjects definitely showed sensitivity towards
those persons they were helping, though they differed in
several ways from the types of persons to whom they were
accustomed.
Research Question Two
The second research question asked,
To what extent do church youth participating in Christian
youth workcamp experiences exhibit evidence of enhanced
spiritual consciousness?
Several subjects from Case 3 were found to display
an increase in their spiritual consciousness.

They

expressed a greater awareness of Jesus Christ and God.
However, for several, this closeness dissipated over time or
was never sensed at all.

One subject said, "at the moment
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it was good, it brought me closer.

In the long run, I'm not

very changed, actually. I hate to admit it."

Another sub

ject said,
I don't think this week had as strong an effect as I
thought it would. I guess I felt like if all these
other people who felt probably more strongly then I, in
a week, it could wear off. This was just manual labor.
I thought I would come here and make somebody really
happy and then I would be happy. But it didn't. It
made me happy to hear how all these other people did it,
but it also let me down. I was kind of like, ·Well, what
did I do wrong, why didn't it work out for your group?"
Once aqain several subjects did show some confusion
or uncertainty when asked to distinguish between Jesus
Christ and God, because they had difficulty making specific
distinctions in how they perceived each.

Some perceived

both Jesus and God in the same manner.
Those subjects who showed evidence of enhanced
spiritual consciousness again demonstrated awareness in
three spheres of perception, cognitive, affective, and voli
tional.

While some showed signs encompassing each, most of

the subjects exhibited only one or two.

Indications were

made by several subjects that they felt they knew God better
as a result of the workcamp experience, expressing a cogni
tive awareness.

Some spoke in terms of an increased

understanding of God's will.
Some of the the subjects also expressed an enhanced
spiritual consciousness in terms of an awareness of an emo
tional relationship with Jesus Christ or with God.

The
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affective spiritual awareness focused upon a relationship
with Jesus Christ or God that was felt to be closer or more
significant to the subject, such as a sense that God was
with the subjects or that God was working through them.
Again, enhanced spiritual consciousness was also
expressed in volitional terms.
doing God's will by working
had sent them there.

~o

Subjects indicated they were
help other people, that God

Some said that they were doing the

same sort of thing that Jesus had done, or that Jesus would
be helping if he were on earth.
Research Question Three
The third research question asked,
How are the differential components of Christian youth work
camp experiences identified as promoting psychosocial devel
opment (Greenberger and s~rensen 1974) linked with evidence
of enhanced spiritual consciousness of church youth
participants?
To draw fuller meaning from the data gathered in
each case, two operational questions were developed to
facilitate the investigation of Research Question 3 within
each case individually.
1.

Based upon an analysis of the data gathered in each case
study, including interviews, fieldnotes, and documents,
what differential components of the Christian youth
workcamp are identified as contributing to psychosocial
development of the subjects?

2.

What relationship exits between these components and the
spiritual consciousness of the subjects subsequent to
the workcamp experience?
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Differential Comeonents
Four specific components were identified as con
tributing toward the psychosocial development of the sub
jects in Case Three.

The components are as follows:

1. A setting which offered one or more meaningful rela
tionships with peers and, or adults. This primarily
found expression in the 5 to 6 member work crews, com
prised of persons from the same church. In some
instances, especially among the female subjects, they
were able to make friends with young people from other
churches. This did not begin to happen, however until
toward the end of the week. The ASP program staff did
very little to facilitate any group development.
2. Direct contact with the persons being served. In
the one crew where this was limited, the subjects' over
all experience was not as enriched in an interpersonal
sense.
3. Activities designed to expose the participants to a
different c~lture. The worship experience at the black
church and the mid-week picnic with families being
served were the only two real program experiences offer,
but they did expose the participants to residents of the
area.
4. The opportunity to be engaged in service which were
challenging, meaningful, consequential, and within the
range of knowledge and abilities possessed by each work
crew as a unit.
Connection with Spiritual Consciousness
Spiritual consciousness is perceived through cogni
tive, affective, and volitional means.

The Appalachian

Service Project provided an environment which allowed for
spiritual growth of the subjects.

The limited intentional

programming resulted in less significant increases in
spiritual awareness.

The primary mode for spiritual percep
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tion focused upon the volitional, while the other domains
were present to a lesser degree, because little biblical
content was shared, other than morning devotions shared by
once by each youth group.

The single time of reflection

which can on Thursday night was cited by the subjects as
meaningful.

Several subjects were surprised that there was

not more programming by the staff.
The work crews offered small group settings for
meaningful relationships to grow.

Because the members of

the work crews were all from the same group, this did net
seem to be as dramatic.

No attempt was made to use the work

crews as a small group for programs.
The affective domain was addressed through the
interpersonal relations established in the work crews and
among the families being served.

This component was perhaps

hardest to control, due to the individuality of the persons
in the work crew as well as the persons being served.

The

subjects who had meaningful interpersonal relationships
tended to articulate an increase in their spiritual con
sciousness.
The volitional domain was addressed most directly
through the service component itself.

Several subjects

spoke about putting their faith into action through actually
serving others.

For some, the service component helped them
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to identify more closely with Jesus Christ, as they felt
they were doing the same types of things he had done.

CHAPTER 7
ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS ACROSS CASES
The strength of a multiple case study is the collec
tion of data from several settings, which allows for com
parisons to be made.

The purpose of this chapter is to ana

lyze the findings across the three cases as they relate to
Research Question 3.

The third research question asked,

How are the differential components of Christian youth work
camp experiences identified as promoting psychosocial devel
opment (Greenberger and S¢rensen 1974) linked with evidence
of enhanced spiritual consciousness of church youth
participants?
To draw fuller meaning from the data gathered in
each case collectively, two operational questions were
developed to facilitate the investigation of Research Ques
tion 3 across all three cases.
1.

How do the differential components identified as con
tributing to psychosocial development of the subjects
compare and contrast among the three Christian youth
workcamps within and across each case study?

2.

What linkages can be made between the spiritual con
sciousness of the subjects subsequent to the workcamp
experience and these differential components identified
as contributing to their psychosocial development within
and across each case study?
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Differential Components Across Cases
Several components of the workcamp experience from
each case were found to promote psychosocial development.
These components will now be reviewed to identify the dif
ferences and the similarities which exist in terms of these
components and the three workcamps examined in this
research.
P~omotion

of Interpersonal Relationships

All three workcamps afforded the subjects an
opportunity to develop meaningful interpersonal relation
ships.

In each case the subjects expressed an interest in

meeting new people and making new friends.

For most of the

subjects, this desire was realized as most of the subjects
were able to met the families they served, interacted at
various levels with young people and adults from other
church groups and from the workcamp staff, and had the
opportunity to get to know members of their own youth groups
on a deeper level.
The five to six member work crel.l's were the most nat
ural associations for these interpersonal relationships to
develop and grow.

Working together for six to eight hours a

day during the workcamp gave the members of the work crews
the opportunity to spend extended periods of time with each
other, while working toward a common goal to benefit someone
else.

The efforts my SVOP and GROUP to develop these work
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crews included specific activities which required the mem
bers to work together.
GROUP Workcamp was the only case to utilized the
work crews extensively during the evening programs as a nat
ural setting for small group activity to take place.

The

GROUP Workcamp designed the evening programs throughout the
week of the experience to capitalize on the camaraderie
which was developing during the long hours of toil as the
crew members work together as a team for a common purpose.
By utilizing these work crews as small groups in the program
setting, they were able to enhance the learning experience
during the evening programs as well as to help the work
crews to develop even greater unity as they joined together
as a team in a different setting for a slightly different
purpose.
SVOP also utilized the work crews during the evening
program in a limited capacity.

Though limited primarily to

the program on the first night, the program director sought
to take advantage of the initial contact of work crew mem
bers in iniciatives in the camp program setting to help the
work crew members to function better once they got to their
respective work sites the next day.

During other evening

sessions, the SVOP program director used small groups which
she selected from among the entire camp.

This was done in
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order to help acquaint a broader number of persons from
within the entire camp.
ASP was the only workcamp which did not provide any
specific program to help build up the work crews.

Since the

work crews were composed of members from a single church.
some churches, such as Gamma Church assigned the
participants to the work crews prior to the actual workcamp
and were able to conduct some group building activities
before corning to the camp.
Leadership Development
Only Group Workcamp had an intentional strategy in
place to assist in the leadership development of the
participants.

On the first evening, when the participants

were with their respective work crews, each person was given
the opportunity to select one of six different jobs which
they would perform during the week for their work crew.
The jobs varied in the level of responsibility, from
reporter, who made request for materials for the job, and
break master, who packed the lunch each day, to the devo
tions

leade~,

who led the devotions at the work site using

the GROUP produced materials.
The two subjects in the Alpha Church youth group who
served as work crew directors said the challenge of leading
their work crews was very rewarding.

Both of these girls

had attended the workcamp before, but had not held this
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position.

In each case these two sUbjects said they had a

very positive relationship with the adult in their work
crews.

The adults in each case were very supportive, while

allowing the two girls to lead the work crew.

Each girl

said the experience of serving as the work crew leader had
helped her to mature.
In each case the subjects were given specific
responsibilities while on the work sites.

The adult leaders

were encouraged in each case to involve the youth in deci
sion making process when ever possible and to allow the
youth to do the actual work.

This added to the self-esteem

of the youth, as their responses reflected a good feeling
about the work they had contributed and the projects they
had completed.
Community Development
In addition to the friendships which developed among
the individual work crews, a sense of community developed as
well, as the participants recognized the common Christian
faith they shared and the common purpose of helping others
as an expression of their personal faith.

GROUP and SVOP

each encouraged the participants to write affirming messages
to one another, called ·care cards,· which were placed in a
bag or envelope designated for the recipient of the card.
SVOP placed the greatest emphasis upon developing a

sense of community among all the participants of the entire
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workcamp.

SVOP was the smallest of the three programs, with

fifty-five participants.

The organization's board, valuing

the establishment of community within the workcamp program,
had limited the number of total participants to a maximum of
sixty in order to ensure this goal of community could be
attainable.
The program director at SVOP and other staff 'liorked
at offering programming which supported this goal, including
crowd breakers and other activities designed to held the
participants learn about one another.

These activities were

conducted through out the entire week.

The opportunity for

a camp wide activity on the free day held on Wednesday of
the workcamp also contributed to the building of community.
Nightly adult meetings with the staff also emphasized the
importance of community.

The subjects attending SVOP each

made comments which demonstrated that such a sense of com
munity was experienced.
Cultural Education
Each case allowed for some cross cultural exposure
by being in a relatively isolated geographic region and by
working directly with persons of the area.

Orientation

materials from each of the three programs provided resource
materials intended to raise the consciousness of the sub
jects regarding the cultural of the people living in the
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area in which they would serve, and the particular chal
lenges these persons faced.
Two of the workcamps included specific cultural
dimensions within the evening programs.

ASP provided the

most indepth cross-cultural experience, arranging for the
participants to attend a worship service at a local black
church.
ence.

The subjects all enjoyed the novelty of the experi
For most of the participants, it was their first

visit to a church composed of persons of another race.
Unfortunately, no opportunity to intentionally reflect upon
the experience was provided by the staff following the expe
rience.

GROUP scheduled a local country western singer to

perform during the program one evening, to give the
participants a taste of the local culture in an entertaining
manner.
Personal Contact with Hosts during Service
All three workcamps encouraged the participants to
view the service they rendered as a ministry, and to take
the opportunity to get to know the families they were
assisting.

GROUP and SVOP especially encouraged the work

crews to invite the families to join the work crew members
in prayer at the beginning of the day or at the noon meal.
Only SVOP rotated the work crews to multiple job
sites, allowing for a broader exposure and ensuring that a
work crew would not be assigned to a home the entire week
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where they would never meet the family.

The trade off with

the rotation is the time a work crew had with a family was
just one day, although many of the families attended a spe
cial meal at the camp on the final evening.
Those subjects attending ASP and GROUP, whose
families were at horne during the day, indicated in their
responses that they had very meaningful experiences with
their hosts.
Subjects from each case indic&ted they had developed
meaningful relationships with the families they were sex-'
ing.

The few instances were this did not occur was usually

the result of the family being away from the home or physi
cally unable to go out to interact with the young people.
For most of the subjects from all three workcamps, the
interaction with the families was among the most meaningful
aspects of the workcamp experience.
Intentional Reflection
Only GROUP and SVOP offered consistent programming
designed to help the participants reflect upon their experi
ence,

wh~le

making connections with their Christian faith,

each night during the experience.

The subjects at each of

these two workcamps enjoyed the programs for the most part.
Several subjects attending GROUP did share some
criticism about aspects of the program, though these con
cerns were primarily raised because the subjects did not
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feel the programs challenged them enough spiritually.

The

programming at ASP included only one sharing experience dur
ing the week which was held on Thursday night.
jects said this experience was very meaningful.

Several sub
These same

subjects also expressed disappointment that they did not
have more opportunities for study of the Bible and discus
sion and sharing.
Service
One of the distinguishing aspect of workcamps from
other forms of residential camps is the commitment to pro
vide service which will improve the quality of life of area
families.

All three workcamps had strong service components

and a rich history of providing much needed assistance to
area families.
Group and SVOP placed particular emphasis in the
closing programs upon the importance of continuing to serv
ice once the participants returned to their home com
munities.

The subjects from the Beta Church, who were

attending SVOP, were the only ones who actually incorporated
an ongoing service-learning program into their overall youth
ministry on a monthly basis upon their return.

All three

church youth groups attended a workcamp the following summer
which was sponsored by the same organization.
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Linkages of Differential Components to
Enhanced Spiritual Consciousness
The self reports of subjects from each workcamp
showed evidence of enhanced spiritual consciousness as a
result of their participation.

In terms of the three

domains of spiritual perception or development, cognitive,
affective, and volitional, each workcamp appeared to focus
or place a greater emphasis upon one of the three, though
all of the workcamp programs offered opportunities for
fostering spirituality, to some degree, within each domain.
Cognitive Domain
GROUP Workcamp had the most extensive evening
programming of the three workcamps.

Among the strengths of

this workcamp were the use of work crew devotions and the
variety of the evening sessions, which included skits,
dramas, music, small groups, and more.

While the programs

used nonformal methodology, such as drama, gaming, and
simulations, they were the most content oriented.

The use

of biblical themes was effectively and creatively woven into
all aspects of the programming.
Only subjects attending the Group Workcamp referred
to specific scripturp. in their responses during the inter
views.

SVOP also placed a great emphasis upon establishing

a scriptural bases for service and for meaningful relation
ships with God and with otners.

....

3' ,

Affective Domain
SVOP had the strongest emphasis upon the affective
or relational component of spirituality.

The limited size

of the camp ensured a setting which would be conducive to
developing a sense of community among the participants.
Several programmatic aspects of the SVOP workcamp
contributed to the affective aspect of spiritual develop
ment.

Daily group sharing time for participants, group

morning devotions, and evening programs all contributed to
this goal.

Celebration of the Lord's Supper, or Communion,

was observed on Saturday morning during the closing service
and was viewed by the subjects as being a significant expe
rience.
The camp wide activity held on the day off in the
middle of the week also allowed the entire camp to partici
pate in a outing which afforded additional quality time for
developing relationships.
Volitional Domain
ASP placed the greatest emphasis upon the volitional
aspect of spirituality through their service component.

The

rich heritage which "Tex· Evans, founder of ASP, provided
this organization continues to guide the workcamp ministry
in this direction.

Many of the year round staff grew up in

the region, so they had witnessed first hand the great need
which exists and the great difference the youth volunteers
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can make as they offer service from a Christian perspective.
The ongoing nature and presence of ASP within the entire
region allows the leadership of this organization to target
the areas of greatest need for the workcamp volunteers.
Implications of Findings
When the combining of service with learning is taken
seriously, the impact upon the lives of participants can be
very significant.

These three organizations have chosen to

design the workcamps which they operate with such a goal in
mind.

The results of their efforts are seen in both the

personal development and the increased spiritual maturity of
the participants.
The value of specifically identifying the components
from these three workcamp programs which relate to personal
development and spiritual growth in these particular set
tings is twofold, first, similar programs can examine such
programmatiC components to determine the potential effec
tiveness of these components in their particular settings,
and second, Christian educators in diverse settings can
chose to creatively attempt to adapt aspects of these com
ponents to their own unique settings.
The example of the subjects from the Beta Church
shows that when young people value the experience of serv
ing, they can find potential places to serve all around
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them.

The service-learning model can be effectively used in

a variety of settings.

CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS
When service-learning principles are implemented
within ministry with youth, significant learning and growth
can occur.

The three Christian youth workcamps examined in

this research illustrate the powerful influence such an
experience which combines service with learning can have
upon personal development and spiritual growth among adoles
cents.
The Christian workcamp is a dynamic experience with
great potential for significant and profound impact upon the
lives of the participants, as well as those persons who are
served.

As is true with all programs, specific goals must

be set, sound strategies must be developed and intentionally
executed, and objective evaluation must be made to assess
the degree to which the program has been successful in terms
of meeting the specific goals.
This research has sought to answer the tollowing
question in order to assess the current practice of the
service-learning movement as seen within the historical
workcarnp model.

In addition, this research was conducted to

contribute to the continued success of service-learning
314
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within the workcamp movement, but also to recommend the
increased implementation of this educational approach within
the broader discipline of Christian education, both to youth
and to other age levels, and to Christian higher education,
due to its applicability to leadership development for min
istry.
Research Ouestions
The following questions have guided this research.
1.

What aspects of Christian youth workcamp experiances are
identified to promote psychosocial development (Green
berger and S~rensen 1974) in church youth participants
in regards to the following:
a.
b.
c.

Increased individual adequacy?
Increased interpersonal adequacy?
Increased social adequacy?

2.

To what extent do church youth participating in
Christian youth workcamp experiences exhibit evidence of
enhanced spiritual consciousness?

3.

Row are the differential components of Christian youth
workcamp experiences identified as promoting psychoso
cial development (Greenberger and S~rense~ 1914) linked
with evidence of enhanced spiritual consciousness of
church youth participants?
Synthesis of Findings
The significant findings which have been drawn from

the answers to the research questions stated above relate to
psychosocial development, spiritual development, and the
programmatic components of the workcamp experience.
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Psychosocial Development
Recognizing the need for a holistic approach to
education, public educators over the past three decades have
placed a greater emphasis upon addressing the emotional and
social development needs of students along with the develop
ment of cognitive abilities.

This concern has led many

educators to advocate the inclusion of experiential learning
opportunities in the public school curriculum, because of
the contribution to overall development such an educational
approach has demonstrated in various settings.
The growing recognition that spirituality is related
to human development is cause for a similar call among per
sons working in the field of Christian education who are
interested in assisting persons to grow spiritually.

Such

models as the one which Greenberger and S¢rensen (1974) have
developed can help Christian educators to develop specific
strategies for promoting the personal and emotional growth
of their students.

One of the strengths of this particular

model is a balanced representation of the need for growth at
the individual, interpersonal, and social levels.
In answering Research Question 1, this research has
shown a relationship between service-learning, a subset of
experiential learning, and psychosocial development among
participants in three workcamp experiences, using this model
developed by Greenberger and S¢rensen (1974).

The Christian
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youth workcamp, guided by a Christian educational philosophy
which incorporates service-learning principles can serve as
an example for developing other nonformal learning programs
which involve persons in meaningful activities while con
tributing to their own personal growth.
Specific areas in which the subjects reported per
sonal growth through their participation in a workcamp expe
rience included increased self-reliance and self-esteem, a
greater ability to empathize with others, a stronger
appreciation for community, deeper level of sensitivity to
the rights and needs of others, and a greater commitment to
serving others.
Spiritual Development
The spiritual development of persons is of primary
concern for Christian educators.

Being in tune to hear per

sonal statements which indicate enhanced spiritual con
sciousness is one means by which to assess the receptivity
of persons to growing spiritually.

In response to Research

Question 2, this research found the Christian youth workcamp
experience of the subjects to contribute to enhance their
spiritual consciousness.

Two specific areas of the workcamp

experience were found to relate to enhanced spiritual con
sciousness, the increased capacity to empathize with others
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and the specific focus of the particular workcamp experi
ence.
Empathy
Increased spiritual consciousness was identified in
this research to relate to the development of empathy among
the subjects as they offered selfless and sacrificial serv

ice to persons in need in Appalachia while participating in
a workcamp experience.
The development of empathy is shown by Greenberger
(1974) to be helpful in establishing greater communication
skills.

The empathy the subjects were experiencing toward

the persons they served helped them to better communicate
with their hosts, because they were better able to
appreciate what they faced, how they felt, and how they were
actually alike in many ways.
Through the hours of hard work to help improve the
lives of others, many of the subjects expressed a greater
awareness and appreciation for the service Jesus gave during
his life.

Coupled with this was a belief that Jesus did

care for the persons they were assisting.

Many felt they

had been guided by Jesus to come to serve.

As one of the

long recognized spiritual disciplines, specific acts of
service which lead to a lifestyle of service should not be
underestimated in their potential to assist persons to grow
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in their spiritual understanding of God as revealed in his
son Jesus Christ.
Workcamp Program Focus
Spiritual perception is expressed cognitively (know
ing), affectively (relationally), and volitionally (doing).
The three workcamps, though incorporating all three aspects
of spiritual understanding into their programs, each focused
upon one particular aspect through their programming.
where the emphasis was upon volitional spiritual
awareness, the subjects tended to express their responses to
questions regarding their spiritual conscious in terms of
serving God or doing his willi when the emphasis in the
workcamp was placed upon the cognitive aspect, the subjects
tended to respond in terms of knowing God; and when the
emphasis was upon the affective aspect, the subjects tended
to respond in terms of feeling closer to Jesus.
Clearly from the data all three responses can be
found to be made by subjects attending all three cases, but
the tendency suggests a relationship between program focus
and the specific responses of the subject.
Differential Components
In response to Research Question 3, several program
matic components of the workcarnp experience were identified
for their contribution to the psychosocial development of
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the participants.

Additionally, linkages were made between

the personal development of the subjects and their spiritual
consciousness.

These components included community develop

ment, leadership development, intentional reflaction, and
engagement in service.

The following conclusions are pre

sented concerning the components which were identified.
Community Development
The development of community can be a very natural
outgrowth of an extended corporate experience such as a
workcamp.

Lewin (1945) proposes that the

~ense

of community

or belongingness is one of the best ways to help persons
embrace a new set of values, for by embracing membership in
a community, it is more easy for the person to also embrace
the beliefs and values of the group.

Those subjects who

demonstrated less connection to the youth group prior to the
experience, often showed the greatest increases in spiritual
consciousness.
Shelton concludes "personal growth arising through
identity and intimacy are significant underpinnings for an
adolescent spirituality.

No other developmental need so

profoundly captures the adolescent's relationship with Jesus
as does the adolescent's quest for identity and intimacy·
(Shelton 1989, 91)
Persons engaged in the Christian education of youth,
as well as to other age groups, can enhance their ministry

by including in their educational experiences opportunities
which contribute to the establishment of meaningful com
munity, allowing each persons to feel he or she does belong.
Leadership Development
The promotion of the leadership development of young
people is a concern which is far too often ignored.

GROUP

Workcamps incorporated this goal into their overall program,
meeting their own need for specific takes to be accomplished
while assisting the participants to grow in this very impor
tant area.
Other Christian education settings could creatively
incorporate leadership development in a similar fashion to
the mutual benefit of the participants and the leaders.
Adolescents are at a point developmentally, where they are
seeking to establish their personal identity.

Being given

responsibility combined with the guidance and training to
successfully fulfill their duties, is a great help in their
personal journey toward adulthood.
Intentional Reflection
Experiential education has long understood the
importance of reflecting upon experience in order to facili
tate meaningful learning.

The workcampt drawing upon the

experiential learning methodology, has incorporated reflec
tion into the overall program.
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The value of reflection lies in the ownership of the
learning by the person engaged in the act of reflection.

As

adolescents develop, they become more proficient in engaging
in higher levels of thinking, such as abstract con
ceptualization.

When reflection is an integral part of the

learning experience, higher levels of learning can occur.
One of the strengths of the service-learning model which the
workcamps examined in this research utilized, is the empha
sis placed upon guiding the adolescent participants through
intentional reflective experiences.

Such reflection also

supports the transfer of learning from one setting to
another.
The subjects in this study valued the opportunities
to reflect upon the experience and to make connections
between their faith and the service the were giving.
Engagement in Service
A final component which was a focal point of the

workcamp experience is the opportunity to be engaged in
meaningful service to others.

For many young people, they

are given much with little expected of them in return.

To

engage in service was a novel, yet deeply moving, experience
for many of the subjects.
The value of the service given during a workcamp was
the introduction to the participants of the many needs which
exist, and the realization that though they are teens, they
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can make a significant difference in the lives of others.
Therefore t service should not be limited to attendance at a
workcamp once a year t but integrated in to the ongoing
program of Christian education with youth t as well as per
sons of other ages.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The following recommendations are made in light of
the conclusions drawn from the findings in this research on
service-learning as the apply to the Christian workcamp in
particular t and to Christian education in general, including
Christian higher education.
Workcamps
The recognition that no experience takes place in a
vacuum t but rather in the larger context of life, should be
applied in preparing orientation materials.

Attention

should be given to the fact that many participants have come
previous years t so a wider variety of resources should be
made available.

Groups should be encouraged tv set aside

quality time for training and study prior to coming.

Those

young persons who have participated before should be given
opportunities to assist in leading such sessions.
Likewise t follow materials would also be helpful in
providing for the transfer of the learning which takes place
in the workcamp setting.

The intentional time set aside for
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each group to discuss possible forms of service they could
engage in upon their return home would be a positive aspect
of evening programs toward the end of the experience to help
establish a bridge between the workcamp and the each
participant's return home.
Though the subjects for the most part indicated they
had "grown closer to God," many still had important faith
questions dealing with basic issues about God and prayer.
The personal sharing of leaders concerning their faith story
could be helpful to young people seeking guidance and direc
tion for their own Christian walk. Spiritual development can
not be studied empirically.

But connections do exist

between spiritual development and the overall development of
persons.
A holistic approach to spiritual growth should take
into account the cognitive I affective, and volitional
domains, i.e., knowing, being, and doing.
For this reason, the evening programming is vital,
as it addresses the learning aspect of Christian faith,
allowing for reflection and debriefing.

The interpersonal

relationships formed through various activities and com
munity living contribute to the being aspect of spiritual
growth, serving as a reflection and extension of each per
son's relationship with God.

The service component affords

the opportunity to put in to practice the faith each person,
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helping to establish the habit of servanthood as a life
style.
The workcamp has the potential to contribute to the
leadership development of participants.

The assignment of

each person with a specific task for the week can encourage
the leadership potential of each person.

Some examples

might be, work crew leader, devotions leader, break master,
quarter master, and reporter.
Service-learning and Christian
Education with Youth
The incorporation of public service or community
service is on the rise within public education.

Some states

are now requiring documented involvement in community serv
ice by students during their years in high school in order
to graduate.

Service-learning is becoming an established

component in the curriculum of many schools.
Christian education, which has long valued both
service and learning, has rarely make intentional connec
tions between the two.

Yet service-learning is a very natu

ral approach to Christian education, while being a very
beneficial approach in terms of meaningful learning, per
sonal development, and spiritual growth.
Though the operation of an extensive workcamp may be
beyond the resource, both in terms of finances and lead
ership, an ongoing series of outreach activities which are
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intentionally tied into the ongoing ministry to young people
is quite feasible in most settings.

Three key components

for such a program includes development, leadership, and
evaluation.

Preliminary resources to assist in these three

areas have been supplied in Appendix H, I, and J, respec
tively.

Beyond Lead Raking:

Learning to Serve-Serving to

Learn, by Peter Benson and Eugene Roehlkepartain (1993), is
an excellent resource for educators in the local church
interested in harnessing the many strengths which service
learning offers to Christian education.
Service-Learning and Christian Higher Education
Christian higher education was initially founded to
provide young people with an opportunity to receive training
for Christian service.

While the advent of the Christian

liberal arts cOllege has broaden the mission of Christian
higher education to include the preparation of Christian lay
people for a multitude of vocations, many local churches
look to the graduates of such institutions for continued
guidance and leadership.
The value of service-learning has been recognized by
higher education at large, with COMPACT, a national organi
zation composed of college and university presidents and
other administrators, providing leadership to discover addi
tional ways in which service and learning can be effectively
combined within the curriculum.
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Building upon their rich heritage of service,
Christian institutions of higher learning which desire to
more fully integrate Christian faith with learning would do
well to seriously examine the benefits of service-learning.
Several member schools of the Christian College Coalition
have already began to explore and implement service-learning
into their curriculum, as their leaders have recognized the
natural connection which exiscs between their mission and
the outcomes of service-learning.
Summary
Whether service is rendered in Appalachia or the
inner-city, in a neighborhood nursing home or soup kitchen,
meaningful learning can occur when reflection upon that
service intentionally takes place.

This research has

examined the contributions of the Christian youth workcamp
to the personal development and spiritual growth of church
youth participants.

Service-learning can be used with great

benefit in numerous other Christian education settings, when
persons are committed to take the time to take their
Christian faith seriously and to open their eyes wide enough
to see the needs of others.
The following lines are from a song sung at the
closing of the GROUP Workcamp which was written by a youth
director who had led his group to a number of workcamps and
service experiences.

In these lines are a description of
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the power and significance of the Christian youth workcarnp
experience.
Strangers just a week ago,
close friends today.
Memories that will last a while,
they will never fade away.
We've joined our hands,
We've joined our hearts,
And our spirits are now one.
Take His love--all around the world.
Sitting in a wooden shack,
staring at the wall
A lonely man, he bows his head
no one cares at all.
And then you walked into his lif~,
see his face light up with joy
Take His love, all around the world
Sitting in your Lazy Boy
back home once again,
Lonely voices crying out
won't you lend your ear to them?
You are His salt.
You are His light.
You're a laborer for him,
And
You
You
All

you must take His love,
must take His love,
must take His love,
around the world.
(Clark n.d.)

APPENDIX A
INTERVIEW PROTOCOLS
The four protocols used for the time sequenced
series of semi-structured interviews are included in Appen
dix A.

The protocol for each ot the four interviews was

drawn from the operational questions developed for Research
Questions One and Two. These operational questions appear in
Chapter 3.
The Pre-Workcamp Phase Protocol was used for Inter
view I, which was conducted less than six weeks prior to the
actual workcamp.

The Workcamp Phase Protocol was used for

Interview II, which was conducted on either the sixth or
seventh day of each workcarnp.

Interview III was the first

interview conducted during the Post-Workcarnp Phase, between
one and two months after the workcamp.

Interview IV was

conducted between four and six months after the conclusion
of each workcamp.
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~re-Workcamp

~hase--Interview

I

Motivation
1. What influenced you to commit yourself to participate in
the workcamp program?
Expectations
2. What do you hope to gain from the experience and what
will need to happen in order for this to occur?
Areas of Anticipation and Apprehension
3. What are you looking forward to about the workcamp?
4.

What kinds of concerns or misgivings do you have about
the workcamp?

~reparation

5.

What do you feel has been helpful so far in preparing
for the workcamp?

6.

What do you still need to do personally to be ready for
this workcamp?

Integration of Experience with Personal Spirituality
7. What do you feel service to the residents of
[name of county in which workcamp is located]has to do
with your relationship to Jesus Christ?
8.

What impact do you think this experience will have on
your understanding of God?
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Workcamp Phase--Interview II
Evaluation
1. In general, how are things going so far and why?
Areas of Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction
2. What are you liking about this experience?
3.

What is happening to you that you don't like?

Byproducts of Participation
4. What have you gained personally from this experience?
Personal and Interpersonal Implications
5. What influence do you think this experience will have on
your life?
Integration of Experience with Personal Spirituality
6. What is the connection between your relationship with
Jesus Christ and the service you've given this week?
7.

What influence has the experience this week had on the
way you feel about God?
Post-Workcamp Phase--Interview III

Reflection
1. What are you thinking about the workcamp now as you
reflect back on it?
Personal Evaluation of Exgerien:e
2. What was most helpful in making the workcamp a good
experience for you?
3.

What could have made the workcamp better for you and
why?

Assessment of Personal/Interpersonal Implications
4. How are you different because of this experience and
why?
Integration of Experience with Personal Spirituality
5. What impact has this experience had on your relationship
with Jesus Christ or God?
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Post-Wor~camp

Phase--Interview IV

Reflection
1. What are your most significant memories of your
experience?
2.

wor~camp

How would you describe your relationship with the fol
lowing persons?
a)
b)
C)

The family(ies) you served?
Your wor~ crew?
The other campers?

Significant Learning
3. What were the most significant lessons that you learned
from the wor~camp experience?
Assessment of Personal and Group Implications
4. In what way do you feel the wor~camp experience
influenced your youth group as a whole?
5.

In what way do you feel the workcamp experience
influenced you personally?

Relationship of Experience with Spiritual Disciplines
6. Describe your degree of involvement or pe.rticipation in
formal religion (e.g., church attendance; Sunday school
and youth group participation). Is your involvement or
participation in formal religion more, less, or about
the same as it was prior to workcamp?
7.

Describe your degree of involvement or participation in
informal or personal activities of a religious nature
(e.g., prayer; Bible study). Is your involvement in
informal or personal activities of a religious nature
more, less, or about the same as it was prior to wor~
camp?

8.

Describe your degree of involvement or participation in
service activities designed to help others. Is your
involvement in service activities more, less, or about
the same as it was prior to wor~camp?

Integration of Experience with Personal Spirituality
9. Describe your relationship with Jesus Christ.
How ~6S the workcamp experience had an influence?
10. Describe your relationship with God.
How has the workcamp experience had an influence?

APPENDIX B
WORKCAMP SURVEY

The Workcarnp Survey which follows was used to assess
the current practice of workcamps operating in the
Appalachian Region, in order to determine appropriate
programs for this research.
Thirty-four surveys were sent out to the directors
of programs listed in the 1991 edition of Workcamp
ing/volunteering opportunities in Appalachian U.S.A. (Davis
1991).

Twenty-seven surveys were returned for analysis.

Table 1 in Chapter 2 lists the ways these workcamp directors
have observed participation in their respective workcamp
program has affected youth participants.
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WOUC:AHP SOJlVEY
PLEASE COMPLETE AND RETURN THIS SURVEY IN THE STAMPED ENVELOPE
PROVIDED BY APRIL 15, 1991.

Name of Survey Respondent....................__..........____......Telephone(___) ____..............._
Name of Organization..................................................__......................................................................_
Address,..................................................................................................................................____.....__...........
City/state/Zip__________________________________________________
PLEASE CIRCLE THE LETTER OF THE RESPONSE THAT IS fofOST APPLICABLE OR
COMES CLOSEST TO DeSCRIBING YOUR WORRCAMP PROGRAM FOR QUESTIONS 1 - 6.

1.

What is the predominant number of youth in the groups which attend
your workcamp?
A.
B.
C.
O.

2.

Individuals
Groups of less than 10 participants
Groups of between 10 and 20 participants
Groups of more than 20 participants

What is the predominant Ige of the youth who participant in your
workcamp?
A. II to 14 years old
B. l5 to 18 years old

J.

C. Over 18 years old
O. Other (please specify

For most of the groups attending your workcamp in 1990, this was:
A. Their first workcamp experience at your program
B. A subsequent work camp experience at your program

4.

Indicate below the number of days a youth group participates in
your workcamp program.
A. Less than four days
B. Four to eight days

5.

C. Nine to fourteen days
D. More than fifteen days

Indicate below the average number of hours per day youth
participants are engaged in service activities during their stay.
A. Less than four hours per day
B. Four to eight hours per day
C. Hore than eight hours per day

6.

Indicate below the average amount of contact per day ¥outh
participants have with the persons whom they are serv~ng.
A. Less than two hours per day
B. Two to four hours per day

C. More than four hours per day
D. Not applicable
CONTINUED OIl THE REVERSE SlOE
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NOTE: IN QUESTIONS " St AND 9, PLEASE USE THE FOLLOWING SCALE FOR
YOUR RESPONSES. (1) BEING THE MOST FREQUENT
(2) BEING THE NEXT MOST FREQUENT
(ll BEING THE THIRD MOST FREQUENT

7.

Please rank the frequency of services rendered by youth to
persons according to the following age groupings.
A.
8.
C.
D.
E.
F.

8.

Please rank the frequency of services rendered by youth to the
following groupings of persons .

.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

9.

Senior citizens (66 years old and above)
Middle-aged adults (36 to 65 years old)
Young adults (19 to 35 years old)
Youth (12 to 13 years old)
Children (Birth to 11 years old)
Family units which include two or more of the above groupings

Dysfunctional families
Ethnic minority persons
Financially disadvantaged persons
Mentally or physically disabled persons
Other (please specify _______________________________

Please rank the three forms of service engaged in most frequently
by youth participating in your workcamp.
A.
B.
c.
O.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Camp counseling
Child care
Clerical work
community development
Gardening
General maintenance
General construction
Gleaning

I. Home construction

J. Home repair or weatherization

R.
L.
M.
N.
o.
P.

Ramp or modification for disabled
Tutoring
Vacation Bible School helper
Support program ministries
Yard work
Other (please specify ________

10.

What resources or training o~portunities does your workcamp offer
to youth groups prior to thelr arrival?

11.

What supplemental programing is offered by your staff to youth
participants during their workcamp experience?

12.

Based upon your own observations of what you have directly
experienced, seen and heard, what do you believe is (are)
the actual effect(s) of your workcamp upon youth who participate?

APPENDIX C
SAMPLE PARENTAL NOTIFICATION LETTER AND PERMISSION FORM
A letter was sent to the parents of each of the sub
jects informing them of the research and requesting permis
sion to interview their child.
plied for this purpose.

A permission form was sup

Both items are included in Appendix

C.
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[Return Address]

May 27, 1991
Dear Parents and Youth of Gamma Church:
I am an ordained United Methodist minister and a doctoral
student at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School. As a final
component of my academic work, 1 am conducting research on
workcamps and have received permission to participate in the
upcoming trip to the Appalachian Service project sponsored
Workcamp in lager, West Virginia with the youth of your
church by the pastor of your church and the director of
workcamps for ASP.
An integral component of my study will focus upon the
responses the youth participants make during four interview
sessions. These interviews will be conducted over the next
several months to include one interview prior to departure
for the workcamp experience, a second interview during the
actual workcamp, a third interview this fall after our
return, and a final interview this winter. You may express
your consent to allow your child to be interviewed by com
pleting the enclosed permission form.
I am most grateful for your help and would be happy to ans
wer any questions you may have regarding this study. My
phone number is [number is supplied]. May the Lord bless
you richly with his grace and mercy.
Sincerely yours,

Timothy W. Kidd
Enclosure
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PERMISSION FOR THE INTERVIEW OF A MINOR

I/We, the undersigned parent(s) or guardian(s) of
~ minor, do hereby grant permis
sion for him or her to be a subject in a series of four
interview sessions as part of the academic study being con
ducted with the youth parti~ipants of the Gamma Church
attending the 1991 ASP-Sponsored Workcarnp this summer.
I/We understand that the identity of each subject will
not be disclosed during the report of this research, in
order to insure anonymity.
I/We further understand that
during the interview, the subject may decline to answer any
question posed.
~____~__~____~~__~~__ ,

Signature of Parent or

Gua~dian

Date_____________________________

________________________________
Phone Number__________________

Address __________________________________________________________
State___________

City

Zip_____

FIRST INTERVIEW SESSION SCHEDULE

Please indicate the best date and time from the schedule
below for your child to come to Gamma Church to be inter
viewed.
The interviews should last about 20 minutes.
If
necessary, please supple an alternate date and time in the
space provided. You will receive a confirmation of the
appointment time by phone.
Wednesday, June 5, 1991

Thursday, June 6, 1991

2:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

2:30 p.m.

2:30 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

3:00 t'.m.

3:30 p.m.

3:30 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

4:30 p.m.

4:30 p.m.

Alternate Date

Alternate Time

Location

APPENDIX D
SAMPLE FIELDNOTES
Third Case Study
First Set of Notes
Sunday, May 12, 1990

O.C.

5:15-7:45 p.m.

= Observer's
Comments

Gamma Church Youth Fellowship
I arrived at the church at 5:15 Sunday evening and walked up
to the meeting area on the second floor. Some adults were
busy preparing the meal for the youth who were already
gathering. I spoke with the youth director and met her hus
band. She also introduced me to the pastor of the church,
who was planning to attend the workcamp.
The meal of pizza and salad was served at 5:30. I sat with
a group of 5 junior highs, along with the pastor, youth
director, and her husband. During the meal the discussion
of the adults focused on upcoming church activities. The
junior high students were talking about their plans for
Memorial Day, among other things. Following the meal, the
junior highs went with their leaders on a scavenger hunt.
The senior highs gathered ir. a classroom on the same floor.
Fourteen youth were in attendance, 8 girls and 6 guys. In
addition to the pastor and the youth director, two other
adults were present, each planning to attend the workcamp.
The first was former assistant principle at the area high
school. The other was a building contractor. Both adults
had children of youth group age, but neither was very active
in the youth group, but were planning to attend the work
camp.
All but two of the youth present were planning to attend the
workcamp. One boy, a freshman, an in high school, had not
signed up by the cut off time, but wanted to go very much.
Paula shared with me after the meeting that one of the stu
dents at the high school had died this spring in a car acci
dent. He had played soccer with 5 of the boys from the
church. Several of these boys were in the meeting that
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night. The impact upon this freshman boy and the others in
the group was significant. They found out during a youth
meeting on a Sunday evening just a few weeks before, the
same evening. Several girls from another church came to
Gamma Church to tell their friends there what had happened.
The youth director shared that "since that time the kids
have attended better, have been more attentive, and have
been more committed" in regards to the mission trip and par
ticipation in the youth group.
The session began with singing, the pastor played the gui
tar. He had one son in the senior high youth.
I noticed
one girl who sat where she could watch the door. She seemed
at lose ends at the beginning of the meeting.
After fif
teen minutes her friend arrived and she perked up after
that. There was one "couple" in the group. They had been
dating for over a year. The pastor's son sat near them.
Next to him were two other boys. The one on the far side,
seemed aloof, and made very few comments. Two girls sat
together.
OC: The title of this session was "Servants of the Vision."
It was the first of three orientation sessions for the work
camp experience. The leader were using materials which had
been supplied to her from ASP,
To help me learn the names of the group members, the youth
director led the youth in a game which required each person
to share two items that they would bring with them on the
workcamp, based on the initials of first and last name.
Most of the kids answers focused on food items.
The kids were then divided into groups of four, assigned by
the youth director.
It was fairly obvious that she was
trying to mix the group up, as she divided the couple and
other friends sitting together. Each of the four groups
went to different corners in the room. The adults each
joined a group as well.
The group I joined had three girls and one boy. The youth
director give each group a situation to reflect upon. This
group was assigned a fictitious character named, "Maggie
Mother," who had three children, and no husband. The kids
were to look at a card which gave additional information
about this character. The card indicated she lived on the
east coast, in the suburbs of Washington, D.C. The kids
were asked to examine a card without talking and then to
pass the card around. The youth director asked them to
visualize who and what this person was like. What her life
goals and education might be. Each youth studied card in a
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serious fashion. The members of each group shared their
thoughts among themselves and latter each group reported
back to the rest of the youth.
Focus of this portion of the session was to try to empathize
with persons who faced different situations from the kids in
the group. The small cards gave brief descriptions. After
the discussion each group role played their perception of
the character in the situation described.
The card indicated that Maggie Mother was 34, and worried.
One girl said she thought she was probably lonely. The skit
they put on focused upon her working as a legal secretary.
She was having a hard time with her boss at work and then
she went home and was having a hard time with her kids.
This caused her to drink in order to escape the pressure.
One of the other skits had a factory worker as the charac
ter. She was having difficulty on the line with the boss,
who said she had a bad attitude. Her goals in life were to
be just get by, to go wherever things led.
The leader helped them to identify stereotypes they place on
others. She made the following application: ~In going to
Appalachia it is easy to look at these people and place
stereotypes on them.~ She cautioned the kids not to do
that. This point was reiterated by the pastor.
The youth director then showed slides of the homes of resi
dents from a previous workcamp she had attended with another
youth group. The kids saw home conditions which were
graphic and deplorable. The youth director explained that
the slides were carefully taken so that they were not simply
before and after shots which would Simply show what the
youth had done. She said they tried to wait until some of
the work had begun so that it did not look as bad as it
could have otherwise.
One of the kids said, "That house looks bad, but we have
houses that look just as bad around here, why are we going
so far away to work?" The kids asked lots of questions.
The youth director did not answer all the questions directly
at that time. She said, ~we will discuss that at a latter
date as part of our program."
No scripture was read. There was a closing prayer and the
traditional circle up, joining hands, with arms crossed
right over left, repeating the UMYF benediction and then
twisting out of circle.
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Following the closing prayer, the adults spoke together for
a few minutes as the kids left quickly. They were coor
dinating traveling plans. The pastor and another adult were
to each drive vans. The youth director asked if the third
adult was still set to go. He indicated that he was. Fol
lowing this time with the adults, I checked on a few things
with the youth director concerning the following orientation
sessions and other activities. I also asked her for a copy
of the materials she received from ASP, youth group newslet
ters, and other relevant documents.

APPENDIX E
SAMPLE CODED INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS AND
DATA ANALYSIS
The materials which follow represent a transcript of
Interviews 3 and 4.
are provided.

Codes and the key words they represent

Once the transcripts were coded, the coded

responses were extracted and compiled with the use of N.B.
Orbis, a free-form text-retrieval system accessible within
version 4 of the Nota Bene multilingual word-processing
program (The Technology Group, Inc. 1993).

A sample of the

resulting file which resulted from this data analysis is
provided in Appendix E as well.
in these samples are fictitious.
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All the names which appear
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CODES FOR INTERVIEW 2
@EVAL

"" EVALUATION

@SAT

"" SATISFACTION

@DISSAT

=

DISSATISFACTION

@INAD

=

INDIVIDUAL ADEQUACY

@IPAD

= INTERPERSONAL

@SOCAD

= SOCIAL

@PERIMP

= PERSONAL

@INTPRIMP

= INTERPERSONAL IMPLICATIONS

@CONN

=

@SPUNDST

= SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING

@GAINED

;::; GAINED

@GIVEN

= GIVEN

#FRDSHP

= FRIENDSHIP

#SERVICE

:: SERVICE

ADEQUACY

ADEQUACY
IMPLICATIONS

CONNECTIONS
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-----------------------------------------------------------Interviewee: (B14MSHV)
Date Recorded: 7-26-91

Tape #: B23

Interview #: 2
Location: Camp

INTERVIEWER: In general, how are
things going so far and why?
@EVAL

SUBJECT: I'd have to say that it's the best
experience I've had in the three years
I've been going. It's just been an all
around good experience,
INTERVIEWER: Can you explain why it's been a
good experience?
@INAD

SUBJECT: I know how to do more stuff, I can
help more, I don't have to stand around
and look stupid.
INTERVIEWER: You felt more useful?
IFRDSBP

SUBJECT: Yeah. It also gave me an
opportunity to make new friends.
INTERVIEWER: What are you liking about this
experience?
@SAT

SUBJECT: It gave me a sense of fulfillment
helping everybody, all that I could. I
enjoyed what we did, It's just been a
really good experience,
INTERVIEWER: Did you have an opportunity to talk
with the people that you helped this
week?
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@IPAn

SUBJECT: Yes I did. All the people that I
talked to were very happy that we were
there and wished we could stay longer
so that we could talk more.
INTERVIEWER: You mentioned before that there was
a family that you had met before that
you wanted to visit again. Did you get
to see them?
SUBJECT: The Smiths. I got to see them one
day.
INTERVIEWER: How was it so them after a couple
of years?
SUBJECT: It was funny the way that we had
changed a lot. We talked about what had
happened.
INTERVIEWER: What is happening to you that you
don't like?
@DISSAT

SUBJECT: Not really, no.
INTERVIEWER: Whnt have you gained personally
from this experience?
@GAINED \ @INAD

SUBJECT: The sense that I know that I'm
actually useful in this world. That I'm
part of the basic plot in the whole
scheme of things.
INTERVIEWER: What do you feel that plot is,
or the place is?
@SOCAD

SUBJECT: To help other people out that have
less than I do and to enjoy working
with other people, and helping them to
help themselves.
INTERVIEWER: Where do you think God fits in that
scheme or plot?
@CONH

SUBJECT: He's the director,
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INTERVIEWER: Do you think that your understand
ing of God has increased this week?
@SPUNDST \ .SERVICE

SUBJECT: Actually, it has. I believe now
that there is a God that cares for
everybody and that he tries to help
them with their everyday chores that
were so hard before, but we've made it
a lot easier for them through the work we did this week.
INTERVIEWER: What have you given personally dur
ing this experience?
@OIVEH \ tSERVICE

SUBJECT: My time and my energy to the help
ing of other people, and to rebuilding
faith and good.
INTERVIEWER: What affect do you think this expe
rience has had on your life?
@PERIMP

SUBJECT: For a while, we're going to be
talking about it a lot. It will impact
my life in just a new way of thinking.
I just see things in a whole new per
spective.
INTERVIEWER: Can you elaborate on that?
@CONH

SUBJECT: Knowing that there are people out
there helping other people to do what
they need to do takes a lot of pressure
off your mind when you hear about all
the negative stuff going on in the
world. You know that God is actually
trying to help. And he's out there
trying by sending out people to help
other people.
INTERVIEWER: Do you think this experience will
have an impact on the way that you make
choices and decisions in your life?
@SOCAD

SUBJECT: Yeah, because now I probably won't
make all the selfish choices. I'll make
choices that will benefit the group,
I'm going to help the whole group.
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INTERVIEWER: What affect do you think this expe
rience will have on your relationship
with other people, like your friends
and family?
@INTPRIMP
SUBJECT: It'll probably help me, because I
know it won't hurt me. You can get a
really good feeling from doing it.

INTERVIEWER: What is the connection between your
relationship with Jesus Christ and the
service you've given this week?
@CONM
SUBJECT: Well, he taught us to help our fel
low man. That's our way of showing that
we love them, by helping. And I feel
that's what we've been doing this week.
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CODES FOR INTERVIEW 3

@IMPRMNT

= REFLECTION
= BENEFICIAL ASPECTS
= IMPROVEMENTS

@PERIMP

=

PERSONAL IMPLICATIONS

@INTPRIMP

=

INTERPERSONAL IMPLICATIONS

@INAD

=

INDIVIDUAL ADEQUACY

@IPAD

=

INTERPERSONAL ADEQUACY

@SOCAD

= SOCIAL

@CONN

= CONNECTIONS

@SPUNDST

= SPIRITUAL

@RELYTH

= RELATIONSHIPS

#RELFAM

=

RELATIONSHIPS WITH FAMILIES

#CHRVAL

=

CHRISTIAN VALUES

#PRGRM

= PROGRAM

@REFL
@BENASP

iWCCOMP
iFRDSHP
iSERVICE

ADEQUACY

UNDERSTANDING
WITH YOUTH

WORKCAMP COMPONENT

= FRIENDSHIP
= SERVICE
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Interviewee: (A01FSHR)
Date Recorded: 8-10-91

Interview If: 3
Tape J: A33

Location: Subject's
Home

INTERVIEWER: Why don't you tell me about your
summer, have you gone anywhere?
SUBJECT: No, I really haven't gone anywhere.
INTERVIEWER: Did you get to see your friend from
workcamp?
SUBJECT: No, it didn't work out for her to
come.
INTERVIEWER: Have you got letters from her vr
written to her?
SUBJECT: Yeah, we've written some. We call
each other a lot. That's what we
usually do.
INTERVIEWER: When you think back about the work
camp, what are some of the memories
that you have?
@REFL
SUBJECT: I think about Marcie and the work
crew.

INTERVIEWER: Any other memories?
@REFt. \ @REt.I''l'B \ lRELFAM
SUBJECT: I think about the people, it's not
everyday or anything, but I think about
the things we did and the people we
helped.

INTERVIEWER: What could have made the trip bet
ter for you and why?
@IMPRMN'l' \ @RELI'TB
SUBJECT: Well, it was like really fun. It
was perfect. I would have liked to have

gotten to know the kids in the youth
group better.
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INTERVIEWER: What would have to take place in
order for that to happen.
SUBJECT: I don't know.
INTERVIEWER: You seemed to have gotten a lot
closer to the kids in your work crew
then some of the others from your youth
group. Tami has gotten letters and
Michelle has been writing with some of
the kids she met, but most of the
others haven't. So it seems you proba
bly spent more time with your new
friends then with the youth group.
What was most helpful in making the
trip a good experience for you?
@BEHASP \ *WCCOMP \ *FRDSBP

SUBJECT: The people. Not only Marcie. The
other people where nice too. Like this
one lady, named Kathy, that was our
devotion leader. She had a lot of good
things to say.
INTERVIEWER: And she was devotion leader for
your work crew?
SUBJECT: Yes.
INTERVIEWER: Did you get to spend time with her
while your were working or back at the
school, or was your contact with mainly
in term of her role as devotion leader?
tWCCOMP

SUBJECT: Mostly as devotion leader. I got to
learn a lot about her. I think thedevoticns
were really special, I enjoyed them a lot.
INTERVIEWER: How do you feel that you are dif
ferent because of this experience?
@PERIMP \ *PRGRM \ 'WCCOMP

SUBJECT: [pause) I don't know how to put it.
It did change me a lot. When I got back I
thought about what we talked about in
devotions and the programs and things.
LiKe last year I started going to a new
school, and I changed but it wasn't for
the better. I wanted to have friends
and I wanted to be liked.
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INTERVIEWER: What do you see as the connection
between that and the workcamp?
@COKH \ @PERIMP \ @IMAD \ @IPAD

SUBJECT: At the workcamp, nobody seemed to
be against anyone. Last year at school
I don't think I was concerned about
other people as much as I was concerned
about myself.
INTERVIEWER: Have you made any conscious deci
sions to change your attitudes or behaviors?
@IPAD \ @IRAD \ @PERIMP

SUBJECT: Yeah. I think I've made a conscious
decision to change my attitude and not
be so concerned about myself. I think
my whole attitude has changed.
INTERVIEWER: It has changed from what to what.
@SPURDST \ 'CBRVAL

SUBJECT: It's changed from waking up on
Sunday morning and not wanting to go to
church, and looking forward to it.
INTERVIEWER: What influence has this experience had
on your relationship wit.h Jesus Christ?
@SPURDST

SUBJECT: [pause] I feel closer to him now,
than I did before. I feel like I
understand more about him.
@SPURDST \ @COKH \ 'FROSBP

INTERVIEWER: Did you talk with Marcie abollt what
you were feeling?
SUBJECT: Yes, we did some. She told me that
before going on the workcamp she had
prayed that she would make a friend
with somebody that week.
INTERVIEWER: Did she feel like her prayer was
answered?
SUBJECT: Yeah.
@SPURDST

INTERVIEWER: Has prayer become any more impor
tant to you since you've been back.
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SUBJECT: Yeah, it has.
@SPVRDS~

INTERVIEWER: What about reading your Bible?
SUBJECT: When r first got back I read my
Bible everydaYI but I'm not doing that
as much.
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SAMPLE DATA ANALYSIS FROM
CASE 2 INTERVIEW 3
CODE WORD - @REFL = REFLECTION
jRELFAM
(B02FSHR): I really enjoyed doing the Jungle
Jim at the children's home. I really
felt good seeing them play on it when
we were done. I got so much out of that
seeing how appreciative they were. That
really meant a lot. I also enjoyed get
ting to know Mrs. Jones.
@REFL /

jFRDSHP
(B09MJHR): Probably the friends I made, the
people I met, the fun I had. It was
really an all around good experience.
@REFL /

@REFL

(B04FJHR): The friends that I made. How much
fun it was working.
@REFL

(B10FSHV):

The friends that I made.

@REFL

(B07MSHR): Probably helping the people. I
thought it was fun.
@REFL

(B05FSHR): Mrs. Jones and the children's home
children.
I'm still very good friends
with alot of the kids. So the
friends that I met.
@REFL

(B14MSHV): Meeting new people. Doing the hard
work. That's what I remember most vividly.
@REFL

(B06MJHR): The trip tubing on Wednesday. The
projects.
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@REFL

(B03FJHR): Mrs. Jones, how much the work we
did at her house meant to her. I remem
ber that she wanted to try to help us.
Mr. Brown was in a wheel chair. I
liked working for him. And I liked
working at he children's home because
of the kids. It was fun getting to knowthem.
@REFL

(B12FSHV): I probably remember the Friday
night best, when all the people that we
helped were there. We had a big ban
quet. The ice cream and everything.
@REFL

(BllFSHV): When we went to the orphanage.
While we were eating lunch, I remember
all the children coming out to talk.
@REFL

(B13FSHV) All the people. The people at
school, sometimes they find something
to corne against you about. The people
at SVOP just accepted you for who you are.
@REFL

(B08MSHR): I'd say meeting other people and
just working with the other people that
I didn't know.
@REFL

(B08MSHR): I remember all the warmth that was
all around. Everyone was accepting of
everyone else. Everyone was friends. We
all got close so easily, the first day.
Normally when I don't have a good time,
it because I haven't gotten to know the
people.
@REFL

(B01FSHR): Meeting people I didn't know
before. Becoming friends with new
people that week.

APPENDIX F
SAMPLE SCHEDULE OF FIELD OBSERVATIONS AND INTERVIEWS
CASE 3: GAMMA CHURCH PARTICIPATION IN
APPALACHIAN SERVICE PROJECT
Subject
5-12-91

First orientation
session

5:15 p.m.
7:45 p.m.

5-19-91

Second orientation
session

5:30 p.m.

5-26-91

Third orientation
session

5:25 p.m.
7:40 p.m.

6-05-91

Interview 1 conducted
with 4 subjects

5:00 p.m.

6-06-91

Interview 1 conducted
with 3 subjects

3:00 p.m.
4:30 p.m.

6-11-91

Interview 1 conducted
with 3 subjects

3:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m.

7-20-91

Departure
Arrive at motel

12:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

7-21-91

Attend church service
Departure for ASP
Arrival at ASP
Adult meeting
Group session

10:30 a.m.

7-22-91

7-23-91

7:45 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

12:00 noon
3:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

Leave for work site
Return to camp
Recreation

8:00 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

Leave for work site
Return to camp
Attend church service

8:00 a.m.
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7:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
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7-24-91

Leave for work site
Return to camp
Cookout with families

8:00 a.m.
2:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.

7-25-91

Leave for work site
Return to camp
Sharing time
Recreation

8:00
3:30
7:00
8:00

7-26-91

Leave for work site
Return to camp
Interview 2 conducted
Recreation
Interview 2 conducted

8:00 a.m.
3:30 p.m.

7-27-91

Closing session
Departure for home
Arrive home

8:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
5:30 p.m.

9-15-91

Youth Sponsored Dinner
Youth show slides
and share

6:00 p.m.

10-08-91

Interview 3 conducted
with 3 subjects

3:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.

10-09-91

Interview 3 conducted
with 4 subjects

3:00 p.m.
4:30 p.m.

10-15-91

Interview 3 conducted
with 3 subjects

3:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m.

3-02-92

Interview 4 conducted
with 3 subjects

3:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m.

3-03-92

Interview 4 conducted
with 3 subjects

3:30 p.m.
5:00 p.m.

3-09-92

Interview 4 conducted
with 2 subjects

4:00 p.m.

3-10-92

Interview 4 conducted
with 2 subjects

8:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.

a.m.
p.m.
p.lt'.
p.m.

7:00 p.m.

j:OO p.m.

APPENDIX G
WORKCAMP SCHEDULER

A copy of the schedule for each of the three work
camps examined is provided in Appendix G.

The schedule for

ASP was one that was included in a packet of material and
was the general schedule

des~gned

workcamp.
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to be followed at the
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DAILY SCHEDULE
"Take a Risk!"
1991 Group Workcamps

SUNDAY
(W..r your nlml Ilg 10 III m..11 Ind prOGrlm ICt!ltltl.I.)
1 p.m.

3·4:45 p.m.
5p.m.

5:15·6:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
7·9 p.m.
9p.m.

'0:30 p.m.

Registration.
Weicome. mixers and fun ..The Nest.
Adults eat first (Sunday only)··cafeleria.
Dinner (cafeteria) and free time.
Adults meeting.
Tolal camp gatherlng·.The Nest.
Free time.
Lights oul.
MONDAY through FRIDAY
(Wllr your nlml tlg 10 III mel'l Ind prOGrlm IcUltlll••. )

6:30·7:30 a.m.
7:15 a.m.
7:45·8 a.m.
8:15·8:30 a.m.
3p.m.
3:30 p.m.
5·6:30 p.m.
7:25 p.m.
9 p.m.
10:30 p.m.

BreakfaSI··eafeteria. Pack your Sack lunch.
Tuesday through Friday: Breakmaker··pick up soft drinkS.
Quartermaster.. pick up tools. Organller..pick up forms and Bible
Activity Guide. locate your crew's vehicle.
Work crew launch··meel al your crew's departure point.
Organlzer··check lor all needed Ilems before departure.
Depart for your workSile.
Arrive allhe worksile. Begin your work project.
Depart from Ihe worksite. Relurn 10 Ihe school.
Free time. Crew Reporter..report immediately.
Dlnner..cafeteria.
Total camp galhering..The Nesl.
Free time.
Lighls out.
SPECIAL EVENTS
(W..r your nlml Ilg 10 III m..l. Ind progrlm Icllvlll••. )

7:30 a.m.
7:25 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:25 p.m.
12:30 p.m.
1·5 p.m.
7:25p.m.
7:25 p.m.
7:25 p.m.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Total camp gathering·· The Nesl.
"Take a (;isk wilh Others!"
Adults meeling.
Cultural presenlation; "Take a Risk! Reach Oul!'
Depart from Ihe workSile. Return to Ihe school.
Free lime
TalenvSkil ShOW: 'Keep on RiSKing!'
'Jesus Risked it All for 'Js!"
'We Took a Risk Together!"

SATI:RDAY
IWeer your nlme IIG 10 III mlill .nd progrlm Icllvlll.I.)

7·8 a.m.
8 a.m.
9 a.m.

Breakfast··cafeteria.
Total camp gathering••The Nesl.
PaCk. clean the classroo'Tls and depart from Ihe school.
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DAIL Y SCHEDULE FOR SVOP '91
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday
Morning Prayer ........ 7:15 am
Breakfast ••...••. 7:30 am
Leave for Work Sites •••••.•• 8:15 am
Arrive at Hunting Ridge from Work Sites •••••••• 4:00 pm
Free Time •....... 4:00 to 6:00 pm
Pool Open Until 5:30 pm
Dinner ...••..• 6:00 pm
Free Time •••••.•• 6:30 to 8:00 pm
Adult Meeting •.••••.• 7:30 pm
Evening Program •.••••.. 8:00 to 10:00 pm
In Cabins ......•• 11:00 pm
Lights Out .•••.•.• 11:15 pm
REMEMBER: Free Time on Wednesday from 9:00 am to
5:00 pm
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A Wee.k With ASP
Each center will develop its own daily schedule
according to its facilities, activities planned, a
group's interest, etc. A general outline follows:
Sunday
• Arrive at center 2-4 p.m.
• Register, unpack, settle in
• Supper at 5 p.m.
• Staff and group leaders meet to discuss
specifics of the center and community,
select homes for each work crew and travel
to meet the families.
• Evening Gathering
• Lights-out at 11 p.m.
Monday-Friday
• Rise and shine, devotions,
breakfast 6:30·8 a.m.
• Work hard!! 8:30-4 or 4:30 p.m.
• Clean-up and inventory of supplies needed
for the next day, 5·6 p.m.
• Center clean-up; Evening Gathering
(fellowship, reflection, shnring. singing.
and possibly a guest speaker, local
musician or artist, or other special
event); staff and group leaders discuss
details of the day's work; free time.
All this from 7-10:30 p.m.
• Quiet time 10:30-11 p.m.
• Lights-out at 11 p.m.
Saturday
• Breakfast, pack, center clean-up and
goodbyes from 7-10 a.m.

APPENDIX H
GUIDE FOR DESIGNING A SERVICE-LEARNING PROGRAM

I.

II.
III.

IV.

V.
VI.

Articulate v~s~on for service-learning
Identify initial leadership for Planning Team
Assess priorities and specific needs of youth
group
Examine various options
A. Age and number of participants
B. Duration
1. Short-term
2. On-going
C. Location
1.
Project in community
2.
Project outside community
D. Possible relationships
1. Church directed
2. Multi-church program
3.
Participate in existing program
4.
Assist existing agency
Determine focus of program in light of options
Establish mission statement
A. Articulate the vision
B. Ideptify commitment to Service-learning prin
ci(Jl~s

VII.
VIrr.

IX.
X.
XI.

xu.
XHI.
XIV.
XV.

Communicate vision to youth and congregation
Recruit leadership
Define service objectivee
Define learning objectives
Network
A. Consult with others who have engaged in
service-learning programs
B. Consult with local agencies
Delegate responsibilities
Establish time line
Maintain communication of vision with congrega
tion
Address liability issues
A. Insurance
1. Medical
2. Liability
B. Parental permission forms
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XVI.

XVII.
XVIII.
XIX.
XX.
XXI.

Address logistical issues
A. Transportation
B. Building materials
C. Lodging
D. Food preparation
Address financial issues
A. Establish budget
B. Determine how to secure necessary funds
Recruit Youth Volunteers
Provide training in advance of program
A. Prepare youth to serve
B. Prepare adults to lead
Engage in program combining service and learning
Evaluate experience and determine next step
(Adapted from Benson and Roehlkepartain 1993)

APPENDIX I
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT MODEL FOR A SERVICE-LEARNING PROGRAM
I.

II.

III.
IV.

Selection criteria for leadership team
A. Spiritual maturity
1. Personal relationship with God through
Jesus Christ
2. Life consistent with faith commitment
B. Personal maturity
1. Self-discipline
2. Patience
3. Concern for others
4. Willingness to learn
C. Attitude
1. Serving attitude
2. Enthusiasm
o. Knowledge
1. Youth characteristics
2 . ~lorkcamp program
E. Skills
1. Leadership
2. Social interaction
3. Basic carpentry
Leadership Development
A. Philosophy
1. Servant-leadership
2. Service-learning
B. Leadership skills
1. Situational leadership
2. Team work
3. Relational skills
C.
Interpersonal Relations
1. Facilitating small group
2. Building group cohesiveness
3. Conflict management
Spiritual direction
A. Understanding of adolescent spirituality
B. Facilitating spiritual growth
Practical skills
A. Risk management
B. Decision making
C. Problem solving
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APPENDIX

J

EVALUATION MODEL FOR A SERVICE-LEARNING PROGRAM

IVALUAtiON MODIL

••'Ienele
Adequacy of philosophy, theology. and purpose of organization.
R.ltyance and signiAc:ance of rationale for today's sil\lotion.

2.

1.
Intention.

Oi:tMl"Yatian.

A.lntended

A. Ac:I\Ially
observed

anlecedenb

I. in youth
2. in youth worker

3. in environment

I. in you,"
2. in youth worlcer
3. in environment

B.lntended
TrcnlCdions
and InlerCldions

8. Actuol

1. You," behavior

I. Youth
2. Youth workef'
3. Talal experience

2. You," worlcer

behavior
3. Total uperienc.
C.lntended

Outcomes
1.

Know

2. Feel
3.00
... Be

Tran~on,

and Interactions

C. Ac:I\Ial Effects
found in youth:

1. Knowledge
2. Feeling
3. Behaviorol
c:han~

3.

4.

5.

DiICrepanci..

Criteria

Calumn 1
Column 2.
Column 3

Criteria 10 be used
10 d.lermine
acceptabl. 1.....1,
af discrepancies.
Two questians:
1. "VlIat ore erite·
rio for A, B, "
2. Have they been
achieved'
Example af criteria
or standard:
-sst. of leorners
will ...- implies

Differences
between what was
intended and what
OCl\lally was
observ8d. Note:
one should not
anum. that obHr·
valion s are I ()()Cl,
ocevrate and rep'
resent what ac:l\lal·
Iv occ:urred. There
is always the
c:honce thaI one',

Judl...,.n" and
'MCIback

Ascribe worth 10
Andings af discrep'
ancies between
intention, and
cOHNations.
Based on criteria.
Judament • good,

bol medium.

Feedback. where
does improvement
need 10 be mact.~

eFfec:tiven.SI of
progress being

evoruoted.

obHI'Votianswere

inaccurate and that
0Cl\IQ1 effects were
nol adequately
measured.

4. Core of being
changed

(Dettoni 1993, 162)
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